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1. GENERAL INFORMATION 



In addition, repeated violations of the above-listed discipline categories may result in 
escalation of the discipline provided that the formula for escalation is uniform in its 

application on all players for the same offense. For example, a player may be fined 
$1,953 for material failure to follow club rehabilitation directions. This fine may be 

doubled and then tripled for repeated violations, and continued violations thereafter 

may result in suspension for conduct detrimental. 

Clubs must promptly notify a player of any discipline; notice of any Club fine in the 

$5,000 maximum category and of any “conduct detrimental” fine or suspension must 

also be sent to the NFLPA. 

Please see the separate League Discipline Schedule included in the 1998 League 

Policies for Players booklet. As stated in Article XI, Section 5 of the 1993 Collective 

Bargaining Agreement, the Commissioner's disciplinary action will preclude or 

supersede disciplinary action by any club for the same act, or conduct. Thus, for 

example, a Commissioner imposed fine for throwing a football into the stands will 

supersede and substantially exceed the club fine of $391. 



MEALS 

Players will attend all meals provided by the Club at training camp and at the team's 
hotels at the scheduled times. Players will not bring friends or relatives to meals 
provided by the Club. Players are encouraged to eat only the food provided by the 
Club on away game trips and not to rely on Room Service meals which could 
compromise the player's health and well being prior to a game. Meals provided by 
the Club for players are considered the same as team meetings for fine purposes. 

PUBLIC CRITICIZING 

During the terms of their contracts, both in and out of football season, players will not 
make public comments criticizing teammates, Club coaches, or Club management, or 
the Club's operation or policies; nor will players criticize players, coaches, or 
management of other NFL teams, officials, or the Commissioner. 

RETURN TRAVEL 

Players must return with the Club from away games. There will be no exceptions 
without permission from the Head Coach. 

SPONSORSHIPS, ENDORSEMENTS & PUBLIC APPEARANCES 

During the term of their contracts, players will not write or sponsor magazine or 
newspaper articles, or appear on or participate in any radio or television program 
without the consent of the Club. Players will not endorse alcoholic beverages, 
tobacco products, or gambling services. 

Players will not schedule public appearances during the regular season within three 
days prior to a game. For example, no public appearances will be scheduled after 
Wednesday for a Sunday game. 

ы VISITORS IN ROOM 

There will be no visitors (male or female) to players' rooms at any time, either at pre- 
season training camp or at a hotel where the team is staying. 

. CRIMINAL ACTS 

Players will not commit criminal acts during the term of their contracts with the Club, 
whether during the season or off-season. Stealing of any kind (from teammates, the 
Club or any party) is prohibited, including the unauthorized taking of Club 
equipment. 
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GOLF CART USAGE 
CHICAGO BEARS SUMMER TRAINING CAMP 

1998 

Golf carts may be driven between the Stadium, Dobson Hall, Cafeteria 

and meetings halls only. 

Carts must be driven on designated streets and in single file. 

All traffic signs and policies must be obeyed. 

Golf carts may not be operated in any other area of the University or 
Community. Carts may not be operated on sidewalks and/or malls. 

Golf carts may not be used for transportation to the fields from the 

Stadium. 

When using the golf carts to go to meetings, the carts must be parked in 

the Brigham Hall parking iot or on the grass area to the side of Ottensman 

Hall. No parking is allowed on the pavilion in from of Ottensman Hall. 

Any tampering with golf cart clutches, motors or fuel systems that 

increase the speed of the cart will result in the loss of cart privileges, no 

refund of fee and possible team fine. 

Overloading of carts or any action contributing to unsafe driving is 

prohibited. 

The rental fee is $225 for the 4 week duration. You will be required to 
place a $250 damage deposit. Damage deposits will be returned at the 

conclusion of training camp. Any damage to a golf cart (body, frame, 

engine, tires etc.) whether you were driving or not, is your 

responsibility. Lost, stolen or damaged golf carts need to be 

reported to Brian McCaskey or Clyde Emrich immediately. 



CHICAGO BEARS 
STRENGTH TRAINING 1998 

TRAINING CAMP 
The objective of our strength training program during the 1998 training camp is to maintain 
and in some instances, continue the development of power strength, and flexibility. 

Our objective will be met thru 14 workouts for the linemen, linebackers and tight ends, and 
12 workouts for the wide receivers, defensive backs, running backs, quarterbacks, and 
kickers. The workouts will be split as follows: Chest, shoulders and arms one workout and 
upper and lower back, legs and neck the other. Consideration to leg workouts will be based 
on the amount of running taken place during practice. 

The linemen, linebackers and tight ends will have 8 upper body days and 6 leg and back 
days. The skill positions will have 7 upper body days and 5 leg and back days. 

IN-SEASON STRENGTH TRAINING 
The objective of our in-season program is to maintain and develop a high quality of power, 
strength and flexibility. We also want to develop as much durability as we possibly can so 
that everyone can play the entire 16 game schedule. 

The lifting schedule will have 2 required lifting days. Monday is one of the required days 

when everyone must lift. The other day can come from Wednesday, Thursday or Friday. 

We want to encourage all players to lift more than the 2 required days. If you do choose a 3 
or 4 day program, your program will be split into different muscle groups. If you do choose 

only the 2 required days, those workouts will include all muscle groups each of those days. 

Players will be fined for missing workouts or not completing workouts. 

RULES FOR THE WEIGHT ROOM: 

No cleats or grass shoes allowed. 

Put weights and dumbbells on racks. 

Don't spit on floor. 

File card after workout. 

Use spotters on all heavy lifts. 

Weigh-ins on Thursdays must be done 30 minutes after practice has ended. 

м фо о + о N 一 Once you choose a 3-day workout for the week, you must stick to a 3-day workout 
or be subject to a fine. 
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Training Camp 
Chicago Bears 

Equipment Department 
Policies and Procedures 

Players are responsible for the equipment issued to them. The equipment issued to the players is the property of the Chicago Bears Football Club. 

Players are not allowed to cut any issued equipment. If there is a need for cutting of any equipment it must be done by the equipment staff. 

Players are responsible for placing, not throwing, all dirty laundry in its proper collection hampers. 

Players should get all equipment needs before meetings or after practice. 

Players should request all game needs (shoes, gloves, etc.) the day of packing their travel bags. 

The equipment department will assist any player with shoe contracts if the request is given to Tony Medlin in sufficient time. 

The league will strictly enforce the NFL's uniform and regulation guidelines in 1998. Players should be aware of the fact that the NFL fines for equipment violations that Bo uncorrected. The fines double on repeat offenses. 

Players should always respect the property апа equipment of their teammates. 

The ballboys are here to assist the coaches and equipment staff. Ballboys are not to be used as player's personal errand runners outside of their prescribed duties by the equipment staff. They аге not authorized to issue any equipment unless instructed to do so by the equipment staff. 

The Chicago Bears equipment staff is committed to providing the best possible means of protection to the players. All cooperation from the players to the department is appreciated. 
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CHICAGO BEARS ATHLETIC TRAINING КООМ 
RULES AND REGULATIONS 

Please keep the area clean and sanitary. The athletic training room is a medical 

facility. Shower and wear shorts before using whirlpools. 

Report all injuries/illnesses to the athletic trainers or doctors immediately, even if you 
feel they are minor. 

Injured players who cannot practice must report on time for all scheduled treatments. 
A missed scheduled treatment will result in a fine. You must attend all scheduled 
practices and meetings unless instructed otherwise by the head coach. At practice 

you are to be in uniform with your group unless instructed otherwise by the 

head coach. 

The day following a game, you are responsible for reporting to the athletic training 

room if you have sustained an injury. This is VERY IMPORTANT. If you fail to report 

injuries, you will be expected to be at practice. 

You must report on time for all scheduled appointments with doctors. This also 
includes x-rays, MRI's, etc. A player who misses a scheduled appointment is subject | 

to fine. 

Take time and read the NFL's current Substance Abuse Policies. They are in 

your playbook. If you have any questions please bring them to our attention. 

IMPORTANT - Taping schedules will be posted at summer camp and during the 

regular season. PLEASE follow these schedules. Anyone who injures their ankle(s) 
and is not taped is subject to fine. Anyone who does not get taped at their assigned 

time is subject to fine. 

RANDOM STEROID TESTING - This could be done by the League on any day during 
the pre-season and regular season. А list will be posted by the athletic training room. 
It is your responsibility to check the list and comply with the program. To update 
yourself, read the NFL Steroid Policy in your playbook. 

SUMMER CAMP - You are responsible for weighing in and weighing out after each 
practice. Regular season — schedule will be set by head coach. During camp anyone 
who does not weigh in and out at each practice is subject to fine. 

IMPORTANT - We want to prevent dehydration/heat illness in summer training camp — 

drink plenty of fluid during your practice sessions. 

There is to be no eating or drinking in the athletic training room during summer camp. 
Regular season — per head athletic trainer's instructions. 

-12- 
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Training Camp 
Chicago Bears 

Equipment Department 
Policies and Procedures 

Players are responsible for the equipment issued to them. The equipment issued to the players is the property of the Chicago Bears Football Club. 

Players are not allowed to cut any issued equipment. If there is a need for cutting of any equipment it must be done by the equipment staff. 

Players are responsible for placing, not throwing, ай dirty laundry in its proper collection hampers. 

Players should get all equipment needs before meetings or after practice. 

Players should request all game needs (shoes, gloves, etc.) the day of packing their travel bags. 

The equipment department will assist any player with shoe contracts if the request is given to Tony Medlin in sufficient time. 

The league will strictly enforce the NFL's uniform and regulation guidelines in 1998. Players should be aware of the fact that the NFL fines for equipment violations that go uncorrected. The fines double on repeat offenses. 

Players should always respect the property ánd equipment of their teammates. 

The ballboys are here to assist the coaches and equipment staff. Ballboys are not to be used as player's personal errand runners outside of their prescribed duties Бу the equipment staff. They are not authorized to issue any equipment unless instructed to do so by the equipment staff. 

The Chicago Bears equipment staff is committed to providing the best possible means of protection to the players. All cooperation from the players to the department is appreciated. 
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СНІСАСО BEARS АТНІ ЕТІС TRAINING КООМ 

RULES AND REGULATIONS 

Please keep the area clean and sanitary. The athletic training room is 2 medica! 

facility. Shower and wear shorts before using whirlpools. 

Report all injuries/ilinesses to the athletic trainers or doctors immediately, even if you 

feel they are minor. 

Injured players who cannot practice must report on time for all scheduled treatments. 

A missed scheduled treatment will result in a fine. You must attend all scheduled 

practices and meetings unless instructed otherwise by the head coach. At practice 

you are to be in uniform with your group unless instructed otherwise by the 

head coach. 

The day following a game, you are responsible for reporting to the athletic training 

room if you have sustained an injury. This is VERY IMPORTANT. f you fail to report 

injuries, you will be expected to be at practice. 

You must report on time for all scheduled appointments with doctors. This also 

includes x-rays, MRI's, etc. A player who misses a scheduled appointment is subject 

to fine. 

Take time and read the NFL's current Substance Abuse Policies. They are in 

your playbook. If you have any questions please bring them to our attention. 

IMPORTANT - Taping schedules will be posted at summer camp and during the 

regular season. PLEASE follow these schedules. Anyone who injures their ankle(s) 

and is not taped is subject to fine. Anyone who does not get taped at their assigned 

time is subject to fine. 

RANDOM STEROID TESTING - This could be done by the League on any day during 

the pre-season and regular season. A list will be posted by the athletic training room. 

It is your responsibility to check the list and comply with the program. To update 

yourself, read the NFL Steroid Policy in your playbook. 

SUMMER CAMP - You are responsible for weighing in and weighing out after each 

practice. Regular season — schedule will be set by head coach. During camp anyone 

who does not weigh in and out at each practice is subject to fine. 

IMPORTANT - We want to prevent dehydration/heat illness in summer training camp — 

drink plenty of fluid during your practice sessions. 

There is to be no eating or drinking in the athletic training room during summer camp. 

Regular season - per head athletic trainer's instructions. 
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Principles of the Chicago Defense 

1. 

CHICAGO BEARS DEFENSIVE PHILOSOPHY 

Swarm - This is the first and foremost principle of our defense. Great Swarm 
Prevents scores. [п the final analysis, the effectiveness of a defensive team is 
measured by the number of points Scored against it. This is also the best way to 
"intimidate" an offense. 

"Out Physical" the Opponent - Every Sunday, our Opponents must fear the idea of 
Playing against a tough, physical defense. There is a direct correlation between 
this and our Swarming ability. This also pertains to being a great tackling team. 
We must tackle іп an aggressive, wrapping fashion. Missed tackles will not be 
tolerated. Missed tackles are the disease that can completely cripple a defense. Assignment Execution - Each man must know his individual assignment 
responsibility on every defense and execute, to the best of his ability, each play. 
Any gambling or hunch defense by an Individual can only lead to a breakdown of 
our team effort ang cause a long run or pass. 
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WHAT MAKES A SUCCESSFUL TEAM DEFENSE 

1. Each individual must believe in our defense. Each individual must have 
confidence in himself - "1, personally, will not let the ball over the goal line!" 

2. Оп every offensive play ог pass, eleven defensive теп have an п assignment to 
carry out. If one man fails, all eleven fail. 

3. Pursuit and gang tackling are the two most important parts of our team defense. 

A. It is difficult for the ball carrier to get loose when 5 or 6 players are trying to 
get a piece of him. 

B. Demoralize the ball carrier. 

4. Aggressiveness must be developed and maintained. Anyone can play; defense 
is reaction, movement and hitting. 

5: We must STOP the THIRD DOWN play. 

6. Force opponents to kick Field Goals in Red Zone. 

7. Overall team speed, quickness and lateral movement must receive top priority. 

8. Each defense has its strengths and weaknesses - KNOW THEM! 

9. When a SUDDEN CHANGE or situation occurs, we must mentally arise to the 
occasion. 

THE KEYS 

MAKE THINGS HAPPEN. FORCE TURNOVERS! 

TAKE CHARGE OF THE SUDDEN CHANGE. 

STOP THE BIG PLAY AGAINST US. 

MAKE THE GAME BREAKER. 

PROPER KICK-OFF COVERAGE. 

STAND TALL, DIGNIFIED AND DEFIANT. SE E ORS 

L... o RSS SSN ec — — ент n 



WHAT KIND ОЕ DEFENSE WILL WE HAVE? іп order to have a great defense, you know we must have great Pursuit and gang 

tackling. What will we need to do in practice in order tg have great pursuit and gang 

tackling? 

1. We must be in top condition physically and mentally. This will mean a lot of 

running and film viewing. 

A. We will run a lot of Sprints - for endurance and Speed. 
Every tim you run a Sprint, you are either running for a better Or a poorer 

team, 

We must Swarm the ball and be sharp in practice, 
A. Everyone is required to break the huddle Sharp. 
B. You play the мау you practice. 
We must practice tackling, particularly open field, every day. We must Play the ball Оп pass defense. 
We must have great pride and confidence in each other апа in our Bears 

Defense, 
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SUDDEN CHANGE SITUATIONS 

Sudden Change is the real test of a great defensive team. The score is 7-7 in the fourth 
quarter, and we have just stopped our opponents on our own 28 yard line. We have just 
sat down on the bench; we feel good and relieved. We have just stopped them after a 

long drive. We can sure use the rest. As our offensive team starts to drive the ball out 
from the 28 yard line, a fumble on the first play occurs and our opponent has the ball on 

our 24 yard line! This is a sudden change situation. 

What are the feelings of the two teams at this time? 

Your Opponents: 

What a great break. 
We have them on the ropes now. 

Their defense will be tired. 

Let's hit them quickly. 
Our defense did a great job getting the ball. gu бай FS. >t 

Our Thoughts: 

What a lousy break. 
They have us in a big hole. 
| ат tired; | don't know whether | can hold out again. 
Boy, | hope someone comes up with a big play. 

Our offense sure put us in a hole. How could they do it? EN се 

| think you see why it takes a great defense to overcome a sudden change situation. 
Our opponents will be mentally up, and unless we prepare ourselves, we will not. 

WHAT YOU MUST DO! 

Always huddle up before you go back into the game. 
Gain control of your thoughts and get yourself ready to play defense again. 
Realize that you must get yourself and your team up mentally. 
Go all out to make the big play yourself. 
Now is the test of our defense. Accept the challenge. 
When we stop them now, we will have an even greater psychological advantage. DA 
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GENERAL THOUGHTS 

ngs we should know and be consistently aware of: 

Defensive Call - Never leave the huddle without knowing the call. Listen and 
concentrate on the call. Do not let your mind wander. 

Call Knowledge - Know what you do in pass and run. Know what your priority is. 
Know your alignment and any adjustments that could come about. 

Strength and Weakness of our Defense - Know, pertaining to your position, the 
strengths and weaknesses of what you must do and what can happen to you. 

Know Situations 

A. Down and Distance - You should always know the down and distance. 
Every defense called will be predicted by down and distance to go. 

Opponents call their offense by down and distance, too. Know what to 
expect on each down and distance situation according to field position. 

Field Position - You should know what the opponent will do backed up on 
his own goal line. Will he gamble? At what position on the field will he run 
his regular offense; what position will he use trick plays, and gamble on the 
4th down, etc. Know when we are in Red Zone Defense. 

Know the Quarter and Time Remaining - Many a game has been lost 
because a team misjudged the time left to play in each half and what an 
opponent does during this time. Іп games where two teams are equal, the 
time employed intelligently by a team often determines the winner. Our 

defensive play can determine whether or not the offense can control the 
time. 

Tendencies 

А. Formations - What is the opponent's tendency by formation? Does he run 
to or away from his formation? Every formation has a favorite play from it, 
and you should know this play or plays. We will stop this favorite play by 
formation and force him to run something which will not win for him. 
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General Thoughts (Cont'd.) 

6. Opponent's Offense 

A. Huddle - Know where their people line up in their huddle (to determine 
strength quickly). You should always be aware of a no-huddle play when 
the opponent is behind and time is running out. 

B. Alignment - Know if they run from pre-shift formation. Know if they like to 
go on а quick or long count, and in what situation do they do this. Know if 
they take unusually large line splits. 

7. Special Situations 

A. Know who the opponent calls on in the clutch. 

B. Know how the change of quarterback affects the game. 

С. Ве aware of а play being гип at оиг new substitute after ап injury to опе of 
our own men. 

D. Watch for the home-run play after we have lost the ball on a sudden 
change. 

E. Every time the opponent puts in a substitute, be sure to recognize his 
number and position. This could constitute a change in our defense. 

F. Be aware of our substitution and who is in the game for us. 



Of Contact 



Principles of Contact 

Come to Balance 

A. Adjust Stride (relative to tackling situations) 

B, Sink Hips 

С. Back Flat 

D. Head Up 

Enter Contact 

A. Same Foot - Same Shoulder 

B. Knee is Front of Ankle 

Rhythm of Contact 

A. Roll off Front Foot 

B. Lift and Run Through Contact 

С. Wrap on Tackle, Shed on Block 

EE pe 



ІУ. DEFENSIVE TERMINOLOGY 
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TERMINOLOGY 

GENERAL DEFENSE: 

Adjust Refers to adjustments made by safeties in man-for-man coverage to one man backfield sets. 

Alley Area of responsibility outside the C Gap. 

Backer Linebacker force. 

B.C. Ball carrier. 

Blitz 6 to 8 man pressure with man coverage, no help. 

Bounce Ball carrier cutting outside to force. 

Box Defensive end or outside linebacker force by blocking scheme or call. 

Buzz . Drop by Linebacker to the flat keying or doubling #1. 

C.P. Coaching point. 

Cloud Corner force with 2 Deep coverage. 

Cushion Distance between defensive man and receiver down field. 

Cutback Ball carrier cutting inside force man. 

Dead Area 15-20 yards deep behind corners in Cover 2. 

Fill Term used to describe a defensive player closing a hole or inside-out on ball carrier. 

Fire Pass thrown off of full flow run fake strong, to a TE passins strength. 

Flex Tight end open alignment more than 3 yards. 

Flood Pass thrown off of full flow weak to the open end side. 

Flow Direction of backs' movement. 

Force Person responsible for containment of end run. 
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GENERAL DEFENSE (cont'd) 

Games 

Gap 

Kick 

Key 

LOS 

Match 

Oskie 

Over 

Р.О.А. 

Penetrate 

Personnel Groups 

Pocket 

Preset 

Progression 

Pursuit 

Defensive line pass rush charges and lane responsibilities. 

Area of responsibility between offensive linemen. 

Example: A, В, С, О, Alley. 

Corner force with 3 Deep coverage. 

Offensive movements which enable a defensive man to carry out his 

assignment more effectively. 

Line of scrimmage. 

Under coverage describes combining zone drops and one side, and 

progression drops on the other. 

Interception alert. 

The term Over tells corners to line up on the WR in zone coverage. 

Point of attack. 

Crossing the line of scrimmage. 

Standard - 2 WR's, 1 TE, 2 Backs 

Opal ` 3 WR's, 2 Backs 
2 TES (2Y) - 1 WR, 2 TE's, 2 Backs 

3 ТЕ5 (3Y) - 3 TE's, 2 Backs 

Deuce - 2 WR's, 2 TE's, 1 Back 

Diamond - 3 WR's, 1 TE, 1 Back 

Jade - 4 WR's, 1 Back 

Trio - 3 TE's,1 Back, 1 WR 

Ruby 5 WRs, No Backs 

Gold 2 TEs, 3 WR's, 0 Backs 

Area between outside leg of both offensive tackles, from the LOS to 

9 yards deep. 

Term used to describe offensive linemen in a 2-point stance. 

Under reads by LBer and DB on numbered receivers. 

After execution of defensive assignment, all eleven (11) players 

swarming the football at proper angles. 
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GENERAL DEFENSE (cont'd) 

Read 

Green Dog 

Sky 

Spy 

Strong Side 

Stunts 

Weak Side 

Wheel Route 

X Man 

COVERAGES: 

Banjo 

Bump 1% 

Clue 

Cover Down 

Double Coverage 

Funnel 

Gone Сай 

Using backfield sets to determine strength of coverage. 

Technique of blitzing defender responsible for any back release 
crossing your face. 

Safety force. 

Technique used by defensive linemen on slow rush checking 
backfield action for screen or back flair release. 

Side of formation which designates strength. Run strength is to 
tight end; pass strength is to 2 receivers. 

Combination movements with defensive line and linebackers. 

Side of formation away from strength, run or pass. 

When receiver or back runs shoot and up. 

Extra linebacker in 30 Package. 

Inside-outside coverage on two (2) receivers. 

Term used by coverage people on motion to switch receivers. 

Technique by defensive back keying #2 for zone technique. 

Term to alert linebacker or defensive back to line up on receiver in 
his area. 

Two defenders inside-out or short and long on one receiver. 

| Forcing а receiver to release inside or outside by сай. 

Term used by linebacker or Nickel back when leaving normal 
alignment. 



COVERAGES (cont'd) 

Hug 

Jam 

Middle 

Nickel 

Press 

Quarter 

Robber 

Secondary Support 
(Run-Pass) 

Sink 

Tackle Box 

3 Match 

Trail 

Trio 

—, 

Aggressive Man coverage technique by linebackers or Nickel backs 
on blocking backs or tight end. 

Technique used by defensive back or linebacker to re-route 
receiver. 

3 defenders on 2 receivers using outside man-to-man technique. 

Substitution of an LBer, Sam, Mike or Will by a defensive back in 
our 40 package. 

The alignment and tight technique used in coverage. 

2 DBs substituted for 2 LBers in 40 Package. 

Zone technique turning into man-to-man on pattern recognition. 

Person responsible for pass first and support of force man if 
receiver blocks. 

2 Deep or 4 Deep on WR routes. 

Area іп backfield directly behind offensive tackle. 

3 Deep with progression strong, zone drop weak. 

Underneath man-to-man technique with 2 Deep safety help. 

Man coverage call used to alert that there are 3 receivers in Stack 
position. 
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=RAL OFFENSE: 

eg Play action pass with quarterback going opposite full flow. 

< Term used їо alert linebackers or safeties to а block coming from 
outside-in. 

a Back movement away from passing strength. 

Roll Roll out movement by quarterback off of drop back pass. 

Fullback. 

.) Flanker. 

Running back. 

A receiver running quick route (in or out) upon blitz recognition. 

n Back movement to passing strength. 

TE shift. 

2 Tight Ends set to same side. 

et Change of strength movement by flanker. 

<) Split епа. 

门 Tight end. 

Tight end off ball. 

Second tight end. 

gle Play action pass with split flow of backs and quarterback roll. 

m Inside trap by back or tight end. 

Tight end motion. 



l. FRONTS: 

90 

40 

90 Solid 

90 Whip 

40-7 

90 Wide 

77G 

70 Sneak 

Joker 

TERMINOLOGY FOR 
DEFENSIVE LINE AND LINEBACKERS 

Eagle adjustment to the TE side. 

Base alignment with 1 technique on the weak side, moving to a 2 
technique. 

Base alignment with strong side end and Sam exchanging gaps and 

alignments. 

Base alignment with Will on the LOS. 

Base Alignment with 7 Technique adjustment by strong side end. 

Defensive alignment where LBers and strong end make a strong side 

adjustment. 

Eagle reduced with strong tackle in 2 Technique and Sam stacked. 

Eagle reduced adjustment with both tackles aligned in "A" gaps. 

8-man front. 

il. STUNTS, GAMES & GENERAL: 

Go 

Games 

Lock 

Spill 

Squeeze 

Term used to alert defensive line to automatic pass rush. (Automatic box 

support.) 

Term used to designate an exchange of rush lanes for defensive line. 

Term used to ensure no change in front or rush call. 

Term used to describe technique by defender taking on a block through 
the offensive man's inside shoulder. 

Heavy leverage at POA with proper gap control. 
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STUNTS, GAMES & GENERAL (cont'd) 

Dive Stunt by Will LBer coming in "A" gap weak. 

Crash Aggressive outside stunt by Will LBer using Spill technique. 
Fullback Aggressive inside stunt through the "C" gap by the end on the tight end side; can be called as an adjustment to two tight ends. 
Gap Aggressive inside charge through the "B" gap by the weak side end. 
Shoot Stunt by designated LBer (Mike, Sam, Will), 

Hard Aggressive outside stunt by the Will LBer. Could be from normal or Whip alignment. 

Spy Defensive lineman on a slow rush, checking backfield action. First responsibility is contain, M/M on back your side. Check Screens, draws. 
Cha-Cha 1. rush game involving both tackles (to strong side); 3 technique goes irst. 

TT Pass rush game involving both tackles (to weak side); 1 technique goes first. 

Twist Pass rush game between end and tackle (tackle first). 
Change Pass rush game between end and tackle (end first). 
Tango Pass rush games between weak side end and both tackles. 
Pinch Alert word to make strong tackle power rush keying inside for trap, quarterback scramble, draws. 

Razor Stunt that involves strong end slanting into B gap. 
Echo Pass rush game between strong side end and both tackles. 
Tops Pass rush game between both tackles and where gaps are reversed. 
“Мой: C.P.: Linebackers must be aware of gap responsibilities changing with pass rush games. 
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FRONT TERMINOLOGY: 

Fast Flow 

Middle Flow 

Split Flow 

Slide 

Stem 

ill. BLITZ: 

Storm 

Tampa Storm 

Buffalo 

Dolphin 

Lightning 

Thunder 

Movement by both backs outside tight end area on snap of ball. 

Movement by both backs inside tight end area on snap of ball. 

Movement by one back inside tackles; the other back outside the 
tackles. 

Term used to shift front and linebackers on tight end move. 

Movement by defensive line before snap from one front to another to 
confuse blocking schemes. 

Blitz that brings the Sam and Will linebacker. Sam goes strong "C" 

gap. Will goes weak "B" gap. 

Blitz that brings Sam, Mike and Will linebackers. Sam goes strong 
side "B" Gap. Will goes Weak "B" gap, Mike hugs #3. Ends Green 
Dog. 

Blitz that brings the Mike and Will linebackers. The Will goes to the 
weak side "A" gap. The Mike goes to weak side "B" gap. Weak 

tackle goes to strong "A" gap. 

Blitz that sends the Mike and Sam linebackers. Mike goes to the O/S 

side "B" gap. Sam goes to 1/5 "B" gap. Strong tackle goes to Strong 

"A" gap. Run from 77G front. 

Blitz that sends the Mike linebacker and Strong Safety. Mike 
linebacker goes to "B" gap. Strong Safety goes to “А” gap. Strong 
tackle goes to Weak "A" gap. Run from 77G front. 

Blitz that sends Mike and Strong Safety. Mike goes to strong side "B" 
gap. Strong Safety blitz outside strong. 
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IV. GOAL LINE: 
Directions Movement by defensive line in a determined direction as called by the 

Mike linebacker. 

Out Both tackles take outside charge through "B" gaps. 
Double Shoot Both inside LBers fire "A" gaps. 
Guts All Fire Everyone moves to inside gap - must Stop call. 
V. COVERAGES: 
1 Mike Middle M/M coverage with free safety. 
1 Middle Nickel coverage, M/M with free Safety. 
Sink 2 deep, 5 under Zone coverage. 
2 Man 2 deep, 5 under man-to-man Coverage. 
Switch 2 Half coverage weak side; quarter coverage strong side. 
2 Switch Half coverage strong side; а Coverage weak side. 
Double Switch Quarter coverage both sides. 
Dbl. Switch Man Quarter coverage, man under 
Match 3 deep, 4 underneath zone Coveage weak. 
3 Exchange 3 deep, 4 underneath zone Coverage with Sam and strong safety exchanging responsibility. 

3 Kick 3 deep, 4 underneath zone Coverage with Kick technique by corner, either 
Strong or weak. 

6 2 deep, 5 under ZONE coverage versus Slot set. 
6 Man 2 deep, 5 under màn coverage versus Slot set. 
Blitz (Press) Man-to-man Coverage with no help. 
3 Double Kick 30 package coverage with 3 deep, 5 under zone Coverage. 3 Man 30 package coverage with 3 deep, 5 under man Coverage. 
Victory 30 Package coverage, 3 deep, 4 under zone with Super safety deep. 



V . OFFENSIVE TERMINOLOGY 



Fage | 

Formation and Strength Identification 
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FORMATION AND RUN STRENCTH IDENTIFICATION 

The run strength will be called by Mike L8'er to the TE side of formation. 

Example: 

© © 
O o 

oogooe 
Strong Right 

If 2 TE's аге in the game, make call to TE-FL side - unless game pian 
dictates. 
Example: 

O O | 
О © 

000000 
- "Strong Right 

| и balanced set жил 2 TE's, make call left, unless gama plan ia 
Example: 

© 

© O EIC 
Goonooc 

Strong un 

Af na TR In ama, aha al calar. 
ері: 

© DM © 
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If no TE and balanced set, make call left. | 

Example: 

@ ; 
e O 06 

Q ООПОО ® 
Strong Left | 

PASSING STRENGTH IDENTIFIER 

Passing stength is called by FS is made to the 2 Receiver side. 

Example: ® 

О 
© ООПООФ 

Rip 

"mes ПУН 

® © 
@ С | 

© oo[]oo Q 

1f a balanced set 1% given, aste call left - unless ыл plan dictates | 

. Example: | 

Ф ZB - ® О 
oooL]ooe 
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One Back Alignments/Movements 



IDENTIFICATION OF BACKS' ALIGNMENT TO SE SIDE 

Example: Normal Up Alignment is Up Call 
UP LEFT 

| O 

a о ® 
ФООГПОО © 

Example: Splitti Difference із Near 

© 
© S O 

OooLIoo б) 

Example: Н А11 Outside is " 

© | 

S 中 

Positions are: 

me 

O 
Goo[]oo ® 

H оп 1.0.5. to SE 15 Solo 

STANDARD SOLO 

(5 

О 
ФООПОО% 
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To identify backs, EEE to the ТЕ, the Position of ib must be 
understood. 

Example: 

F or H 
F or H 

О 
ФООГЦОО ® 

° TRIPS LEFT 

| | D Example: | 

F or H F or H 

Example: If H or F aligns outside FL, 1t is called Wide. 

Positions are: 

А 

Aa En E "ФО ofloo Q 

Wide тер Trips 



Page 5 ТЕ ALIGNMENTS AND MOVEMENTS 

TED - TE normal position off 1.0.5. YOKE - TE off 1.0.5. with movement 
"across ball. 

@ ` | 

O 
, © | 

© | OCLUCO © OOLICC «e 

TE MOVE - E shifts from one side TE MOVE Example: 
to the othe Strong Left 
C.P.: This old as a slide call After TE move, strong right. 
and change of st 

nm 

© Soo 

TE FLEX Alf t of Weak Side 
Те 15 3 yards or more form OT. Tight - Tight position on 1.0.5. 

m= Т -3 paños or closer from OT. 

© © 
О о Ooo e PO: 5 3 Yds. Tight Flex 



ТЕ MOVEMENT WITH YOKE MOVEMENT 

Fake Yoke < СЕ) 

ТЕ off L.O.S. with Movement to SE Side. ^ 
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FLANKER ~ BACK МОУЕМЕМТ 

Flanker Rocket Fake Rocket 
Fianker goes across 

| formation from Standard 
(Pro) to Slot 

® 

©) алдагы» 

De О SD 

OODOO @ ӘООПОО 

Zoom HB Divide ЗЕ | 
Flanker moves out Back goes away nker moves 
from formation. from passing into formation. 

strength. 

€) Divide 

o О 
00100 

НВ Divide Flankar Rocket Е Motion 
goes away from Flanker goes Back goes to 

passing strength. across formation pessing strength. 
from Siot to Pro 

@ 
| (Е) Mation 

Q Divida 

О Коске( 

=, 2 

ООПОО ei ФООПОО e 



` Back motion to 

passing strength. 

Page 11 
_ БАСК - MOVEMENTS u 

potion Divide 
Back motion away 

from passing strength. 

Short 
Ф Divide Divide 505% | 

| одойоо \ | @ | 
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Run Series (Cont'd) | 
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Quick hand-off with flow (14 Dive). inside fake with opposite back going in pitch relationship 

Diversionary run off of initial раза look (13 Lead Draw). 



AN aa drid E бегі 

d 
39 C-SWEEP из N | 

o | 2 | 
SERO PIXE % кті © 

ЕТ тюк | — М и 
| 37 STRAIGHT l 

: 5 ww 

14 DIVE А M ` ° x | E JU š d š 
Š 12 OPTION Mi 

I ER, ° cites, 
9 PITCH | < | oe BELLY: i un RA s it 
pu 3 cand ЕГІ xx 

TPPP 382% H Dé (E > EN 
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PASS ACTIONS 



3 | 

3 Step Drop, 
ГА o 

Qلے  

FIRE 
Full flow to TE |) © 

passing streugth 

with QB inside 

tackle box. 
осоооо 



NAMES OF PASS 

op Back Passes Play Action Passes 
K- All Hook Belly Pass 
if Box Bootleg 
ina Ct Gap Pass 
ina Divide š Cut Pass 
ina In Draw Pass 
ZH - Double China Fre 
ZR - Double Cross Flea Flicker 
In - Double In Flood 
T - Double Out SOP - Sprint Out Pass 
Jble Pass Straight Pass 
2 - Drop & Roll Trap Pass 
м Stack Waggle 
aturn 

l- F Under 

= Fullbacks 2 TE Individual 

| Mary 

ch Screen 

Go - Hook & Go 
‘pt 

‚ston Tier 

| - Halfback & X Receiver Individual 

dle Screen 

L- Opposite High-Low 

„- Option Screen 

2 - Out Corner 

fier 

зеп Strong 

зеп Weak 

1 - Shoot Curl 

- Shoot Corner 

iL - Shoot Slant 
:k 

Tier | 
~ Slot & X Receiver Individual 

- Two in Three Out 

=p 
> 



NAMES OF PASSES -- DROP BACK 
| HINA 











iter Fake with lineman pull and 
idual Routes. 

O OOOOO 

Fake with Individual Routes. 

LICKER | 

— NAMES OF PASSES - PLAY ACTION _ 
BOOTLEG 

O _ O Co copos "o CODOS um | 
N 

y fake with Individual Routes. 
i 

ЗАР PASS 

Co O 
O 

Das 
© DO OO 

Cut Fake with individual Routes, 

O 

FIRE PASS 

C 



` Î TRAP PASS SPRINT OUT PASS < | 

了 

Em. OO 

Trap Fake with Individual Routes. 

RAM ROUTE 

STRAIGHT PASS 

O 
COCOCOCOCOCO © 
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AREAS ОР THE FIELD FOR PASS DEFENSE been emm ааа od 

SIDE- NUMBERS HASH HASH NUMBERS SIDE- LINE | LINE | ! ! 
Gem | 3 بو الا сана 

YDS. і YOS. YDS. i YO YDS. 

vo THREE-DEEP TERRITOR l 8 
O i DEEP DEEP DEEP OUTSIOE MIDDLE _ OUTSIDE 

< YOS. YDS. vos. 

TWO-DEEP TERRITORY 



INDIVIDUAL BLOCKS 

. ` Technique used on run pia 
the P.O.A. to stretch a defender b 
contacting him or faking him on the’ 
wrong side. 

- Assignment block where onside 
guard pulis away from the bail to 
kick out or log. (at the P.O.A.) 
Depth is determined by the hole 
called. 

е С-Ри may include down block 
ТЕ and Teckie. 

“by 

* Assignment. block where offside 
guard pulls across the bell and leads 

` up through а hole. (at the Р.О.А.). 

* O-Pull mey be used to sea! pursuit, 
меа for bootlegs, waggies, traps. 

BACK - Assignment block fer uncovered line- 
man to fill fer. pulling adjacent line- 
men. (атау from P.0.A.). 



DRIVE:BASE DRIVE - Fundamental block that is the Base — — of the run offense. Signifies an 
offensive lineman blocking the middle 
of the man over him; on or off the 
L.0.S. (at the Р.О.А.). 

>O >O >O O 

2"O >O 

Ml O ® z „400 2 >10 O 

S 

ZONE REACH 

2 

HOOK - A technique block used by offensive 
lineman or tight end hitting your 
outside number, through the armpit 
trying to control the defender to 
the inside (at the P.O.A.). 

>O O0 
S 

ZONE CUTOFF CUTOFF - A block by a lineman or a tight 
end hitting your inside number to 
prevent pursuit. (Backside block 
away from P.O.A.) 

BUTT BLOCK 
а teams use hard Rip across your face 

then offensive linemen either backs up or 
washes you down if you try to cross his 
face. 

ow (С DOWN (САР) - Block where lineman blocks 
` О inside towards the ball on the first 

man or gap inside, on or off the 
L.O.S. (at the P.O.A.). 

HICHWALL - Block where lineman or tight end 
zones inside and wheels on you high 
to give beck a cutback lane. (away 
from the P.O:A.). 



COMBINATION BLOCKS ` (Two or More et | n) SQUEEZE - 7 Slack performed by two the player betw pulling. (Usually awey font ыт а 

| squeeze | 9 

oQÓBoo ^ ДАРА. 
5 

G_FOLD/O FOLD ( ̀ 

EE 
& 
O 

A: 

M 

FOLD - O 

О 
N 

9 

А 



ужат DLR DOUBLE - Biock where two offensive 1; | nd Q block only one defender. Sont. 
Q à Drive and a Down Block. ы 

{P.O.A. block). $ 

DRIVE SCRAPE - A two-on-two block per- 
rmed by two linemen or tight eng 

on a defensive lineman and a LBer. 
Combination of a Drive and Down 
block with outside man coming off 
to second level to pick up LBer. 

POWER SCRAPE (O Q u 

* Can be executed by a Wing on a 9 tech. 
end as well. : 

SLIP @ O [SUP Zone blocking technique of two 
linemen or TÉ on any two defen- 

Q ers. Used playside or backside. 

S M и 

POWER SLIP - Zone blocking technique for 
inside running game where two 

linemen attempt to get movement / 
on downlineman to forca LBer to 
run the “Hump." (Р.О.А. Block). 

OPEN SLIP @ OPEN SLIP - Zone blocking for outside plays. 
О Offensive lineman pulls down the 

Q L.0.S. - shoulders square locking 
to Wheel and High Wall defenders 

: Q Q Q (Away from P.O.A.). 

A ACA A 



w жж, ы. op =, se + k: тт < +: жерле 
“ЗЕР ЕШСІКІКС SCHEMES 

DOWN TRAP - Blocking scheme where offside 

guard or tackle pulls апа biockg 
inside out (at the P.O.A.). (кеу 
down blocks inside for first man 

inside on or off L.O.S.) 

INFLUENCE TRAP - Blocking scheme where 

key quick drops or G-Pulis to зиске 

you upfleid for trap. (Usually at 

the Р.О.А.). 

COUNTER TRAP - Combination trap that 
involves a Twin (O-T) pull from the 

beckside to block the last two 

defenders. It involves Down blocks 

st the Р.О.А. 

NTER TRAP (J С) 

e 
 ےس ےک

WHAM TRAP - Blocking scheme that involves 

г trap on а defensive lineman from 

an offensive player that is aligned 

off the L.O.S. and is in motion. 

les IMPORTANT - See "Wham Concept" on 
—  Pege 

INFLUENCE SET - Biock by offensive lineman 

to entice defensive lineman to rush 

up field and remove yourself from 

the play. it is recognized by 

inside set by O-L, and retreat 

blocking with shoulders open to QB. 

Can be followed by arm drag to . 

further throw rusher up field. 

Primarily used on Draw plays. 





WHAM CONCEPT: 

F8 MOTION 

* Wham Blocking is a term used to describe a blocking scheme, where an offensive player from off the L.O.S. goes in motion towards the ball and traps one of our defensive linemen (examples shown above). 

| ^ To stop this play, the following must happen: 

1. Be alert to formations that the Wham Trap is run. Wham alert is given by Mike and Will. 
2. |f motion begins, the MLB and WLS must call out “Wham, “Wham”. 3. The weak S tech. end must get a heavy piece of the OT on any down block, and the 2 tech. tackle rip inside and spill the Wham Trap. *. The Will LB'er must best and gat underneath the OT's down block. 



Personnel Groups 

Personnel Groups are how we call the offensive unit on the field 
when they substitute people. It will determine what sub-package 

we will use defensively. 

Example: 4 WRs and 1 RB may dictate the use of 7 DBs. 



PERSONNEL GROUPS 

ОФОООООЮОО ӘООООООФ 



PERSONNEL GROUPS _ 



FORMATION RECOGNITION 

STANDARD (REGULAR) PERSONNEL 

CHANGE RIGHT 

O © 

© ® o © 
O O 

ОС | er 
© 000000 |© ОООООФ 



FORMATION RECOGNITION 
STANDARO (REGULAR) PERSONNEL 

5 © 
O 000000 

| | ® о © = 
O 

"80009 
О 

O 0000000 OOOOOO © 



VI. RUN SUPPORT 



RUN SUPPORT: STOPPING END RUN AND RUN-PASS 

Five Elements of Successful Run Support: 
e Force (Contain) 

Fill (Cutback) 
Secondary Leverage (Run-Pass) 
Pursuit 
Reverse and Bootleg Contain (Flow Away) 

FORCE: 
Responsibility of meeting End Run as quickly as possible, squeezing 
the width of the running lane, forcing the cutback, making the tackle, or 
forcing the ball carrier to bounce outside so deep that he is vulnerable to 
pursuit. 

Key: 
TE, Backfield triangle, OG, OT. See as much as you can. When 
key indicates run, react quickly. 

Technique: 
Force at an angle to inside. Try to get 1-2 yards across L.O.S. Meet 
and neutralize lead blocker before he can turn upfield. Keep outside arm 
and leg free. Do not trade one for one. Make tackle on ball carrier who 
bounces outside. If option play, take pitch man. 

FILL (CUTBACK): 
Area between force and pursuit. 

Key: 
Determined by defense. Blocking pattern of key will indicate End Run. 

Technique: 
Destroy blocking pattern. Get into position to play fill and hold it. Do not 
be forced outside cutback area. Be in position to make tackle as force 
turns ball carrier inside. If option play, take the QB. Fill man will be 
determined by defensive call or by blocking scheme. It can be Backer, 
Safety, or Defensive End. 

SECONDARY LEVERAGE (RUN-PASS) 
Corner or Safety who is responsible for play - pass coverage. 

Key: 
Eligible receiver. 



Run Support (Cont) 

Technique: : 
If key release, cover him until ball carrier crosses the L.O.S. 
If key blocks successfully on force man, support where support 
is needed. (Replace force man.) 

PURSUIT: | E 
After fulfilling primary responsibility, each player must get to 
the ball. Neutralize and release quickly from block. Take proper 
pursuit angle. The farther you are from the ball, the greater 
your angle of pursuit. Always be deeper than pursuit man to 
your outside. Ball carrier should be to your outside. As bail 
carrier cuts back inside, break down and tackle. Great pursuit 
is accomplished by great effort and proper angles. 

STRONG SIDE FLOW (WEAK SIDE REVERSE): 
If strong flow, cutback man plus backside Corner and LBer 
will have Reverse (Bootleg) responsibility to weakside. 

WEAK SIDE FLOW (STRONG SIDE REVERSE) 
Same as above. 



TYPES OF FORCE 
STRONGSIDE FORCE: On the flanker side, we will have three types of Force. 
The Strong Safety will be responsibility for calling the Force. 

CLOUD FORCE SC-FORCE MAN - Key TE, 
Onside Guard and Tackle, 
Backfield Triangle. If Flanker 
‚sets to block you, beat him 
and squeeze running land. 
(C.P. - If play pass shows, keep 
coming unless contained, 
then play flat. — If TE Flex, SC 
and S/S key OG and Backfield 
Triangle.) 

S/S - RUN PASS -- Key TE, OG 
and OT, Backfield Triangle. Run 
Read, rotate and pick up Flanker 

on release. If flanker blocks SC, 

support him where necessary. 
(C.P. - Slot for - SC and S/S key 
OG and Backfield Triangle. 

DE OR SAM - Fill - determined 

by scheme -- cut back 
responsibility. 

E 
A 

< Š E с> 
e” 

, sc po J T 
<M 

2 м 
2 5/5 W/S 

de.” 

SKY FORCE 

W/S 

S/S - FORCE MAN - Alignment 
that allows you to beat 
Crackback. Key TE, OG and 
OT and Backfield Triangle. 

SC - RUN - PASS - Pass first, 

support only if Flanker blocks 
or Ball Carrier crosses L.O. S. 

DE or SAM - Fill - Determined 
by scheme. Cutback responsibility. 

NOTE: Certain coverages will demand 
a specific type of Force. However, the 
arbitrary use of Cloud or Sky Force will be 

CHECK CLOUD 
game planned by Receiver Split. 

ЕХ:--Оѕе SKY FORCE unless the 
Flanker is in position to crack 

block on S/S. (+8 or less) 
Flanker Zip to close Wing, 
check to CLOUD FORCE. 



BOX FORCE ОЕ or OLB FORCE 

DE ог OLB on Man or Blitz 

coverage is responsible for : 
contain based on defense 
called. 

\ 
一 = —  sriS - FILL MAN - Cutback - Key - 

\ T 4 SE ТЕ, OG and OT, Backfield 
A 

AN “mM Triangle. You have Cutback on 
⁄ Y sweep, spillage if Off Tackle play. 

/ (С.Р. - If TE Flex, key him). 
SC -S/S Wis 

TA SC - RUN PASS - Pass first, 
support only if Flanker blocks or Ball 
Carrier crosses L.O. S. 

WEAKSIDE 

BACKER FORCE: When in three-deep type coverages, the Linebacker or Defensive 
End will have Force determined by blocking scheme. 

OS ко 一 

. W/S 



NOTE: We can also use Cloud or Weak Safety 

Force to openside. 

CLOUD FORCE 

Press Lead Weak - 47 

Weg C» 

CC 
[әни PASO 

í E f T 

¡wo W M 
! 

y og 
229 

WEAK ЅАҒЕТҮ SKY FORCE 

WC - FORCE МАМ -- Key ОС and / 
OT and Backfield Triangle for 
flow. 

WIS - RUN - PASS - Key OG and 
OT, and Backfield Triangle for 
flow. 

DE or LB’er - FILL - Determined by 
blocking scheme. 

WIS - FORCE MAN -- Key OG and 
OT, and Backfield Triangle for flow. 

WC- RUN-PASS -- Pass first. 
Support only if SE Blocks or Ball 
Carrier crosses LOS (C.P. - If SE 
cracks Weak Safety, replace him 
in Force -- if SE cuts split to +8 or 
less, Check Cloud.) 



МІ. FIRE & FLOOD RULES 



FIRE AND FLOOD RULES 

Both Backs flow strong to TE passing strength is Fire Pass. 
Both Backs flow weak is Flood Pass. 

Both Backs Flow to a backside TE is Flood T. 

Backfield set make no difference EX - 1, Brown, Red. 

EXAMPLE - DOUBLE SWITCH 

|Fire- Read. Play run fake - play off inside Back 
Flood - Mike open to flow - look for crossing of Y or Z. 

Fire- Play run fake - play off widest Back 
_ | Flood - React to flow - work back to curl 

Fire- Play run read - look for short crosser 
__ | Flood - React to run - play normal coverage and look for crosser. ` 

STRONG Fire- Normal DS techniques 
Flood - Normal DS techniques. 

STRONG Fire- Normal DS techniques 
SAFETY | Flood- Normal DS techniques 
FREE Fire- Normal DS techniques 

SAFETY | Flood - Normal DS techniques ` 
WEAK Fire- Normal DS techniques 
CORNER |Flood- Normal DS techniques 



FIRE AND FLOOD RULES 

"CP With an man coverage, unless in Banjo situation, everyone covers 
their specific man with Fire and Flood. 

EXAMPLE - DS MAN 

Banjo with Sam, cover #3 strong or HB 
Banjo with Will or F and H. 

Fire- Banjo with Mike, hug technique on Р. 
Ficcd - Man to man to TE 

БЕН Banjo with Mike; pick ир TE cross 
| | Banjo with Mike; cover #2 outside weak 

CORNER DS Man rules 
STRONG DS Man rules SAFETY | Flood DS Man rules 

WILL 

SAFETY ` 
FREE DS Man rules 

WEAK DS Man rules 
DS Man rules 



FIRE AND FLOOD RULES 

EXAMPLE - COVER 3 X 

MIKE Fire - Same rules as DS 
Flood - Same rules as DS 

Fire- Same rules as DS 
Flood - Same rules as DS 

WILL Fire - Same rules as DS 
Flood - Same rules as DS 

STRONG Fire - Normal Cover 3X techniques 
CORNER Flood - Normal Cover 3X techniques 

SAFETY ` 

CORNER 

Fire - Normal Cover 3X techniques 
Flood - Normal Cover ЗХ techniques ` 
Fire - Normal Cover 3X techniques 
Flood - Normal Cover ЗХ techniques | 
Fire - Normal Cover 3X techniques 
Flood - Normal Cover ЗХ techniques | 



FIRE AND FLOOD RULES 

EXAMPLE - KICK 

Same rules as DS 
Same rules as DS 

Play run read then strong curi. 
Same rules as DS 
Same rules as DS 
Same rules as DS 

Normal Cover Kick techniques 
Normal Cover Kick techniques 

Normal Cover Kick techniques 
Flood - Normal Cover Kick technic 

Normal Cover Kick techniques 
Flood - Normal Cover Kick techniques 

Fire - Normal Cover Kick techniques 
Flood - Normal Cover Kick techriques uM | 

CORNER 

SAFETY 
FREE 
SAFETY 

CORNER 



` NOTES 



Vill. SUB PACKAGE 

QUARTER 



SUB PACKAGE 

When the offense makes substitutions of people, we 
must be prepared to match up physically. When 
Nickel, Dime or Quarter is said, it will indicate a pass 
rushing front of 4 down linemen. SAM out SAM Nickel 
in (Nickel). SAM out. WILL out - SAM Nickel, WILL 
Nickel in (Dime). SAM MIKE WILL out, SAM Nickel, MIKE 
Nickel, WILL Nickel in (Quarter). 

Once all personnel are in the hudale, a front, plus 
possible games, and coverage will be called as 
inormal. 

40 Go Lock Cha Cha DS v Kick 



QUARTER -DOUBLE SWITCH 

Outside 1/4 1. Man to Man 10 yards or 
deeper. 
2. Alert Wheel call. 

ja for Crack 

replace.) 

Sky 
(Alert for Crack) 

1. Key #2. If vertical route, play 
over the top of him. (Inside 
1/4). 

2. If#2 runs Shoot, play 
underneath all inside routes of 
#1 (Post-Curl) 

3. If 2 crosses, get depth in 
inside 1/4. Alert for 3 or help 
on #1. 

Inside 1/4 or 

Rob £1 on 

Read 

+10 
Disguise 

1. Same as 55. 

2. If weak back blocks, Zone 

inside 1/4, check #3 strong, 

help #1. 

3. Alert Wheel call. 

.| 1. Same as strong corner. | 
2. Alert Wheel call. 

Inside 1/4 or 
Rob £1 on 

Read 

*2 On Weak Sky 
Tackle (Alert for Crack) 
+10 to +12 
Disguise 

Safety 

Weak 

Corner 

| Sky 
Оп #1 (Alert for Crack 

replace) 

Outside 1/4 



QUARTER - DOUBLE SWITCH 
® O 

DO 
SE СУ O 

(cocco > хс» 

M/N М M/N W/N S/N . T S/ | 

F/S* C С Ғ/5 С 
Ú sŠ N, L ےل 

[Position [Alignment | End Run Force | Pass Technique | Coaching Points 
SAM Front will Sky Curl to flat on #2 | 1. Key #2 & #3 run or pass. If#2 ог 
NICKEL | dictate. Go calls or who becomes | *3 runs Shoot route, immediately 

COS No line calls for |#2 cover him. D he turns up, cover deep. 
: : С 2. Play inside and over the top of motion=Bump | Run Gaps Play middle tech | whoever becomes #2. 

if #3 your side or | 3. Vs. Trips, cover down on #2 and 
neutral and give end FB call. 

steps to you. 
MIKE Front will Sky Strong Hook 1. Work to strong hook and read 
NICKEL | dictate. Go call- no call | (Read route #243 progression. | No “Go” call ro ression) 2. If #3 aligned runs up, cover him. 

: Prog 3. Vs Trips, cover down on #3 strong. Yoke = Tops 
WILL Front will Sky Curl to flat оп #2 | 1. Same as Sam. | 
NICKEL | dictate. Go Calls. or whoever 2. Mid Tech if #3 comes to your side. 

COS Mot = No line calls for | becomes +2 3. Cover down on #2 Weak. T : 4. Alert Wheel call; play curl. Bump Run Gaps. | 

China 
Corner Press = Corner stay 
on China. Nickel play China in 
and undercut corner route. 
Corner Off — Nickel Buzz 
China on recognition. 
(Corner has Corner Rt, Safety 
Drives China In. 

Stacks Strong 
S/N - Flat Def — Buzz #'s 5 
yds. 

Play O/S In 
M/N - 3-2 Play off #3 

4-1 landmark midway 
hash & #5 
W/N — 3-2 C/F #2 

4-1 1° crosser 



QUARTER - COVER 3 ЕХСНАМСЕ 
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| Position Fee) End Run ̀  Pass Coaching Points | 
Fe Technique 
Strong | I/S +7 Sky Outside 1/3 1. M-M in zone unless 2 Up. 
Corner | On #1 (Clue) 

Strong | +2/ On Slot 
Safety +10 

Disguise 

2. Vs 2 Up Clue Tech - Zone off 
QB. 

Mirror the Slot | 1. Play Slot as if 2 Backs — 3X 

*2 On Tackle | Backer | Middle 1/3 
*10 to +12 

1. Work quickly to middle of 
formation. 

2. Get depth and read QB 

3. Don't jump intermediate routes. 

Weak Same as C3 | Backer Outside 1/3 1. Same as Strong Corner. | 
Согпег = Clue ` | EM 



_QUARTER - COVER 3 EXCHANGE 

бді Alignment 

SAM Front will 

NICKEL | dictate 

MIKE Front will 

NICKEL | dictate 

WILL Front will 

NICKEL | dictate 

End Run Pass Coaching Points 
Force Technique 

Middle & Buzz |1. Play middle and Buzz 55 | 

3 

2. Walk call COS Mot same 
as WN. 

your side 6 yards from 

Same as C3 | Hook to Curl off 

#3. 

Same as 

Double Switch 

Same as C3 . Same as Double Switch. 
2. Walk Call — WR align O/S 

#5 = WN 5 yds deep top 
Fs; WR I/S # = WN 
Press. 



QUARTER - COVER 3 KICK 

5 E Qe x a 
< 

ESO OD CC < 

SN I WN ШІ ММ WN SS ММ WN 

sí 7/65 4 " | 
Ca ШТ -A- wee \ eZ ы 

Position | Alignment | End Run Pass || Coaching Points = 
Force Technique 

Strong I/S +7 Kick Kick 1. If inside release, bait inside and 

Corner | On #1 read #2/#3 progression. 
2. #2 to flat, jump him. 
3. If #1 outside release, bait and 
read #2/#3 progression. 
4. No #2/#3 to flat, get depth and 
squeeze #1. 

5. #2 through zone, cover him. 

Strong Split #1 & #2 | Kick Outside 1/3 or 1. Drive to outside 1/3. | 
Safety middle 1/3 on 2. Key #1 release. If outside, work 

to inside shoulder and Clue 
Read 3. If #1 inside,exit to #’s and Clue. 

4. If Kick Weak piay 1/4 Tech 

= Strong, if Trips Zone Call. 

Free +2 On Tackle | Backer Middle 1/3 or 1. Same as C3X. ` 

| Safety | +10 to +12 Gu side Wisin: i| <a e Tun CI gy 
SS rules. SS will play 1/4 Tech. 
3. Strong and Weak will be 
determined by formation and 
backfield set. 

1. Same as C3X. 
2. If Kick weak, play strong corner 
rules. 

Read 

Same as C3 

Clue 



QUARTER - COVER 3 KICK 

СЭ 

сх 

S/N M/N 

E. ad 
% bss 

4 
Alignment End Run Pass Coaching Points 

Force Technique 

SAM Front will Kick Curl-Drop off #2 | 1. Cover down on #2 

NICKEL | dictate or whoever 

becomes #2 2. If #2 runs corner route, 

lock on him. 

MIKE Front will Kick Same as 1. Same as Double Switch. 

NICKEL dictate Double Switch 

Front will Backer 

NICKEL | dictate 

Same as 1. Same as Double Switch. 

Double Switch 



_QUARTER - COVER 3 MATCH 

а > 
| Í. MN WN 

Sw 
4 

2 FS | 

| Alignment |EndRun | Pass Coaching Points 
Force Technique 

Strong [1/5 +7 Sky Outside 1/3 1. М-М in zone unless 2 Up. 
Corner | On#1 (Alert for (Clue) 

(Use Split Crack es 2 Up Clue Tech - Zone off 

rules) replace) | 

Strong |+2/onY Sky Hook to Curl 1. Drop off #3 Inside/Out 
Safety +10 (Alert for 

Disguise Crack) 

Free +2/Оп Васкег Middle 1/3 1. Work quickly to middle of — 
Safety | Weak Tackle formation. 

+12 
a . 2. Get depth and read QB 

Disguise 

3. Don't jump intermediate routes. 

4. Know #1's splits and be alert for 
Quick Posts. 

1. Same as strong corner, except 
you have underneath help on #1. 

VS / +7 
On #1 
(Use Split 

Outside 1/3 

Clue 

technique 

Backer 

(Alert for 



QUARTER - COVER 3 MATCH 

-25 
F/S 

с» 
= 
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S 
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A 

Position Alignment En Run Coaching Points 
Force Technique 

SAM Front will Curl/Flat 1. Drop off #2 
NICKEL | dictate (Double Switch) 

2. If #2 releases vertical or 
inside, squeeze. 

MIKE Front will 

NICKEL | dictate 
Weak Hook to 

Curl off #2 

Weak 

1. Drop off #2 weak release. 
If Shoot, work to Curl. 

2. If #2 runs vertical or 

Crosses, sit on top of #2. 

3. If #2 blocks, get depth and 
read QB. 

WILL Front will | Buzz Flat. 
NICKEL | dictate 

1. 6 yds I/S sideline stick 
depth, or, 8-12 yards. 



.. QUARTER - SINK 

Coaching Points End Run Pass 
Force | Тесһпідие 

| Strong O/S +7 Cloud | Sink 
Corner Оп #1 

+2 /#s Cloud Deep 1/2 field 
+14 

Flat responsibility. Key #2. If#2 is 
out, sink for post corner and break 
up on throw. Run with #2 through 
zone. If #2 is up, You are up. 

Deep 1/2 responsibility. Key #2 to 
ball-see #1 & #3 for total picture. If 
#2 is up, maintain position 2 yds 
inside numbers & break on ball. If 
$2 blocks or is out, lean on #1. Do 
not forget 23. Get plenty of depth. 

Free Kal Cloud Deep 1/2 field Deep 1/2 responsibility. Key #2 to 
Safety +14 ball-see #1 for total picture. If #2 is 

ир, maintain position 2 yds inside 
numbers and break on ball. if #2 
blocks or is out, lean on #1. Do not 
forget #2 & #3 strong. . Get plenty of 
depth. 

Weak O/S +7 

Corner On #1 

Fiat responsibility. Key #2. If #2 is 
out, sink for Post corner and break 
up on throw. Run with #2 through 
zone. If #2 is up, you are up. 

C^ China 

| c 
© 

MN ме le 
D С 

L 25 



QUARTER - SINK 
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Alignment End Е. Pass Coaching Points 

Force Technique 
Front will Cloud 1 Cover down оп | 1. Neveriet £2 inside once he 
dictate $2 Strong releases ир field through your 

2. Drop to сип zone. 
оп #2 or whoever | 2. If #2 releases inside on snap, 
becomes $2 give Mike "In" call and zone off 

whoever becomes #2. Be alert 
to expand with #3. 

3. Be alert for China or in call. 

1. if Sam gives In call, wall off 

#3 & run up. You must carry 
any crosser. 
2. If #2 releases outside, drop 

off #3 and stay on top of #3 
release. 

3. Be alert for China or in call. 

1. If #2 runs up through your 

zone, wall him off and run up 

with him. 

2. If #2 runs to flat or blocks, 
drop to cur. 

3. If #2 makes you remove from 
your alignment, give Mike "I'm 
gone." 

4. Be alert for China or In call. 

© 

NICKEL 

1. Cover down 

on #3. 

2. Drop to strong 
hook. 

3. Read route 

progression. 

MIKE 
NICKEL 

Front will 

dictate 

1, Cover down 

on $2 weak. 

2. Drop to weak 

curi on $2 or 

whoever 

becomes #2. 

WILL 
NICKEL 

Front will 

dictate 

/N M/N W 

d 
55 



QUARTER - DOUBLE 22 

ho ub 
| Position Alignment End Run ̀  Pass ES: Points 

| Еогсе Technique | 

Strong Inside M/M on . Same as Blitz coverage. 
Corner #1 . No corners over. 

. Banjo Wheel split with 
Nickel and play like 2 
Man. 

On #1 
(Possible 
Press) 

Strong O/S +10 
Safety on $2 

M/M on $2 . #2 Vertical M/M 
2. #2 immediate cross Jump 

it. 
3. #2 Shoot — Free up Zone 

OB. 
M/M on #2 1. #2 Vertical M/M. 

2. #2 immediate cross Jump | 
it. 

3. #2 Shoot - Free up Zone 
OB. 

I/S +10 on 

#2 

Inside M/M on 
#2 

I/S +7 

Оп #1 

(Possible 
Press 

. Same as Strong Corner. 



__QUARTER -DOUBLE 22 PG 

Rss “eo "M 
| 

| Alignment | End Run Pass | Coaching Points 
Force Technique ` 

SAM /5 +3 Box M/M on #2 1. Middle Technique. 
NICKEL | On $2 Strong Middle | 2. Motion, cover inside 

(Possible technique M/M; no deep help. 
Press) 3. Banjo wheel split and 

play like 2 man. 

4. Man blocks, hug. 
MIKE Cover down | Box Inside M/M on | 1. Man blocks, hug. 
NICKEL | on #3 strong #3 strong or 2. No bump with Sam and | 

or remaining remaining Will Nickel. ` 
back back 3. No Banjo. 

WILL 1/5 +5 М/М оп #2 1. Same as Sam Nickel | 
NICKEL | On #2 Weak Middle | 2. Vs Trips, cover #3 strong 

(Possible 

Press) 
technique inside M/M; no deep help. 

3. Man blocks, hug. 
4. Banjo Wheel Split and . 
play like 2 man. 



QUARTER BLITZ RULES 

Corners = #15 

Safeties = Blitzing 
SN = #2 Pass Str. 
WN = #2 Away Pass Str. 
MN = RB 

Corners = #15 

FS = RB 
55 = ТЕ ог 2 away from passing strength 
SN = #2 passing strength 

Corners = #15 
FS = #2 away from passing strength 
SS = RB 
SN = #2 passing strength 



55 FS 

Hon 

ag 
ver 
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Alignment End Run Pass Coaching Points 
Force Technique 

Press Late Sky | Trail Technique | 1. Trail M/M on $1 ` 
Alignment H (Alert for Banjo T and get into Trail 

rules) 3. Keep total concentration on 
inside hip of receiver, 
4. Maintain inside position on 
hip throughout route. 
5. Know you have deep help 
and maintain your outside foot 
on receivers inside foot. 1 yard 
reverse cushion. 
6. Alert to Banjo rules. 

Late Sky +3/ on Y Deep 1/2 field | 1. Play like Cover 2. Know 
+14 inside routes are trying to be 

taken away. 

‘143 0nT | Deep 1/2 field Play like Cover 2. Know 
+14 inside routes are trying to be 

taken away. 

Press ` Î Trail technique | 1. Same as Strong Comer | 
Alignment Н (Alert for Banjo 

Rules) 



QUARTER -COVER 2 MAN "E 

S MN , “Ы: 

Force Technique 

SAM Front will Late Sky 1. Cover . If no Banjo, work inside 

NICKEL | dictate down оп #2 | E on #2 jam and trail. 

MIKE Front will 
NICKEL 

Strong. 2. If your man blocks, hug. 
2. Alert Mike 3. If Banjo with Mike, make 

dictate 

WILL 
NICKEL 

| for possible You/Me cali on #2 

Banjo. receiver's release. 

4. Blue/1 formation, be 

alert for 3-way Banio. 

1. If no Banjo, work inside 

| out on #3 strong. jam and 

trail. 

2. If your man blocks, hug. 

3. Blue/1 formation, be 

| alert for 3-way Banjo 
1. If no Banjo, work inside 

out on #2 jam and trail. 

2. If your man blocks, hug. 
3. Blue/1 formation sets, be 

alert for 3-way Banjo. 

1. Cover 

down on #3 

weak. 

2. Be alert for 

possible Banjo. 

1. Cover 

down on $2 

weak. 

2. Be alert for 

possible Banjo 

on Brown or 

Double Set. 

Front will 

dictate 



QUARTER - COVER 1 MI DDLE 2 
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[| 55 
osition Alignment End Run Force | Pass Coaching Points ` 

Technique 
Box 

Ki “> 

Strong | 1/5 +7 Inside M/M 1. M/M inside (unless cut Split) Corner |On #1 on #1 Keep total concentration on š 
eceiver. | Possible Press 3. Keep 3 yard cushion. 

4. Alert Banjo if called. | 
5. Alert Trio situation. | SES __| 6. You have FS help deep mid. Strong +2 on Y Box Short Middle | 1. Vs 2 Back set, middie backs Satety +12 10 Yards 2. Vs 1 Back balanced set, middle ORE Ў inside receivers. 

Disguise deep 3. Vs 1 Back Trips, no middie zone 
inside of #2-#3(Help on deepest of 
the two]. 
4. Key release of receivers being 
middled, take 1st crosser M/M. No MEN ме: E Crosser, key QB 

free +2 on Weak Dee 1. Read ОВ and ball, clue #2 receiver 
i to help with route recognition ey 2 ° Ada 2. Get depth - not not jump inter, 

Routes 

3. Alert Banjo if called 
4. Alert Trio situation 
$. Know £2 splits and be alert for 
Quick Posts | 
1. M/M inside (Unless Cut Split) 
2. Keep total concentration on 
receiver. 

. Keep 3 yard cushion. 
4. Alert Banjo rules. 
5. Alert Trio situation. 
6. Comers over vs Slot 
7. You have FS help deep middle 

Inside M/M 
#1 

1/5 +7 

On #1 

Possible Press 
Wi 

Weak 

| Corner 

"Banjo" f 



outside M/M 
Mid. technique 
on #2. By form. 

QUARTER - COVER 1 MIDDLE Ñ 
Banjo > 

o X AS 
S/ SE Dose? | 
€ ^» | 
С 

£ ss Ху 
Coaching Points 
1. Vs 2 backs, inside M/M on #2 
(possible press) 
2. Vs 1 back balanced sel, 
outside M/M Mid. Technique on 
$2. #2 crosses, Squeeze, come off 
and look for opposite crosser. 
Intercept all outside routes, 
3. Vs 1 Back Trips, Banjo with #2- 
#3. | MIKE Cover Down | Вох Outside M/M 1. Vs 2 backs, outside M/M Mid. 

NICKEL оп #3 
Mia. technique Technique on $3 strong. Intercept 

outside route. If $3 crosses, oF #3 strong or squeeze, come off and look for inside M/M on Opposite crosser. Vs Flood, Banjo $3. By form. with Will Nickel. 

WILL 
| NICKEL 

| Outside M/M 
Mid. Technique 
on #2. 

Squeeze, come off and look for 
Opposite crosser. Vs Flood, Banjo 
with Mike Nickel. 

2. Vs | back, inside M/M on 
remaining back {hug}. 
1. Vs 2 backs, outside M/M Mid 
technique on #2 weak. Intercept 
all outside routes. #2 crosses, 

2. Vs 1 back balanced set, Mid 
technique #2 
3. Vs 1 back Trips, M/M £3. Inside. 



RAIDER ds 
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ın | Alignment | End Run Pass Coaching Points 
Force Technigue 

1/5 +7 Kick Curl . Bait or Jam #1 

í on #1 

2. Undercut any Route on 

#1. 

A #1 and Kick Same as Kick 

+2 on T Backer | Kick = Same as Kick WE 

+10 to +12 

| Backer Same as Kick 



RAIDER 

Position End Run Pass Coaching Points | 
| Force Technique 
SAM Front will Kick Same as 

NICKEL | dictate Double Switch 

Same as Double Switch 

MIKE Front will i | Same as m 
NICKEL | dictate Double Switch 

ı WILL Front will 

NICKEL | dictate 

9%, С | ub оа 

Same as Double Switch 

| Same as 

Double Switch 

Backer 

Same as Double Switch 
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30 PACKAGE RUSH/COVERAGE THOUGHTS 
| How we rush and defend is: 

* Based upon score, time remaining in the game and the opponent's 
QB. 

* If QB is a scrambler, or they use movement pass, we will emphasize 
contain with the ends collapsing the pocket with the tackle. 

* If QB is not mobile, we can take liberties on rush techniques and run 
games. 

* Important - make QB throw on rhythm or before. 

© +: D 
= 5 ® D <> 

WN à P E 
C MN SN C 

ES 
XS 55 

| in a victory (last play or two) of the game, we will always pressure contain the 
| ОВ. We cannot allow him to scramble and buy time for a "Hail Mary" throw. 

o e b ® 
e) bobo 69 
SN 

C WN MN С 

SS | FS 

XS 
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W/N M/N S/N 

Run Away | Pass | 
Contain C Gap | C Gap 

Pursuit 
ІТ. ЕМО | 5 Box | С Сор |С бар Contain | 

| Pursuit 

Will will 

dictate | dictate 

COVERAGE CALLS: 
RUN STRONG 

К» 

O 7 oogod "olo 
E 4 ra E 

WN MN S/N 

Pursue Inside 

Rush | 

= 

p 





30 DOUBLE SWITCH ROBBER 

| ou s End Run E 
EU Eus E que 

Strong |H+7 Sky Outside 1/4 ̀ 
Corner | On #1 

Strong Inside 1/4 or 
Safety Rob #1 on 

Read 

Weak 

Safety 

Weak 

Corner 

X 

Man 

Inside 1/4 or | 

Rob #1 on 

Read 

Outside 1/4 

Short Middle 

Ch 

4 一 xM ws 

Coaching Points | 

. 1. Same as Double Switch - 

1. Same as Double Switch | 

1. Same as Double Switch. 

1 Same as Double Switch 

1. Game Plan will dictate. 



30- DOUBLE SWITCH ROBBER 

г М A 

K, SSC A | 
XM i ES АМ s É ves 

Position | Alignment End ER Pass Coaching Points 
Force Technique 

SAM Front will Sky Curl to Flat 
NICKEL | dictate 

MIKE Front will Strong Hook to 
NICKEL | dictate Curl 

| WILL Front will Curl to Flat 
NICKEL | dictate 1. Same as Double Switch 

, Same as Double Switch © 

2. Use Middle Technique 

1. Same as Double Switch 

. Use Middle Technique | 



30 - C3 DOUBLE KICK ° 
O 

O Co 

i a RK 
N p^ yA fé А 

| р? ` FS С | SS FS 

Position | Alignment End Run Pass Coaching Points 
Force Technique 

Strong | 1/5 +3 ог+7 | Kick Flat 1. Same as C3 Kick. Corner | On +1 

Strong | +2/+12 Kick - 
Safety | on #2 

2. In 2 Minute situation, we 

Weak | +2/+12 оп | Kick | 
Corner | Weak Tackle 

| ...1 may not disguise. 
X H/*5 1047 Kick Flat l. Same as C3 Kick Weak. ) Man On #1 

' 

+10 Kick Middle 1/3 l. Same as Free Safety in Weak | N.O. Е. C3. Safety 

Outside 1/3 

(Clue) 
1. Same as C3 Kick Strong. | 

2. in 2 Minute situation, we 
may not disquise. 

1. Same as СЗ Kick Weak. Outside 1/3 

(Clue) 



30 - СЗ DOUBLE KICK ee 

E [^ 16 А 
С m q 

. F/S í р; 

Position | Alignment ач ES Pass Coaching Points 
Force Technique 

SAM Front will 
NICKEL | dictate 

Kick 

1. Same as C-3 Kick 

Strong Hook MIKE | Front will Kick 
NICKEL | dictate 

WILL — | Front will Kick 
NICKEL | dictate 

1. Same as C-3 Kick 

1. Same as C3 Kick Weak 



30 - C3 МАМ m Se LI 
| Wl S un E 3 | d 

e lá a MN e 

Position Alignment End = Pass s Points 
косе Technigue 

Strong | Press Inside M/M . Same as C2 Man. 
Corner on #1 (Trail) 

Strong | +2/+12 Outside 1/3 
Safety | on #Y (Clue) 

Weak +2/+12 On Outside 1/3 
Corner | weak Tackle (Clue) 

. Same as C3 Kick Strong. 

. Same as C3 Kick Weak. 

X [Pres | =>yËG Box ` Î Inside M/M 1. Same as C2 Man 
Man on #1 (frail) 

Middle 1/3 . Same as C3 



30-СЗМАМ 2 ae = 

me 
Alignment End Run Pass ` Coaching Points 

Force Technique 
SAM Inside M/M on 
NICKEL | dictate #2 Strong 1. Same as C-2 Man. 

| (Trail) 

MIKE Front will Box Inside M/M on 
NICKEL | dictate #3 Strong . Same as C-2 Man. 

| Trail) 
WILL Front will {еу Inside M/M on 
NICKEL | dictate #2 Weak (Trail) | 1. Same as С-2 Man. 



50 -COVER 3 EXCHANGE DOUBLE BUZZ aaa 

Position | End Run |Pass | Coaching Points 
ЛБ. Technique 
Strong | 1/5 +7 Sky Outside 1/3 
Corner | On #1 (Clue) 

Strong | +2/+12 
Safety | on#Y 

Weak | +2/+12 On 
| Safety | Weak Tackle 

1. Same as C3 Exchange. 
(Standard and Nickel) 

Strong Curl 1. Same as Strong Safety in 

СЗ Exchange. 

(Standard and Nickel) 

Weak Curl р 1. Same as Strong Safety in 

СЗ Exchange. 

(Standard and Nickel) 

Weak 1/5 +7 Outside 1/3 1. Same as C 3X in 
Corner | On #1 (Clue) Standard and Nickel 

Middle 1/3 1. Same as Free Safety in 

СЗ Exchange. 

(Standard and Nickel) 
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30 - COVER 3 EXCHANGE DOUBLE BUZZ. n 

/S 

Position | Alignment End Run 

Force 

SAM Front will Sky Flat 
NICKEL | dictate 

MIKE | Front will Sky Strong Hook | ` Se 
NICKEL | dictate 1. Same as Double Switch | 

о. (Standard and Nickel | 
WILL Front wil [Sky Flat 
NICKEL | dictate | 

1. Buzz immediately to flat; 

as you go key QB. 

1. Same as Sam Nickel 



x 
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Согпег< 

Safeties 

SN 

WN 

MN 

Х5 

30 BLITZ RULES 

# 15 

Blitzing 

#2 Pass St 

#2 Away Pass St 

Blitzing or Red Dog 

RB or Blitzing 
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d Pursue 
Nose | O Base By Cov. Del. A Pursue Inside ни eee 5 а 
Backer |9 By Соу. |By Cov. 
SAM Form. Cover By Cov. | Ball & Cov. Cov. By Cov. Бааша 57 dictate 

NICKEL | will dictate Back Pursue | 
dictate ый 

WILL Form. Cover By Cov. | Ball 2 BGap |BGap 
| NICKEL | will dictate Back Pursue 

dictate | _ 

COVERAGE CALLS: | 

RUN STRONG RUN WEAK 

yO 
O 

O 100808 “o lo 
E TR E В 

W/N M/N 4-5/М 



50 COVER SCHEMES -- 3 MAN RUSH 

50 Shadow DS vK, KW, X (Walk) 
Sink Thief ^К, KW, X (Walk) 
DS Man Thief vK, KW, X (Walk) 

2 C X 
иттт- n Ez > Ж ШЕ T = M/M G 

Т С E B 
i 

E O 

W/N M/N 5/М 
мес vo 1 Mid Tech 

S/S Rob SE 



50 RUSH $СНЕМЕ$ -- 4 МАМ RUSH 

| 50 Wk Backer ` (4Man Rush) DSP К, KW, X (Walk) 
ж. C 2 

| C E T E B С 

АА + дагпе$ 
W/N M/N S/N 

| 50 Sir Backer ` ` (АМап Rush) DSP vk KW, X (Walk) 

O ж 9 > [odos ° 
С B E T C 

+ games 
W/N M/N S/N 

5/5 F/S 

DSP “K, KW, X (Walk) | 
3X 

© Cy 
E 

B 

M/N | S/N С 

#3 

F/S 5/5 

1/3 Curl Mirror #2 

C/F 



50 RUSH SCHEMES -- 5 MAN RUSH 

50 Wk Barrel - 3X Middle 



ХІ. DEFENSIVE FRONTS AND STUNTS 



| Position | Align | Tech. | 

Move Sne >= Move Pursue 
RT. Read on Center A Gap Inside 
TACKLE Move Pie Pressure 

Read on MEE ILLUM B Gap Inside 
TACE Move заа | Pressure 

й lt ca Scheme | Tackle to Alley | Gap Called 
& Cov. Pursue 

Read Same as | Back Key |B Ga Check A Cov. PEE > 
Read ERR as | Near Back | Miror | В Gap Cut | Cov. 

to Ball 1" to ¡Back Called 

ADJUSTMENTS: Two Tite: Adjust by Game Plan 
One Back: Adjust. By LBer or LBer calis (Gap or Fullback) 
Pair. Adjustment by LBer Flex Adjustment to Fullback Stunt 
COVERAGE CALLS: By Game Plan Motion: By Game Plan 



_ (Move _ Pursue 

Бш Моуе to Айеу | Pursue 
Read on Guard Squeeze/ | Inside 
Move | Pursue Pressure 

Guard Squeeze/ | Inside 
| Pursue Pressure 

40 Read By Bik. Back thru | С Gap | Check A : 
! Scheme | Tackle to Alley | Gap 

& Cov. Pursue 
Read By Bik. Backs thru | AGap | B Gap Cov. 

Scheme | {о Center | Strong | Weak Called 
| | & Соу. EN 

WILL 60 Read Ву. Blk. | Near Back | Mirror | B Gap Cut | Cov. 
Scheme | to Ball Keyto | Back, Ball | Called 
& Cov. . | Ball DC 

ADJUSTMENTS: Two Tite: Adjustment by game plan 
One Back: Adjustment by LB'er - calls by LB'ers (Gap-Fullback) 

| Pair: Adjustment by LBer — Flex: Adjustment by 9 Tech. End to Fullback Stunt/ 
COVERAGE CALLS: By Game Plan 
Motion: By game plan 
RUN STRONG 
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< ues 
с» | 

CO» «t$ CC > 
E T T E 

$ M W 

„Position | Align | Tech, — | Support | RT. END | 5 Read on | Ву Cov 
move КЕД 7 LT. END Read on 

| 
move 

RT 1 | Read on | Ву Cov. TACKLE move 
LT. 3 Read оп | By Cov. TACKLE Move 

Center А бар | Squeeze/ OR д 
В Gap | Squeeze/ 

Pursue SAM Stack Read By Back Scrape E Bue MIKE 20 Read Scheme | Back В Gap | Check A & Cov. & By 
` | Pursue Called Cov. MILL 60 Read By Cov Near Back | Mirror B Gap Cut | Cov. | to Ball Keyto | Back Called N Alley _ ¡DJUSTMENTS: 2 Tite: Adjus 

Guard 

t by game plan пе Back: Adjust LB'er or LBer calls. air: Adjustment b LB'er. | 
'OVERAGE CALLS: By Game Plan. 

UN STRONG 

E 

| go Jog oy 
ұлы CW 

| Run To | Run Away | 
CGap |Squeeze/ 

Pursue 
Contain 

С Gap | Squeeze/ Contain 
Pursue 

Inside 
Pressure 

Inside 
Pressure 

Check & Cov. 
Pursue Called | 





40 | Below аге the possible adjustments to two Tight Ends. Adjustments will be chosen by game plan and the opponents personne! package. 7 TECHNIQUE. WHIP 
| Strong Right O Strong Left О 

О | О 

8000000 00000009 
E T T Е Е T T E W 

W M S S M 

Coaching Points: | Coaching Points: 
*The weak side end moves to 7 *No adjustment by the defensive 
Technique alignment. Will stays in | line. Will walks иріпаб 
а 50. Gap and Read Technique. 
responsibilities stay the same. 

Will must be ready to Scrape 
outside. (If we do not want to 
read the 7 Technique, we can add 
automatic FB Stunt.) ` 
CORNER - CLOUD 9 TECHNIQUE 

| Strong Left O O о O 
-0000000 0008009 
С Е T T E E T T E 

үү M S S M W € 
Coaching Points: Coaching Points: 
*If the offense for effect would *By game plan, we can also play a 
align the X receiver tight, we 9 Technique to the weak side. 
could adjust with the Corner and | Offensive attack must be 
make no adjustments to the front | considered and coverage support 
seven. | must be tied to the call. 



— 40 - RUN STUNTS 
MIKE/SCRAPE 

O 
e . 

M 
AT T E 

үү 

Coaching Points: 
А run stunt that involves strong 
End, Tackle, Sam and Mike. The 

End runs a Fullback Stunt, the 
Tackle runs a Rip across the 

Guard, Mike scrapes into “В” Gap 

and Sam scrapes outside. 

O O 

009800 
T 

DIVE 

O 
O 

1998000 
E Т T E 

үү M S 

Coaching Points: 

A run stunt that involves the WLB 

and the weak side End. The End 

Rips through the outside of OT. 
The Will LB'er fires through the 

| `B” Gap weak. 

WILL TWIST 

OO 

OO 
үу T E 

M S 

| Coaching Points: Coaching Points: 

| A run stunt that compliments 

Gap/Crash. Will lines up in "Whip" 
position to threaten Gap/Crash. 

Starts upfield then comes under 
the end into the "C" Gap. 

A run stunt with strong tackle 
aligned in 3 Technique making a 
hard charge into the "A" Gap. 
(Possible trap alert, scramble, QB 
Spy, etc.) 



y 

47 

= C» 
c 
«Фо © | 

Е Т Т Е 

м 

5 - W 

Position | Align | Tech. | Support | Key | АК 
To 

RT. END | 5 5 By Cov Tackle С бар |Squeeze/ | Contain 
| Pursue 

LT. END |7 7 Ву Соу. |ТЕ С Сар |Squeeze/ | Contain 
Pursue 

RT. 2 Ву Cov. | Guard A бар |Squeeze/ | Inside 
| Pursue Rush TACKLE 

{ 3 Ву Соу. | Guard Squeeze/ | Inside 
TACKLE Pursue Rush 

Stack | Read Scheme | Back Scrape | А Gapto |Cov. | 
& by D Gap | Pursue Called | 
Соу. | u 

0 Read Scheme | Back А бар |В Gap Cov. | 
& by Strong | Weak Called 
Cov. | 

Read Ву Cov. | Back Mirro 8 Gap Cov. 
key to | Cut Back | Called 
Ball Ball 

ADJUSTMENTS: Two Tite: Adjust by Game Plan. 
One Back: Adjustment by LB'er or LB'er call. 
Pair: Adjust by LB. 

COVERAGE CALLS: 
RUN STRONG P 

rm -j 

MIKE 

WILL 

RUN WEAK 



Coaching Points: 

А stunt that involves WLB and the 
| weak side End. End aggressive butts 
the OT. WLB'er runs a Crash 
stunt and End loops outside 
*Spying." Green Dog for screens, 

| flares, etc. 

ANGLE 

O O 

og8obo 
E T T E 

W M 5 

Coaching Points: 

A run stunt involving the 2 tackles, 3 
Technique, attack through near 
shoulder of OT. 2 Technique attack 
through near shoulder of OC. Run 
gaps do not change from base 40 
front. 

_ 90, 40 - RUN STUNTS 

E T i T E 

S W 

Coaching Points: 

A run stunt that involves the 2 
Technique. Aggressively attack 
through the near shoulder of the ОС. 
Play “A” Gap vs гип. 



` 90 WIDE 

e > 

elef sila Teta 
E T T E 

5 M w. 

Position | Align | Tech. Support | Key Run Run et ee Са E ж RT. END | Wide | Read Ву Cov. | Tackle CGap |Squeeze |Contain 5 on & Pursue 
move 

LT. END | Wide | Read By Cov. |Tight End | D Gap Squeeze | Contain 9 on & Pursue 
move 

RT. 1 Read By Cov. |Center AGap |Squeeze |Inside TACKLE on | & Pursue | Rush 
Move 

Lane LT. 3 Read By Cov. | Guard В бар | Squeeze | Inside | TACKLE on & Pursue | Rush 
Move | | Lane SAM 40 Read By Cov. | Back Key | C Gap |A Gap Cov. | Тесһ to Pursue Called | 

| Alle 
Read Ву Cov. | Back Key |В Gap |А Gap Cov. 

Pursue Called 

WILL 60 Read By Cov. | Back Key |В Gap |В Gap Cov. 
Tech to Cutback Called 

Alle 
ADJUSTMENTS: Two TE: Adjust by Game Plan. 
One Back: Adjust by LBer or LBer call. 
Pair: Adjustment by L 
COVERAGE CALLS: e | 
RUN STRONG | 

oo8oo 
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<. C) 

E T т Е 
$ M W 

ш END |5 Read By Cov. | Tackle c ER ru ый 
Tech |on & Pursue 

Move 

LT. END |9 SS By Cov. | Tight End | D бар | Squeeze | Contain 

Tech & Pursue 

ud 

RT. Read | By Cov. | Center А Сар |Squeeze Inside 

TACKLE Tum on & Pursue |Rush 

| Move Lane 

š Read By Cov. | Tackie В Сар |Squeeze |Inside 
TACKLE | Tech jon & Pursue | Rush 

Move | Lane 

40 Read [Ву Соу. | Back Key | С Gap |А Gap Cov. 
Tech to Pursue Called 

| Alle u 

MIKE 10 Read |ВуСом. | Back Key | В Gap |А Gap Cov. 
Tech Pursue Called 

WILL 60 Read “| By Cov. | Back Key | B Gap |В Gap Cov. | 
Tech to Cutback Called 

Alle | 

ADJUSTMENTS: Two TE: Adjust by Game Plan. 
One Back: Adjust by LBer or LBer calls. 
Pair: Adjustment by LBer. 

COVERAGE CALLS: By Game Plan MOTION: Adiust by Game Plan 

RUN STRONG (7 RUN WEAK 

090900 00800 
E T T E 

S M W 



50 TITE SAM 

¿> < 0 

COCBCE 
B E Т Е 5 

M W | 

Awa 
KER Read By Cov. | Tight End | D Gap | Fold By Cov. ма чш ы сш | Move Сар 
zND p By Cov. | Tackle С бар | Squeeze | Contain 

& Pursue 
525 

E 2 By Cov. | Center A Gap Squeeze | Inside 
KLE & Pursue | Rush 

(е Lane 
END Read By Cov. | Tackle B Gap Squeeze Inside 

on & Pursue | Rush 
mE Move | Lane 

Read By Cov. |Back В бар |А бар Cov. 
Tech Called 

E |30 |Read [ву соу. [Back |BGap |А Gap Cov. 
Tech Called 

20 Read By Соу. |Back ̀  А бар |А Сар {о | Соу. 
Тесһ Alley Called 

USTMENTS: 

ERAGE CALLS: 
STRONG 

00800 



> > 

> 

S E T ` T "E 

M - W 

Tech. Support [Key ̀  | Кип То | Run Away | 
RT. END | 5 Tech |Readon | Ву Соу. | Tackle С Gap | Squeeze & | Contain 

Move Pursue 

Move Pursue 

RT. 2 Tech "Read оп | By Cov. Guard AGap |Squeeze & | Inside 

TACKLE Move Pursue | rush lane 

LT. 3 Tech | Read on АЖ Cov. | Guard В бар | Squeeze & | Inside 

TACKLE Move Pursue rush lane 

Read By Sen & | Back, ТЕ [0 бар | Squeeze Cov. 
Вік. Fold Called 
Scheme 

NE Called ` 

WILL Read Back BGap |BGapto Cov. 
to alley | alley Called 

ADJUSTMENTS: Two Tite: Adjustment by game plan. 
One Back Adjustment by Lber or LB'er calls (Gap or Fullback) 
Pair-- Adjustment by Lber. Flex: — Adjustment to Fullback Stunt 

COVERAGE CALLS: By Game Plan 
Motion: By Game Plan 

RUN STRONG "ms RUN WEAK 

о feed o D 
< м ew 



TIGHT 70 — 

Со CD 

OOO да ха CD 
$ E T > T E 

M w 

on | Align |Тесһ. | Pass | 
Read оп | Ву Соу & | Tackle Сбар |Squeeze & | Contain «И i ق ad d 

4D Read on "d Cov. | Guard В бар | Squeeze 6 | Contain 
Моуе Pursue 

cheme 
Read on МЕН БЛ В бар ueeze & 

БЕ | Моуе ae 
Read on Center А Gap e & Е ы шапа 
Read Ву Cov & О бар |Squeeze Cov. 

ВІК. | Fold Called | 
ӛсһете 

аһоуе Те Fold Called DEE E above Flow Called 
3TMENTS: Two Tite: Adjustment by game plan. 

One Back Adjustment by LBer or LB'er calls (Gap or Fullback) 
\djustment by LBer. Flex: — Adjustment to Fullback Stunt 
*AGE CALLS: By Game Pian 

| Motion: By Game Plan 
TRONG 
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C» 

«9024 ES 
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M W | 

Position | Align | Tech. | Support [Key |Run To | | Run Away | Pass | л d d Бей ad m ей Move 

m ER E саса Move 
Read on Squeez Inside 

TACKLE Move Rush 
Read on NE LL AE Inside 

TACKLE Move Rush 
Read Инк кейі Гр Сар EE Cov. 

| ВІК. Back/Bail | to Alley | and Fold Called E 
Scheme 

le ee above Pursue Called 
WILL Read Same as | Back Fiowto | A Gap Cov. 

above Ball Called 

ADJUSTMENTS: Two Tite: Adjustment by game plan. 
i One Back LB'ers adjust. Possible Cha Cha or Jet. 

Trips: LB'ers adjust. 
COVERAGE CALLS: By Game Pian 

Motion: By Game Plan 

RUN WEAK RUN STRONG 

о TM 
T Fw 
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70 “DIRECTIONS” |.  [|T0WlLDIVE mm 

O 
O 

oocol q 
s E T T E 

M W 
Coaching Points: Coaching Points: 

* Both tackles aggressively гір 
* Both defensive tackles run a slant upfield their run responsibilities. 
stunt in a particular direction by * Will runs a shoot stunt in the A gap 
game plan. (l.e., TE, backfield set, weak. 
motion.) 

70 “SNEAK” 70 “RAZOR” 
OO O O 

pas dd | odfo8oo 
T T E 

үү M. M w 
Coaching Points: Coaching Points: 
* Both tackles align in loose 1 * Isa strong side run stunt. It | 
Technique alignment and rip involves the 5 technique end. It isa 
upfield. hard inside step and rip across the 

face of the OT. Must penetrate as 
well as cross the face. 



сһозеп Ь plan and the opponent's р 

70: Below are the possible adjustments to two Tight Ends. Adjustments will be 

[ 7 TECHNIQUE 

O 

0008000 
$ Е T E : 

Coaching Points: 
* The weak side end moves to 7 
Technique alignment. Will stays in a 

50. Gap and Read responsibilities 
stay the same. 

Will must be ready to Scrape 
outside. (If we do not want to read 

the 7 Technique, we can add 

| automatic FB Stunt.) 

CORNER - CLOUD 

| O O 

“00080090 
С Т Е 5 

W 

Coaching Points: 

* |f the offense for effect would 
align the X receiver tight, we could 
adjust with the Comer and make no 

adjustments to the front seven. 

M 

ersonnel packag е. =»: 

0003009 
МЕТ T ES 

M 

Coaching Points: 
* No adjustment by the defensive 

line. Will walks up in a 6 Technique. 

? TECHNIQUE 

O O 

0000900 

Coaching Poinis: 

* By game plan, we can also play 

a9 Technique to the weak side. 
Offensive attack must be 
considered and coverage support 
must be tied to the call. 

14 

|5 



A5 

5 

5 RT. END |5 Ву Cov. | Tackle C Gap | Squeeze/ | Contain 

LT. END |7 7 Ву Cov. | ТЕ D Gap | Squeeze/ | Contain 

TACKLE Pursue Rush 
By Cov. | Guard Squeeze/ | Inside TACKLE | | Pursue Rush 

Stack Read By Cov | Near D бар |B Gap Cov. 
| & ВІК. Васкіо |orBon Called 

Scheme | ball FB | ШЫЙ ОИЕ Read Same as | Back BGap |CheckA 
_| above Pursue Called WILL Read Same as | Back Flow to | A Gap Cov. 

| above Ball Called 

RUN WEAK 



ХІІ. PASS RUSH GAMES 



PASS RUSH GAMES 

Cha-Cha: 90 Strong Left 
A pass rush game that involves 

both defensive Tackles. Alignment 
is predicated by front. The game 
is designed for 3 technique to go > CO CO 
first with the 1 or 2 technique E I T E 
looping. 

1 2 

40 Strong Left 
Coaching Points: 
-- 3 Technique cheat alignment 
to help inside move. ® 一 S 

E Т Т Е -- 1 Technique help partner step 
upfield to influence center away 
from the 3 technique 1 2 

-- Ends keep contain rush 

70 Strong Left 

NES CO 
E T T E 

2 1 



PASS RUSH GAMES 

TT: 

A pass rush game that involves 

the two defensive tackles. 
Alignment is predicated by the 
front called. The game is run 
with the 1 or 2 Technique going 
first and the 3 Technique 
looping. 

Coaching Points: 

— ]lor2Technique hard 

penetrating move at the snap 

- 3 Technique step upfield to 

influence offensive guard 

— Ends keep contain rush 



PASS RUSH GAMES 

Change: ` Î 90 Strong Left 
A pass rush game that involves the 
weak side defensive end and 
tackle alignment is predicated by O O 
front called. The ends will go first E 
and the tackles will loop. 

Coaching Points: 

-- Ends be ready to cheat 40 Strong Left 
alignment to help inside move 

-- Tackles step upfield to CO CO = ] 

E Т T E influence offensive guard 

70 Strong Left 

¿90 o A 

2 



PASS RUSH GAMES 

Twist: — ee 90/40 Strong Left — 
A pass rush game that involves 

a 3 Technique and the end. 

Alignment is predicated by the x 
front called. The 3 Technique | 
goes first and the end will loop. O СЭС) 

T m 

2 ] 

Coaching Points: 

-- Tackle explode through B 

gap and widen for contain rush. 

-- End step upfield to 

influence the OT. Become the 

inside pass rusher. 



PASS RUSH GAMES 

Tango: 

A pass rush game that involves 

both tackles and the weak 

defensive end. Weak side 

tackle and end go first with 

strong side tackle loop. 

Coaching Points: 

-- Strong side tackle loop for 

contain rush. Weakside end 

and tackle inside rush lane. 

-- — Strongside end must get 

upfield for ОВ flush. 

000800 



PASS RUSH GAMES 

Echo: 

A pass rush game that involves 

both tackles and the weak 
defensive end. Tackle rip 

technique through gap. Weak 
end loop around. 

Coaching Points: 

— Weakside tackle becomes 

contain rusher weak. 

— Weak end becomes inside 

rusher strong. 

40 Strong Left 

Ф 
Е Т 

70 Strong Left 



PASS RUSH GAMES 

Tops: 
A pass rush stunt that involves 

both defensive tackles. Game 

allows tackles to change pre- 
aligned rush lanes. 

Coaching Points: 

— Ends must keep absolute 

contain. 





PASS PROTECTIONS 

| Quick Profections -- 3 Step Drop " wa 
Kick 200 Aggressive 3 Step Turn Protection 

322-323 3 Step Strongside Dual Protection 



10 
PASS PROTECTIONS 

. Drop Back Protections | E 
 Weakside dual protection 

A or 7 Step Drop 

0-1 Protection 

Strongside dual protection 
5 or 7 Step Drop 

2-3 Protection 

4-5 Protection 
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NORMAL SPLIT F/H WS. TIGHT SPLIT Ғ/Н O/S | *Chico* - Small short split. | 

“әң (оке #5) | v 

tler! IIIIII} 
| 

` 

v 

| NORMAL SPLIT М/Н VS 

K.) 

' ` 

| TIGHT SPLIT М/Н 0/8 



. DOUBLE SWITCH 

e Alignment | End Run Pass Coaching Points 
Force Technique 

we 1/5 +7 Sky (Alert for | Outside 1/4 1. Man to Man #1 10 Yards or Corner | On #1 Crack Technique deeper. 

Strong |+2/onY 

replace) 

Satety |+10 

Disguise 

2. Alert Wheel Call vs 2 Stack 

Sky (Alert for 

Crack] 
1. Key #2. If vertical route, play 
over the top of him. (1/5 1/4). 
2. If #2 runs Shoot, play 
undemecth all inside routes of 
#1. (Curt-Post) 
3. If #2 crosses, get depth in 
inside 1/4. Alert for #3. Zone the 
1/4. 

Inside 1/4 or 

Rob #1 on 

Read 

1. Same as SS. 
2. If weak Back blocks, Zone 
inside 1/4, check #3 strong. help 
#1. 
3. Alert Wheel call vs 2 man 
Stack. 
4. Shallow cross by #1 Rob or 
Zone off QB. 

+2 On Wk 

Tackle 

+10 

Disguise 

Free 

Satety 
Sky (Alert for 
Crack) 

Inside 1/4 or 

Rob #1 on 

Read 

1. Same as Strong Comer Outside 1/4 
technique 

Sky (Alert for 
Crack 
replace) 

Weak 

Corner 2. Alert Wheel call vs 2 stack. 



DOUBLE SWITCH 

| PASS | TER 
әм | ALIGNMENT | RUN | TECHNIQUE COACHING POINTS 
| Force | 

. Key #2 release. If he runs Shoot 
route, immediately cover him. If he 

turns up, cover him. 

2. If #2 runs vertical route, jam, 
squeeze, read #3. | 

3. ІҒЯ2 crosses, work off and read #3. If 
#3 runs Shoot route cover him. 

4. #3 Aligned from backfield goes up 
you go up. 

5. Vs Trips, cover down on #2 and give 
_End FB call. 

Front will 

| dictate 

Curl to flat on 

#2 or who 

becomes 

#2. 

. Work to strong hook and read #2/#3 
progression. 

2. ІҒЯЗ aligned runs up, cover him. 
3. Vs Trips, cover down on #3 strong. 
4. #3 Aligned from backfield goes up 

Front wili 

dictate 

Strong hook 
(Read route 
progression) 

1. Same as Sam. 
2. Alert for Fire rule. 

Front will Sky Curl to flat on 3. #3 Aligned in backfield goes up you 
dictate $2 or whoever go up. 

becomes #2. Cover donw on $2 weak. 
m Alert for Wheel Call 

F 



ke | 

S : 
£ ° FS C P -F cd MEN 
Position | Alignment |EndRun Pass Coaching Points 

Force _ | Technique 
Strong | I/S +7 Sky Outside 1/3 1. М-М in Zone Unless 2 Up. 
Corner |On+1 

Strong | *2/on Y Sky Curl 
*10 
Disguise 

Safety 

Free +2/ on T Backer Middle 1/3 р Work quickly to middle оѓ 
+10 ormation. 

Safety 2. Get depth and read QB. 
3. Don’t jump intermediate routes. 

Backer Outside 1/3 1. MM in Zone unless 2 Up. 
Ciue 

1. Mirror TE, Zone QB. 

2. Man Vertical TE route. 

Weak 

Corner 2. Vs 2 Up Clue Tech- Zone off 
QB. 



_COVER 3 EXCHANGE (VS PRO) ` 

Front will 

dictate 

1. Same as Double Switch 

Double Switch 

E |Frontwil ̀  Same as Same as Double Switch 
dictate Double Switch 

2. If #3 Strong blocks, 
check #2 Weak. 

E: Front will | Same as 

dictate Double Switch 

1. Same as Double Switch 

_ e = 
ха Ғге № 

«> 
DIO «а» «а» «а» CO 

Se M 5 M EW 

С 
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COVER 3 EXCHANGE VS SLOT 

Position Alignment End Run os ME Coaching Points 
Force EAM que 

Strong VS +7 Same as C3 | Same as СЗХ |1. M/M in Zone unless 2 Up. 
Corner On #1 vs Pro 2. Vs 2 Up Clue Tech, Zone = LN нк асы 
Strong -1 Same as - Mirror Slot 1. Mirror #2, Alert for China. 
Safety On Slot C3X vs Pro 

+5 

Same as C3X 
vs Pro 

Middle of 

formation 

*12 

Same as 1. Same as C3X vs Pro 
C3X vs Pro 

Free 

Safety 

2. Vs Run Weak, play pass 
responsibility. 

Outside 1/3 1. No threat of Y Overlap 
receiver, Weak 

Corner 



COVER 3 EXCHANGE VS SLOT 

{ ІЗ, 2 
iion | Alignment Pass Coaching Points 

Force Technique . 

i Front will Backer Same as 1. Same as Double Switch 

dictate Double Switch 

š [Front will Read #2 Weak | 1. Play like Double Switch 
dictate to TE side. 

2. Vs 1 Back play off of #3. 

Front will , Same as 

dictate Double Switch 

1. Same as Double Switch 



. "x 

% Gem : | FS 

Force Technique 
Strong O/S +7 Cloud Sink Fiat responsibility. Key #2. If #2 is 

Corner On #1 out, sink for post corner and break 
up on throw. Run with #2 through 

Strong 2Yards Cloud Deep 1/2 field 
Safety Inside 

zone. If 42 is up, You are up. 

#s/+14 

Deep 1/2 responsibility. Key #2 to 
ball-see #1 & #3 for total picture. If 
#2 is up, maintain position 2 yds 
inside numbers & break on ball. If 
#2 blocks or is out, lean on #1. Do 
not forget #3. Get plenty of depth. 

2 Yards 

Inside 

#s/+14 

Free 

Safety 

Deep 1/2 responsibility. Key #2 to 
ball-see #1 for total picture. If #2 is 
up, maintain position 2 yds inside 
numbers and break on ball. If #2 
blocks or is out, lean on #1. Do not 
forget #2 & #3 strong. Get plenty of 
depth. 

Deep 1/2 field 

Weak 

Corner Оп #1 

Flat responsibility. Key #2. If #2 is 
out, sink for Post corner and break 
up on throw. Run with #2 through 
zone. If 42 is up, you are up. Fire 
rules apply 



_ SINK ̀  

M kat 
= a Pass Coaching Points 

Force Technique 
Front will Cloud Cover down on Never let #2 inside once he 
dictate #2 Strong releases up field through your 2. Drop to curl on zone. if he goes deep, go up with #2 һт. 

2. If #2 releases inside on snap, give 
Mike “In” call and zone off whoever 
becomes £2. Be alert to expand | 
with #3. 

3. If#2 makes your remove from 
alignment, give Mike "I'm Gone." 

4. Be alert for China or in call. 

3. Read route 
progression. 

MIKE Front will Cover down on | 1. If Same gives in call, wall off and ¡ #3. гип ир. dictate 2. Drop to strong | 2. !f#2 releases outside, drop off #3 
hook and stay on top of #3 release. 

3 Read route 3. Be alert for China or in call. 
А і 4. Carry all crossers. 

progression. 

WILL Front will Cover down on If #2 runs up through your zone, dictate $2 weak. wall him off and run up with him. 
2. Drop to weak 2. НЯ2 runs to flat or blocks, drop to 

сип on #2 or cun. 
3. If#2 makes you remove from your 

whoever alignment, give Mike “I'm Gone." 
becomes #2. 4. Be alert for China or In Call 

5. Alert for Fire Rules. 



COVER 3 KICK 

"an se v FS 
< > Pass Coaching Points 
E Technique 

Sam /5 +7 Kick Kick 1. If inside release, bait inside and 
Corner |оп#1 read #2/#3 progression. 

2. #2 to flat, jump him 
3. If #1 outside release, bait and 
read #2/#3 progression 
4. No $2513 to flat, get depth and 
squeeze #1. 

5. #2 through zone, cover him. 
6. Alert for 1/4's call from SS. 

Strong | Split #1 & #2 | Kick | Outside 1/3 | | D коз 18 | 6 | 
+ . Key #1 release. If outside, мог 

Safety 12 Rus to inside shoulder and Ciue. 
3. If #1 inside, exit to #'s and Clue. 
4. If Kick Weak play 1/4 Tech St. 

Free +20nT Middle 1/3 1. Work quickly to middie of 

Safety | *10to +12 
2. Get depth and Read ОВ 
3. Don't jump intermediate routes. 

| Outside 1/13 1. M/M in Zone unless 2 Up. Backer 
Weak 

Corner 2. Vs 2 Up Clue - Zone off QB 



COVER 3 KICK 

l. Cover down on #2 

2. If $2 runs Corner route, 
lock on him. 
l. Read #2 away from kick 
2. If #2 shoot, work сип to 
that side. 
3. If #2 does anything else, 
work off #3 
4. Vs 1 Back Set, Mike play 
off of #3, 2 
1. Same as Double Switch 
2. Use Double Switch 
Cover down rules. 
3. If covered down on #2, 
re-route. 

Front will 
dictate 

Read #2 away 
from kick call 
vs 2 back set 

Same as 
Double Switch 

Front will 
dictate 



Coaching Points | 

С 
\ = 

Position | Alignment End Run Pass 
| Force | _ | Technique 

Strong |1/S +7 Box Inside M/M on 
Corner | On #1 

Box 

#1 (Possible 

Press) 

Strong | O/S +10 
Safety | on Y 

Disguise 

1. Total concentration on 
receiver. 
2. Take away inside: no deep 
help. 
3. Alert for Banjo rules or Trio. 
4. Inside 10 yard line. if no 
Banjo, automatic | 
1. Total concentration оп 
receiver. 
2. Take away inside: no deep 
help. 
3. Alert for Banjo rules or Trio. 
4. Blue and Trips, adjust and 
cover #2. Alert LB'er. 
5. Fire pass, Banjo 42/43 with ES 
1. Total concentration on 

M/M on Y 
(Possible Press) 

+2/+10 | Inside M/M on 
On Weak #2 Weak A оры; 

Р 2. Take away inside; no deep Tackle (Possible Press) help. 
Disguise 3. Alert for Banjo rules. 

4. Trips, adjust and cover #3 
strong (Possible Banjo w/ SS). 
Alert LB'er. 
5. Fire Pass, Banjo #2/#3 with 55. 
1. Same as Strong Comer. 
2. Vs Slot, comer over. 

N 

Inside M/M on ̀  
#1 (Possible 

to 

L 
dÉ 



L E | > > 

Force Technique 
Strong | 1/5 +7 Sky Outside 1/3 1. Same as СЗ Exchange. 

(Clue) (Standard and Nickel) 

Strong Curl Strong | +2/+12 Sky 
Safety | on #Y 

Sky Weak | +2/+12 On Weak Curl 
Safety | weak Tackle 

]. Same as Strong Safety in 

C3 Exchange. 

(Standard and Nickel) 

1. Same as Strong Safety in 
C3 Exchange. 

(Standard and Nickel) 

Weak |1/s+7 ` [Sky Outside 1/3 ||. Same as С 3X in 
Corner | On #1 (Clue) Standard and Nickel 

= +0 Sy |Middei/3 |1. Same as Free Safety in | 
X M.O. F. 
Man 

C3 Exchange. 

(Standard and Nickel) 



d. 

\)
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>
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=
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30 - COVER 3 EXCHANGE DOUBLE BUZZ 

F/S 

Force Technique 

Sky 
1 NICKEL | dictate 1. Buzz immediately to flat; ̀  

as you go key QB. 

MIKE | Front will Sky Strong Hook | 
NICKEL | dictate 1. Same as Double Switch | 

| Standard and Nickel 

WILL | Front will Sky Flat | | 
NICKEL | dictate 1. Same as Sam Nickel 



м
”
 

w
e
)
 



AT EU 

E. 

Corners 

| Safeties | 

SN 

WN 

MN 

XS 

30 BLITZ RULES 

#15 

Blitzing 

#2 Pass St 

#2 Away Pass St 

Blitzing or Red Dog 

КВ or Blitzing 



X . SUB PACKAGE 

50 



= 

Sin 



 | | _ ú Pursue ا تل nem ت ا سا

ыыول  Шай ый ый ый ый Pursue | | | | | 

Br m REM 8 Tackle | Сар Rush 
[Backer |9  |ByCov. [ву Соу, [Ball |ByCov.|Pusue | By Cov. | 
SAM Form. | Cover Ву Cov. | Ball & Cov. Cov. By Cov. ZEP и S а _ | dictate E END 78 _| MN 2. 
МІКЕ Form. | Cover Ву Cov. | Ball & ВСор |ВСар By. Cov. 
NICKEL | will dictate Back Pursue 

dictate | 1 ` | _ |l _— ER 
WILL Form. Cover Ву Cov. | Ball & BGap |BGap 
NICKEL | will dictate Back Pursue 

dictate] | xL لاا _ | S 

COVERAGE CALLS: | — 

RUN STRONG | RUN WEAK 

yO Q, 
O > O O O o 700809 “oo ` 0030٩ fo 
E Vae £ 8 ті | Е В 

W/N M/N €-S/N W/N M/N S/N 



50 COVER $СНЕМЕ$ -- 3 MAN RUSH 

50 Shadow DS “K, KW, X (Walk) 
Sink Thief “K, KW, X (Walk) 

- t зды : = x ams СЭ M/M O 
С Е T E B C 

W/N M/N S/N 
Kien. с Mid Tech 

5/5 Rob F/S 

. 05 Man Thief "K KW, X (Walk) 



50 RUSH SCHEMES -- 4 MAN RUSH 

50 Wk Backer ` ` (АМап Rush) DSP v K, KW, X (Walk) 
O rO 

C E T E B C 
AA * games 

W/N M/N S/N 

50 Str Backer | (4 Man Rush) DSP v K, KW, X (Walk) | 

= T © 一 = d EN g = 
С B E T С 

+ games 
W/N M/N S/N 

F/S 

50 Loop DSP wk X (Walk) | 
3X 

O > 5 3 а C» 
С Е Е 

В 

С/Е WAN M/N | $/М С 

1/3 #3 С/Е 
Е/$ $/$ 

1/3 Curl Mirror #2 
NETAS PE 



50 RUSH $СНЕМЕ$ -- 5 MAN RUSH 

50 Wk Barrel ` 3X Middle 



ХІ. DEFENSIVE FRONTS AND STUNTS 



| Position | Align |Тесһ. | 

a eru ue A Move Pursue 

= ee ee Move Pursue 

Sal ee] [== = TACKLE Move Pursue Pressure ` 
LT. E Read on ЛЫ В Бай inside 
TACKLE Move eae Ee Pressure 

che в-а Scheme | Tackle to Alley | Gap Called 
& Cov. Pursue 

Read Same as | Back Key | В Gap | Check А Cov. id ̀  Ge 
Read Sie ав | Near Back | Mirror | В Gap Cut | Cov. 

to Ball Keyto | Back Called 
: y Alley 

ADJUSTMENTS: Two Tite: Adjust by Game Plan | 
One Back: Adjust. By LBer or LBer calls (Gap or Fullback) 
Pair. Adjustment by LBer Flex: Adjustment to Fullback Stunt — 
COVERAGE CALLS: By Game Plan ` Motion: By Game Plan. 
RUN STRONG “2 

> fo op ‘Go O 

t ке, Ку 



ы | Co Co 

O | 

E 了 了 E I 

$ M ү 

EE [Pass | E MES Move Pursue 

SE GSi o Move to Alley | Pursue 

TACKLE Move Sg Pressure 

TACKLE Move Pursue Pressure 
Read жән БІК. кеі thru |C Gap | Check A Cov. 

Scheme | Tackle to Alley | Gap Called 
& Cov. Pursue _ 

Read Ву Bik. Backs thru | A Gap | B Gap Cov. 
Scheme | to Center | Strong | Weak Called 
& Cov. 

mee aa Scheme | to Ball ̀  Seal io Back, Ball Called 
___|4 Cov. Ball 

ADJUSTMENTS: Two Tite: Adjustment by game plan 
One Back: Adjustment by LB'er - calls by LB'ers (Gap-Fullback) 
Pair Adjustment by LBer Flex: Adjustment by 9 Tech. End to Fullback Stun!  . 
COVERAGE CALLS: By Game Plan 
Motion: B la 



ar ano ein Teen. [Support [Rey TRT [Rin Away [Pass — | move "M | 
Squeeze/ | Contain 
Pursue LT. END | 7 Read оп | Ву Соу. ТЕ C Gap |Squeeze/ Contain 

КТ. 1 Read оп | Ву Cov. Сепїег А бар | Squeeze/ Inside TACKLE} ` move 
_ | Pursue Pressure | LT. 3 Readon | By Cov. Guard BGap | Squeeze/ Inside TACKLE | Move | | : Pursue | Pressure SAM Stack Read By Back Scrape | Check & У | | Sc Blocking ` | _ | Pursue ` MIKE 20 Read Scheme 

8 By SO з Cov. — NILL Read ` 

ADJUSTMENTS: 2 Tite: Adjust by game plan Jne Back: Adjust LB'er or LBer calls. "air: Adjustment b LBer 0 t. "OVERAGE CALLS: By Game Plan. 

STRONG TT 

704854 o P 128424 O 
S N 

T 

M 

` [RUN WEAK TT 

— 

I 





40 | 
Below аге the possible adjustments to two Tight Ends. Adjustments 
will be chosen by game plan and the opponents personnel package. 
7 TECHNIQUE WHIP 
Strong Right Strong Left О 

О О 

9005000 | 00080099 
AW е ER s E T T EW 

W M $ $ М 

Coaching Points: | 
*Тһе weak side end moves to 7 
Technique alignment. Will stays in 
а 50. Gap and Read 
responsibilities stay the same. 

Coaching Points: 
*No adjustment by the defensive 
line. Will walks up ina 6 
Technique. 

Will must be ready to Scrape 
outside. (If we do not want to 
read the 7 Technique, we can add 
automatic FB Stunt. NEM | 
CORNER - CLOUD 9 TECHNIQUE 

Strong Left one O О 
“0008000 0008009 
ІС ET T E E T T E 

үү M S S M W e 
Coaching Points: Coaching Points: 
*If the offense for effect would *By game plan, we can also play a 
align the X receiver tight, we 9 Technique to the weak side. 
could adjust with the Corner and | Offensive attack must be 
make no adjustments to the front | considered and coverage support 
seven. ! must be tied to the call. 



DIVE ` 

О 
О 

E ООО 
E/ T T E 

м м S 

| Coaching Points: 

A run stunt that involves the WLB 

and the weak side End. The End 
Rips through the outside of OT. 
The Will LB'er fires through the 
"B" Gap weak. 

WILL TWIST 

ОО 

49 000 
W T E 

M 5 

Coaching Points: 

A run stunt that compliments 
Gap/Crash. Will lines up in “Whip” 
position to threaten Gap/Crash. 
Starts upfield then comes under 
the end into the "C" Gap. 

__ 40 - RUN STUNTS 
MIKE/SCRAPE 

O 
O, 

AAE 
NT T E 

W 

| Coaching Poínts: 
A run stunt that involves strong 
End, Tackle, Sam and Mike. The 

End runs а Fullback Stunt, the 
Tackle runs a Rip across the 
Guard, Mike scrapes into “В” Gap 

and Sam scrapes outside. 

о O 

ОО 
à 

оос 
Е T E 

$ M W 

Coaching Points: 

A run stunt with strong tackle 
aligned in 3 Technique making a 
hard charge into the "A" Gap. 
(Possible trap alert, scramble, OB 
spy, etc.) 



кеме ed nd жам RE M „ы To 

БЕІН = Pursue LT. END By Cov. | TE С Gap | Squeeze/ 

| | EN И | _ | Pursue Rush 

TACKLE | EE o | {Pursue |Rush ` 
Stack | Read Scheme | Back Scrape | А Gap to | Cov. 

___| |Cov. 0 
Read Scheme | Back A Gap |B Gap Сом. 

& Бу Strong | Weak Called 
_ = COV. ` m | u I 

WILL Read By Cov. |Back Mirro B Gap Cov. 
key to | Cut Back | Called 

| E Ball Ball мезе 
ADJUSTMENTS: Two Tite: Adjust by Game Plan. 
One Back: Adjustment by LB'er or LB'er call. 
Pair: Adjust by LB. 
COVERAGE CALLS: 
RUN STRONG Р RUN WEAK 



Coaching Points: 

A stunt that involves WLB and the 
weak side End. End aggressive butts 
the OT. WLB'er runs a Crash | 
stunt and End loops outside 
“Spying.” Green Dog for screens, 
flares, etc. 

ANGLE 

о O 

офВобо 
E T T E 

W M S 

Coaching Points: 

A run stunt involving the 2 tackles, 3 
Technique, attack through near 
shoulder of OT. 2 Technique attack 
through near shoulder of OC. Run 
gaps do not change from base 40 
front. 

_ 90 40 - КОМ STUNTS 

OOO бо O 
E T T E 

S M w 

Coaching Points: 

А run stunt that involves the 2 
Technique. Aggressively attack 
through the near shoulder of the OC. 
Play “A” Gap vs run. 



` 90 WIDE 

ар O 

olof sila Tele 
E T T E 

M W. 

| | | To 
RT. END | Wide | Read By Cov. | Tackle С бар | Squeeze | Contain 

on ш & Pursue 
move | 

LT. END | Wide | Read By Cov. | Tight Епа | D Gap | Squeeze | Contain 
9 on & Pursue 

move | ЖЕК RT. 1 Read Ву Cov. | Center А бар | Squeeze | Inside TACKLE on i & Pursue | Rush 
Move | | _ Lane | LT. 3 Read Ву Cov. | Guard В бар |Squeeze |Inside TACKLE on & Pursue | Rush 

_— (Move | | uu CEN 2 Lane _ 
40 Read By Соу. | Back Key | C Сар |А Сар Соу. 

zu | Alle 221 Е 10 |Read Ву Соу. |Back Key |В Gap |А Сар Сом. | Тесһ 
Pursue Called 

WILL 60 [Read | By Cov. Back Key |В бар |B Gap  |Cov. ` Tech to Cutback 
dL |е >. Alley ` 2 

Called 

ADJUSTMENTS: Two ТЕ: Adjust by Game Plan. 
One Back: Adjust by LBer or LBer call. 
Pair: Adjustment by LBer. _ n 
COVERAGE CALLS: 



<. C» 

«© әв о 
Е Т m. E 

$ M W 

a a al 
RT. END гез: By Cov. | Tackle С cer ru Se 

a & Pursue 
BE I 

LT.END |9 Read | By Cov. | Tight End | D Gap Squeeze Contain ̀  
Tech on & Pursue 

| move | 
Read By Cov. | Center (А Gap |Squeeze |Inside 

T AGREE 200 оп & Pursue | Rush 
Move Lane 

Read | By Cov. | Tackle B Gap |Squeeze | Inside 
AGE 3 оп & Pursue | Rush 

Move | Lane ` 

Read By Cov. | Back Key С Gap A Gap | Cov. 
Tech to Pursue Called 

Alle 

Read Ву Cov. | Back Key | В Gap [А бар 1 Соу. EE 
WILL 60 Кеаа By Cov. |Back Key |B Gap |В Gap | | Cov. 

Tech to Cutback | Called 
_ __ Alley 

ADJUSTMENTS: Two TE: Adjust by Game Plan. 
One Back: Adjust by LBer or LBer calls. 
Pair: Adjustment by LBer. 

COVERAGE CALLS: By Game Plan _MOTION: Adjust by Game Plan 
RUN STRONG O RUN WEAK 

0900309 00800 
E T T E 

M үү 



N 

50 TITE SAM 

Co "X 

OOOBO© 
B Е T Ё 5 

M W | 

To 

KE Read Ву Cov. | Tight End | D Gap | Fold By Cov. = ша] ыш iad С Move Сар 

оп & Pursue 
А гпоуе | | 

E 1 |Read By Cov. | Center А бар | Squeeze | Inside 
KLE on & Pursue | Rush 
| Моуе " 1 (апе 
END |4 Read By Cov. | Tackle В бар |Squeeze | Inside 

on & Pursue | Rush 

В u Move . | | NE |] Lane 
| 6 Read [Ву Cov. | Back ГВ Gap |А Gap Соу. 

Тесһ Calied 

30 Read [Ву Соу. |Back  |BGap ТА бар |Соу. 
Tech Called 

120 Read [Ву Соу. |Back |А Gap [А Сар {о |Cov. 
Tech Aley Calied 

2| 

ZN D 

USTMENTS: 

[STRONG RUN WEAK 

00800 00800 



ED C 

<. 

S Е MEME. E 
M OW 

[Key _ | Run То | Run Away | 
ostias. END | 5 Tech Read on TBy Support с С бар | Squeeze & Lp 

Move Pursue 

| Move Pursue 

TACKLE Move Pursue rush lane 

TACKLE Move Pursue rush lane 

SAM Read By к & | Back, Karel D бар | Squeeze Cov. 

ВІК. Fold Called 

se" 

Called 

balli SM кі ИЕ ll Бәй Сар |B Gap to Cov. 
to alley | alley Called 

ADJUSTMENTS: Two Tite: Adjustment by game plan. 
One Back Adjustment by Lber or LB'er calls (Gap or Fullback) 
Pair-- Adjustment by Lber. Flex: — Adjustment to Fullback Stunt ̀ `. 

COVERAGE CALLS: By Game Plan 

o .. Motion: By Game Plan 

RUN STRONG mo 

EL IEEE 



pt 

` TIGHT 70 

С C2 

O | 
oooSos <> 
5 E Т i T E 

M w 

on Als [Tech gun Awa | Run Away | Pass | ND Read on EX Сога Lm CGap |Squeeze & | Contain 
Move Pursue 

ead on " Cov. BGap |Squeeze & | Contain 
zeg Pursue 

Read on pes E Gap ala & | inside 
Move ala 
Read on ЖЕНА А бар Ss 

LE Move Ss 
Read y Cov & | TE D бар | Squeeze кейі ҮТ ышт fae Se above Tackle Fold Called ill be СЫ D. above | Flow ` Called 

STMENTS: Two Tite: | Adjustment by game plan. 
One Back Adjustment by LBer or LB'er calls (Gap or Fullback) 

\djustment by LBer. Flex: — Adjustment to Fullback Stunt ̀ 
*AGE CALLS: By Game Plan 

| Еа Motion: By Game Plan | 
TRONG C) RUN WEAK | 

eH of ur ° 



70 

СО CO 
p | 

«94024 о 
5 Е Т . T E. 

M w 
- 

|Run Away | Pass | 

Move 

Be ELE TACKLE Move 

Mes 590 [к= [we pem | TACKLE Move 

Read By Cov & scii Cov. 

Scheme 

— 8 == Eze = Rm above Pursue Called 
WILL Read Same as | Back Flowto | А бар Cov. 

above Ball Called 

ADJUSTMENTS: Two Tite: ` Adjustment by game plan. 
| One Back LB'ers adjust Possible Cha Cha or Jet. 

Trips: LB'ers adjust. 
COVERAGE CALLS: By Game Plan 

_Motion: By Game Plan 
RUN STRONG ` 

o TM 

) 



70 "DIRECTIONS" ` [ош — — 
O 
O O 

Oe | оодо 
Е Т T ES SE Т IT E 

W M M үү 
Coaching Points: Coaching Points: 

* Both tackles aggressively rip 
upfield their run responsibilities. 

* Will runs a shoot stunt in the A gap 
weak. 

* Both defensive tackles run a slant 
stunt in a particular direction by 
game plan. (l.e., TE, backfield set, 
motion.) 

70 “SNEAK” 170 “RAZOR” 
OO O © 
pase. odo Soo 

Coaching Points: 
* Both tackles align in loose 1 
Technique alignment and rip 
upfield. 

Coaching Points: 
* Is a strong side run stunt. It 
involves the 5 technique end. It isa 
hard inside step and rip across the 
face of the OT. Must penetrate as 
well as cross the face. 



70: Below are the possible adjustments to two Tight Ends. Adjustments will be 

7 TECHNIQUE 
o 

0008000 
S E Т T E 

Coaching Points: 
-| * The weak side end moves to 7 
Technique alignment. Will stays in a 

50. Gap and Read responsibilities 
stay the same. 

Will must be ready to Scrape 
outside. (if we do not want to read 

the 7 Technique, we can add 

automatic FB Stunt.) 

CORNER - CLOUD 

OO 

-O008000 
C ET T E 5 

үү 

Coaching Points: 

* If the offense for effect would 
align the X receiver tight, we could 

adjust with the Comer and make no 
adjustments to the front seven. 

M 

plan and the opponent's p rsonnel packac 

Coaching Points: 
* No adjustment by the defensive 
line. Will walks up in a 6 Technique. 

9 TECHNIQUE 

О Ф 

06009009 
s E 

M W 

Coaching Points: 
* By game plan, we can also play 
a 9 Technique to the weak side. 
Offensive attack must be 
considered and coverage support. 
must be tied to the call. 

13 
|5 



45 

Position | Align Tech. [support [Key | RunTo [Run Away [Pas ЕТ. END |5 5 By Cov. | Tackle C Gap | Squeeze/ | Contain кы БН ШШ d Б Vid d Ke 7 Ву Соу. |ТЕ D Gap |Squeeze/ | Contain 
| | E | Pursue z 

TACKLE | | Pursue Rush 

TACKLE ` | | Pursue Rush 
Stack | Read By Cov |Near D Gap | B Gap Cov. 

& Bik. Back to or B on Called 
2 E ____|Scheme |bal |в ЖҮ _ жай c oni id кыл لا | _ | above "Wy __| Pursue __ | Called WILL Read |5ате as | Back Flow to | А Gap Cov. 

above Ball Called 

COVERAGE CALLS: 

RUN STRONG 



XII . PASS RUSH GAMES 



PASS RUSH GAMES 

Сһа-Сһа: Е | 90 Strong Left 
A pass rush game that involves 
both defensive Tackles. Alignment 
is predicated by front. The game 

is designed for 3 technique to go = O O 

first with the 1 or 2 technique E T T E 

looping. 
1 2 

40 Strong Left 
Coaching Points: 
-- 3 Technique cheat alignment 

to help inside move. O 一 C» 

E T T E -- 1 Technique help partner step 
upfield to influence center away 

from the 3 technique 

-- Ends keep contain rush 

70 Strong Left 

oC > 
E E" Se Е 

2 d 



PASS RUSH GAMES 

TT: 

A pass rush game that involves 
the two defensive tackles. 
Alignment is predicated by the 
front called. The game is run 
with the 1 or 2 Technique going 
first and the 3 Technique 
looping. 

Coaching Points: 

— ]or2 Technique hard 

penetrating move at the snap 

— 3 Technique step upfield to 
influence offensive guard 

— Ends keep contain rush 



PASS RUSH GAMES 

Change: i |... Тео Strong Left 
A pass rush game that involves the 
weak side defensive end and 
tackle alignment is predicated by O O 
front called. The ends will go first E 
and the tackles will loop. 

Coaching Points: 

-- Ends be ready to cheat 40 Strong Left 
alignment to help inside move 

-- Tackles step upfield to O O = 

Е Т T E influence offensive guard 

nu Left 
‚oo = > 

2 



 >= س <

PASS RUSH GAMES 

A pass rush game that involves 

a 3 Technique and the end. 

Alignment is predicated by the 

front called. The 3 Technique 

goes first and the end will loop. 

Coaching Points: 

-- Tackle explode through B 

gap and widen for contain rush. 

-  Endstep upfield to 

influence the OT. Become the 

inside pass rusher. 

(90/40 Strong Left 



PASS RUSH САМЕ$ 

Tango: 

A pass rush game that involves 

both tackles and the weak 

defensive end. Weak side 

tackle and end go first with 

strong side tackle loop. 

Coaching Points: 

-- Strong side tackle loop for 

contain rush. Weakside end 

and tackle inside rush lane. 

--  Strongside end musi get 

upfield for QB flush. 

000800 



PASS RUSH GAMES 

Echo: 140 Strong Left - 
A pass rush game that involves 

both tackles and the weak 
defensive end. Tackle rip 

technique through gap. Weak 1 
end loop around. O O 

E T 
1 

Coaching Points: 

—  Weakside tackle becomes 

contain rusher weak. 

70 Strong Left 

— Weak end becomes inside 

rusher strong. 

00800 



PASS RUSH САМЕ$ 

Торы | ` 40 
A pass rush stunt that involves 

both defensive tackles. Garne 

allows tackles to change pre- 

aligned rush lanes. E e | 

: | Т 

Coaching Points: 

— Ends must keep absolute 

contain. 





PASS PROTECTIONS 

__ Quick Protections -- 3 Step Drop EA 
Kick 200 i Aggressive 3 Step Turn Protection 

322-323 m Protection 



PASS PROTECTIONS 2 
= | _Drop Back Protections _ 

0-1 Protection ` Wealkside dual protection | 
5 or 7 Step Drop 

2-3 Protection Strongside dual protection 

5 or 7 Step Drop 

4-5 Protection 



ХІІ. РА55 COVERAGES 



NORMAL SPLIT F/H US. 

v 

g 
2 
5 

: 

TIGHT SPLIT F/H O/S *Chico* - Small short split. 

| TIGHT SPLIT мн o 



ЕЕ, AAA “Ы PRA 

Coaching Points 一 

MES 
Position | Alignment End Run | Pass Шан ыы e 
Strong |1/5+7 Sky (Alert for | Outside 1/4 
Corner | On #1 Crack Technique 

replace) 

1. Man to Man #1 10 Yards or. 
deeper. 

2. Alert Wheel Call vs 2 Stack 

1. Key $2. If vertical route, play 
over the top of him. (1/5 1/4). 
2. If #2 runs Shoot, play 
undemecth all inside routes of 
#1. (Curi-Post) 
3. If $2 crosses, get depth in 

| inside 1/4. Alert for &3. Zone the 
1/4. 

Inside l/4or 
Rob #1 on 

Read 

| Sky (Alert for 
Crack) 

Strong 

Safety 

1. Same as SS. 
2. If weak Back blocks, Zone 
inside 1/4, check #3 strong. help 
#1. : 
3. Aleri Wheel call vs 2 man 
Stack. 
4. Shallow cross by #1 Rob or 
Zone off ОВ. 

Free 

Safety 
| Sky (Alert for 

Crack) 
Inside 1/4 or 

Rob #1 on 

Read 

Crack 

replace) 2. Alert Wheel call vs 2 stack. 



2М | ALIGNMENT 

Front will 

dictate 

Front will 

dictate 

Front will 

dictate 

DOUBLE SWITCH 

END PASS 
RUN | TECHNIQUE 
FORCE 

Sky Curl to flat on 
32 or who 2. 

becomes 

#2. 3. 

Strong hook 
(Read route 

progression) 

 Curl to flat оп v مد ہا

#2 or whoever 

becomes #2. 

me 

. Key #2 release. If he runs Shoot 

_ End FB call. _ 

. Work to strong hook and read #2/#3 

. Same as Sam. 

COACHING POINTS 

route, immediately cover him. If he 

turns up, cover him. 
If #2 runs vertical route, jam, 

squeeze, read #3. 
If #2 crosses, work off and read #3. If 
#3 runs Shoot route cover him. 
#3 Aligned from backfield goes up 

you go up. 
Vs Trips, cover down on #2 and give 

progression. 
If #3 aligned runs up, cover him. 
Vs Trips, cover down on #3 strong. 
#3 Aligned from backfield goes up 
ou go up 

Alert for Fire rule. 
#3 Aligned in backfield goes up you 

go up. 
Cover donw on #2 weak. 

Alert for Wheel Call 



FS 4 МЕР J 

Е Еогсе Technique ' 
¡sel /5 +7 Sky Outside 1/3 
Corner |Оп#1 

Strong |-*2/on Y 
Safety *10 

Disguise 

1. М-М in Zone Unless 2 Up. 

1. Mirror TE, Zone QB. 

2. Man Vertical TE route. 

Free +2/ on T Backer Middle 1/3 1 None quickly to middle of + 
ormauon. Safety 10 2. Get depth and read QB. 
3. Don't jump intermediate routes. 

VS +7 Backer T Outside 1/3 _ M/M in Zone unless 2 Up. | 
Weak On #1 2. Vs 2 Up Clue Tech- Zone off Corner QB. 



COVER 3 EXCHANGE (VS PRO) ` 

‘ition | Alignment | End Run Pass ` [Coaching Points = 
| Force Technique 

Sky A Front will 1. Same as Double Switch 
dictate Double Switeh 

Same as | 
Double Switch 

Front will 

dictate 
Sky 1. Same as Double Switch 

2. If #3 Strong blocks, 
check #2 Weak. 

Same as 

Double Switch 

Front will Backer 

dictate 

gu 

1. Same as Double Switch 



_COVER 3 EXCHANGE VS SLOT 

+5 

Free Middle of Same as Same as C3X 
Safety formation СЗХ vs Pro | vs Pro 

+12 

| Backer Outside 1/3 
Weak 

Corner 

| Coaching Points Position Alignment End Run Еи 
Force E que 

Strong /5 +7 Same as СЗ | Same as СЗХ 

сити [mn [RS ES 
Strong -1 Same as . Mirror Slot 
Safety On Slot C3X vs Pro 

1. M/M in Zone unless 2 Up. 
2. Vs 2 Up Clue Tech, Zone 

off QB. 

1. Mirror #2, Alert for China. 

1. Same as C3X vs Pro 

2. Vs Run Weak, play pass 
responsibility. 

1. No threat of Y Overlap 
receiver. 



. COVER 3 EXCHANGE VS SLOT 

Front will 

dictate 

Front will 

dictate 

Front will 

dictate 

Backer 

Double Switch ` 

cane as Double Switch 

Read #2 Weak | 1. Play like Double Switch ` 
to TE side. 

2. Vs 1 Back play off of #3. 

Same as 

Double Switch 

1. Same as Double Switch 



Flat responsibility. Key #2. If#2 is 
out, sink for post comer and break 

up on throw. Run with #2 through 
zone. If 42 is up, You аге up. 

Strong O/S +7 Cloud Sink 

Corner On #1 Б ИИИ | 

Strong | 2Yards Cloud | Deep 1/2 field 
Safety Inside 

#s/+14 

Free 2 Yards Cloud Deep 1/2 field 
Safety Inside 

#s/+14 

Weak [0/5 +7 Cloud ` Sink - 
Corner On #1 

Deep 1/2 responsibility. Key #2 to 
ball-see #1 & #3 for total picture. If 
#2 is up, maintain position 2 yds 
inside numbers & break on ball. If 
#2 blocks or is out, lean on #1. Do - 
not forget #3.. Get plenty of depth. 

Deep 1/2 responsibility. Key #2 to 
ball-see #1 for total picture. If #2 is 
up, maintain position 2 yds inside 
numbers and break on ball. If #2 
blocks or is out, lean on #1. Do not 
forget #2 & #3 strong. Get plenty of 
depth. 

Flat responsibility. Key #2. If #2 is 
out, sink for Post comer and break 
up on throw. Run with #2 through 
zone. If #2 is up, you are up. Fire 
rules apply 



_SINK 

iat 
D ES mE Pass Coaching Points 

Force Technik que 
Eront will Cloud Cover down on Never let #2 inside once he dictate $2 Strong releases up field through your 

2. Drop to curl on үе If he goes deep, go up with 
im 

#2. 2. If#2 releases inside on snap, give 
3. Read route Mike *In" call and zone off whoever 

progression. becomes #2. Be alert to expand 
with #3. 

3. If*2 makes your remove from 
alignment, give Mike "I'm Gone." 

4. Ве alert for China or in call. 
MIKE Front will 1. Cover down on | 1. If Same gives in call, wall off and. : #3. run ир. 

dictate 2. Drop to strong 2. If#2 releases outside, drop off #3 
` hook and stay on top of #3 release. 

3 R d t 3. Be alert for China or in call. 
` SOM RUNE 4. Carry all crossers. progression. 

WILL | Front will Cover down on 2 If #2 runs up through your zone, dictat #2 weak. wall him off and run up with him. ісіне 2. Drop to weak 2. НЯ2 runs to flat or blocks, drop to 
I сип. 
a on #2 or 3. If#2 makes you remove from your 
nn #2 alignment, give Mike "I'm Gone." 

Be alert for China or in Call 
Alert for Fire Rules. о> 



COVER 3 KICK ， I 
ж. | E Es IN | 

A5 ل г] 
ELE" dw da eS / — We 

Position | Alignment | End Run [Pass | | Coaching Points 
____ | Force ___| Technique 

Strong | 1/5 +7 і 1. If inside release, bait inside and 
read #2/#3 progression. 

Corner |on#1 2. #2 to flat, jump him 
3. If #1 outside release, bait and 
read #2/#3 progression AN" 

| 4. No #2/#3 to flat, get depth and 
squeeze #1. 

5. #2 through zone, cover him. 
6. Alert for 1/4's call from SS. 

Strong | Split #1 & #2 | Kick ` Outside 1/3 ] | e = en m = : 
. Key #1 release. If outside, wor 

Safety Clue to inside shoulder and Clue. 

.3. If #1 inside, exit to Ғе and Clue. 
4. If Kick Weak play 1/4 Tech St. 

Free +2 on T Backer Middle 1/3 1. Work quickly to middle of 
Safety +10 to +12 formation. 

2. Get depth and Read QB 
| 3. Don't jump intermediate routes. 

Backer “| Outside 1/3 1. M/M in Zone unless 2 Up. / | 

Weak On #1 
2. Vs 2 Up Clue - Zone off QB 

Corner 



_ COVER 3 KICK 

Front will 
dictate 

2. If #2 runs Corner route, lock on him. 
1. Read #2 away from kick 2. If #2 shoot, Work curl to that side, 
3. If #2 does anything else, work off #3 
4. Vs 1 Back Set, Mike play off of #3, 

Front will. 
dictate 

Read #2 away 
from kick call 
VS 2 back set 

l. Same as Double Switch 
2. Use Double Switch 
cover down rules. 
3. If covered down on #2, re-route. 

Same as lg 
Double Switch 

Front will — 
dictate 



B- FS G 

Coaching Points | 

Strong | 1/5 +7 
Corner | On #1 

С 
27 

Епа Run Pass 0. 
Force | Technique — 
Вох Inside M/M оп 

#1 (Possible 
Press) 

1. Total concentration on 
receiver, 
2. Take away inside; no deep 
help. 
3. Alert for Banjo rules or Trio. 
4. Inside 10 yard line, if no 

_| Banjo, automatic 

Strong | O/S +10 Box M/M on Y 1. Total concentration on 
1 receiver. Safety beue (Possible Press) o take ques КЕННЕ 

help. 

3. Alert for Banjo rules or Trio. 
4. Blue and Trips, adjust and 
cover £2. Alert LB'er. 
5. Fire pass, Banjo #2/#3 with FS - 
1. Total concentration on 
receiver. 
2. Take away inside: no deep 
help. 

3. Alert for Banjo rules. 
4. Trips, adjust and cover #3 
strong (Possible Banjo w/ SS). 
Alert LB'er. 
5. Fire Pass, Banjo 42/43 with SS. 
1. Same as Strong Comer. 
2. Vs Slot, corner over. 

+2/+10 

Оп Weak 

Tackle 

Disguise 

| Inside M/M on 
#2 Weak 
(Possible Press) 

Inside M/M on ̀  
#1 (Possible 



BLITZ | 
Ев : Flood Ë 中 一 | | Banjo | Da 

EN | ee E. 

$ ES < 9: 

tion | Alignment End Run Pass Coaching Points | 
__ ce Technique == 

Front will Blitz 

dictate 

Front will Inside M/M on 
dictate #3 Strong 

woo 44) 

. Vs 2 back take neutral 

E No neutral back 

take TE side back. 

2. Any 1 back set, take the 

back. | 

| Front will 
dictate 

N | ү
 

x 



| Same as 

Double Switch Double 

Switch 

Strong | Same as Same as | Same as 
Safety | Double Double Double Switch 

Switch Switch 

Free Same as Sink | Same as Sink | Same as Sink 
Safety 

Same as Sink | Same as Sink | Same as Sink 
Weak 

Corner 

1. Same as Double Switch 

1. Same as Double Switch 

. Same as Sink | 

2. Because of SS 

technique, you are not as 

concerned with £2 strong 
side. 

. Same as Sink ` 



_ COVERSWIICH2 

osition Alignment End Run Pass Coaching Poinís 
: _ | Force Technique 
AM Same as Same as Same as 1. Same as Double Switch | 

Double Double Double Switch E 
| Switch _ | Switch marl _ 

i Vë 

IKE Same as Same as Same as 1. Same as Double Switch 
Double Double Double Switch 
Switch Switch 2. Carry any crosser to the 

Cloud side. 

| Same as Sink Same Sink Same as Sink 1. Same as Sink = 
LL 



2 Alignment | Епа Кип | Pass Coaching Points 
Force _ | Technique 

Front will Sky Strong Hookto |1. Drop off of #3 
dictate Curl Match 

technique on 
#2#3 
Weak Hook to 
Curl off #2 
Weak 

2. If 42 releases vertical 
Inside or Cross - Sq 
1. Drop off #2 weak release. 
If Shoot, work to curl. 
2. If #2 runs vertical or 
crosses, sit on top of #2. 
3. If #2 blocks, get depth and 
read QB. 

Match call away: 
1. Drop to inside shoulder of 
$1. 
2. Read #2. If #2 runs 

Shoot, stay on top of #2. 
#2 anything else, listen for 
Corner's call. 

Front will 

dictate 

Front will 

dictate 
Weak Curl to 

Flat off #1 

Weak (Read #2) 

Backer 



_COVER 3 MATCH PRO - 

47 ы N 
G ій Sa ` A a d | 

Alignmen | sition f |EndRun | Pass ` | Coaching Points 
Force | Technique 

rong Sky (Alert for | Outside 1/3 1. M-M in Zone unless 2 Up. 

emer. Fon] lit SCH (Clue) 2. Vs 2 Up Clue Tech - Zone off (Use Spli replace) Св. 

ong |+2/onY |Sky (Alert for | Curi to Flat 1. Drop off #2, 10 to 12 yards | 
fety | +5 Crack) Оп #2/#3 pensar s 

Disguise 2. #2 or #3 Flat, work Curl to 
Flat. 

3. #2 vertical, no Flat threat, 
— _ 0 _ | mE _ | drop off £2 release. 

зе %2 оп Weak | Васкег Middle 1/3 1. Work quickly to middie of 
feiy |T | formation. 

+1 2 | 2. Get depth and read GB. 
Disguise 

3. Don't jump intermediate 
routes. 

4. Know #1's splits and be alert 
for Quick Posts. 

|/5+7 on #1 | Backer | Outside 1/3 1. Same as Strong Comer, 
aak (Use split (Alert for Clue except you have undemeath 

эгпег | rule) Crack technique DEP omms 
replace) 



247 M" 
FS 

i Jump Ist cro e 
(> 

Е5 
Position | Alignment End Run Pass i | Coaching Points 

Force ..]Iechnique |- 
1. M/M inside (unless Chico split) 
2. Keep total concentration on 
Receiver. 
3. Keep 3 yard cushion 
4. Alert Banjo if called 
5. Alert Trio situation 
6. You have FS help Deep 
Middle 

1. M/M outside (disguise) 
2. Keep total concentration on 
receiver. 
3. Back aligned outside Y, 
adjust and cover him. 
4. Any FS adi. play Middle 1/3 
1. Read ОВ and Ball - clue #2 
receivers to help.with route 
read. 
2. Get depth - do not jump 
intermediate routes. 
3. Any back aligned or motion 
to open side, adjust and cover. 
4. Know #1's splits and be alert 
for Quick Posts 
1. M/M inside (unless cut split) 
2. Keep total concentration on 
receiver 

. Keep 3 yard cushion 
. Alert Banjo rules 
. Alert Trio situation. 
. Comers over vs Slot. 
. You have FS help deep 

middle. 

Strong |1/5+7 Box 
Corner | On #1 

Possible 

Press 

(Use Split 
rule) 

Strong | Outside on Y | Box M/M Y 
Safety | +10 

Disguise 

x Free +2 On Wk Bo Deep Middle 
Safety | Tackle 1/3 

+10 fo +12 | 
Disguise 

1/5 +7 
Weck | On #1 
Corner | Possible 

Press 

(use split 

H 

NOG A 



»sition | Alignment | End Run Pass Coaching Points E 
` Force ` Technique ` ` 

Box 

COVER 1 MIKE MIDDLE 

Jump 154 crosser. 

1. intercept all outside routes of 
: Back. 
EISEN 2. Back crosses-Squeeze then 
en Back your come off-look for opposite 
side. crosser. 

3. Flood - Middle drop. 
4. Fire - Banjo with Mike 

5. Near, Far, Wide Slot or Trips 3 
way Banio 

1. We are middling tne backs 

2. Key release of backs - take 

Ist crosser M/M-if no crosser, 

read QB. 
3. Flood -Banjo with Will 

4. Fire - Banjo with Sam | 

5. Near, Far, Wide Siot or Trips-3- | 
Way Banjo. 

Front will 

dictate 

Short middle 5 
to 8 yds deep 

Front will 
dictate 

OS M/M 
middle tech 

on back your 

side 

1. Intercept all outside routes of | 

the back. 

2. Back crosses-squeeze then 

come off-look for opposite 

crosser, 
3. Flood - Banjo with Mike 
4. Fire - Middel drop (Fire rules) 

5. Near, Far, Wide Slot or Trips-3- 
way Banio. 

Front will - 
dictate 



— w mu. в SEIN IV A ké bebe <Z E Seef Їй 

Position | Alignment End Run Pass | Coaching Points | 
force Technique : 

Strong | 1/5 +7 M/M #1 1. Same as Cl vs Pro. 
Corner | On #1 

Possible 

Press 

(Use Split 

Strong | 42/46 on Y OX M/M Y . Same as СІ vs Pro. 

a 
Free +2 On Wk Deep Middle 
Safety | Tackle 

+10 to +12 
Disguise 

1/3 possible 

I/S +6 Box 
Weak | Press #2 
Corner 

2. Vs Wide Slot, you_must 

take inside away. " 
1. You me cail to weak 
corner. 

help on Slot. 

2. Drop under contrcl and 

read Slot. If Slot runs any 

inside route 10 yards or 

deeper, cover him. 
3. Any other route by Slot, 
play Deep Middle 1/3. 

1. You - Me call Outside 
M/M Press on #2. 

M/M on #2 



COVEK 2 MAN 

FS SS FS 
i ) A M 1 

Ғогсе _| Technique | 
Strong | Press Late Sky Trail Technique | 1. Trail M/M on 41. ` | 
Corner | Alignment (Alert for Banjo xp die and get into Trai 

rules) 3. Keep total concentration on 
inside hip of receiver. 

4. Maintain inside position on 

hip throughout route. 

5. Know you have deep help, 
and maintain your outside foot 

on receiver's inside foot. 1 yard 
reverse cushion. 

| 6. Alert te Banjo rules. 
Late Sky Deep 1/2 field. | 1. Play like Cover 2. Know 

| inside routes are trying to be 

taken away. 

2. Disguise out of Double 

Switch. 

Late Sky Deep 1/2 field. | 1. Play like Cover 2. Know 

inside routes are trying to be 

taken away. 

| 2. Disguise out of Double 
Е "S Switch. | 

Trail technique 

(Alert for Banjo 

З yards 

Inside 

#'s/ +14 

3 yards 

Inside 

#'s/ +14 

Press 

alignment 1. Same as Strong Comer. 



Front will 

dictate 

Front will 

dictate 

Front will 

dictate 

COVER 2 MAN 

End Run 

Force 

Late Sky 
Technique 

down on #2 
strong. 

2. Alert Mike 
for possible 

Banjo. 

1. Cover 

down on #3. 

2. Be alert for 

possible Banjo. 

1. Cover 

down on #2 

weak. 

2. Be alert for 

possible Banjo 

on Brown or 

Double Set. 

Coaching Points 

1. tf no Banjo, work inside-out 
on £2 jam and trail. 
2. If your man blocks, hug. 
3. If Banjo with Mike, make 
You/Me call on £2 receiver's 
release. 
4. Blue/l Formation, be alert for 
3-way Banjo. 
l. If no Banjo, work inside-out 
on #3 strong. jam and trail. 
2. If your man blocks, hug. 
3. Blue/l formation, be alert for 
3-way Banjo. 

1. If no Banjo, work inside-out 
on #2 jam and trail. 
2. If your man blocks, hug. 
3. Blue/l formation sets, be alert 
for 3-way Banjo. 



f» E y 
Alignment [End Run Pass : Coaching Points 

Force ` ̀ Technique | | | 
Strong | Press Late Sky Trail Technique 
Corner | Alignment (Alert for Banjo | 1. Same as C2 Man. 

1/S rules 
Strong | +3/ +8 Late Sky Deep 1/2 field. 
Safety | On Y 

1. Same as C2 Man. 

2. Wide Slot set, 3 yards 
inside numbers +14 

Free 3 yards Late Sky Deep 1/2 field. 
Safety | Inside 

#'s/ +14 1. Same as C2 Man 

Press Trail technique 
Weak | alignment (Alert for Banjo 
Corner | |/5 rules) 1. Same as C2 Man 

2. Comers over vs Slot 



M 

S 

W 
A 

F 

¿ 

Points 

Front will 
dictate 

M/M #1 weak d Wide Slot set, cover | (Alert for Banjo | down on #1. 
with Mike) 

2. If man blocks, hug. 

3. lor Blue, be alert for 3- 
way Banio. 
1. If man blocks, hug. 

M/M on #2 
weak 
(Alert for Banjo 
with Sam) 

Front will 

dictate 

2. | or Blue, alert for 3-way 
Banjo. 

M/M on #3 
Strong 

Front will 
dictate 1. If man blocks, hug. 

2. | or Blue, alert for 3-way 
| Banjo. 
3. Brown or Slot Trips, 
possible Banjo with Mike. | 



STORM PACKAGE XIV . 



к» 

40 STORM 

————————————————————— 

Pursue 

| 
| ntain | Fiatten & E | 

| LT. END | Fisch | Rip | Box | Ball Contain | Flatten & | Contain | 
| | | | | | Pursue | | 
| RT. | | | Flatten & | Inside | 
| TACKLE | | Pursue | Pressure | 
LT. 3Tech | Rip | Box | Ball | B Сар |Flatien£ | inside 

| TACKLE | | Pursue ¦ Pressure 
SAM 50 RID | Box | Ball IC Gap |Flaltten& |inside | 

| | | | | | | Pursue Pressure 
| MIKE |10 | Read ` (Bos | Back |AGap IScrope | Man | 
CINES | Вай ШЕ | Flatten & | inside 
| | i Pursue | Pressure 
| ADJUSTMENTS: 2 TE - End adjust to $ technique. | 

Trips - Mike Adjust | 
Fire - SS, FS Banjo; Mike 2nd Back Out. | 

COVERAGE CALLS: 

Blitz Coverage 

RUN WEAK | RUN STRONG 



_ 40 STORM VARIATIONS 
[40IN = 

О 

988906 
W М 5 

Coaching Points: 

* Ends, Sam and Will exchange gaps. 

| * Ends run FB and Gap stunt. 

* SLB, WLB come from outside. 

| MAX STORM 
(250 | 

522242 
9 ̂ ) | E x 

Coaching Peints: 
1% 7 Man pressure with blitz coverage. 

| Ends are on Green Dog rush. 
Responsible for single back cr $3 

receiver. Alert fcr cail from secondary 

when Trips adjustment is made. 

40 STRONG 

O 

з 
| Coaching Points: 

* Involve Sam and Mike blitzing streng 
side. Strong side end is in a Green 

Dog. 

Coaching Points: 
$ 

Ends are on Green Deg rush. 

Responsible for single back or #3 

receiver. Alert for call from secondary 

when Trips adjustment is made. 

7 - Man pressure with blitz coverage. 



70 STORM 

> 

Position | Ali: 
5 

| 30 | 

| | 

ADJUSTMENTS: 2 TE - End adjust to 9 technique. 
Trips - Mike Adjust 
Fire - SS, FS Banio; Mike 2nd Back Out. 

| COVERAGE CALLS: 

Blitz Coverage 

| RUN WEAK | 

y 

Flatten & 

Pursue 

i Flatten € 

| Pursue 

| Flaltten & 
i Pursue 

; Flatten £ 

| Pursue 

б; 

Contain 

| 

Contain 

inside 

Pressure 

| inside 
Pressure 

Under 

| Stunt 

i Cover #3 

| STR or 
| sal back 

Inside | 

| Pressure 



| COWBOY STORM BLITZ | | 

T. END | 5 Tech 

| LT. END 9 Tech | Speed; | Box Bail | Contain | Contain Green 
Rip | | | Ооа 

| | | | Rules 
| RT. | 1 Tech | Speed; | | Ball | А бар |Абар | А Сар 
| ТАСКІЕ | IRp | | | | | 
17. | 3 Tech | Pinch | | Вай | А Сар | А Сар ¡AGap ' , 

| TACKLE | | | 
| SAM 50 | Blitz; Rip | | Вай | В Сар | Б Gap | Pressure | 

1 i і : 

| MIKE | 20 | Blitz; Rip | | Eail | C Gap | C Gap | Pressure | 

| WILL | 60 | Blitz; Rip | | Bal [8 Gap pos | Pressure | 
| | 

| ADJUSTMENTS: Safeties will adjust to 1 Back sets or formations that pose a possible | 
| Trips alignment-will give an “I’m adiusted" сай to effect Green Осс rules. | 
| COVERAGE CALLS: 
| Blitz and Blitz Press. | 
RUN STRONG | RUN WEAK 



in 

77 LIGHTENING: 

A NA SC XKt VNPT TO Nt ansa A S ech 

X 

LT. 
TACKLE 

| Strongor 

| Single 

Back 

RUN WEAK 



TAMPA STORM 

ын» < 
| Position | Align | Tech. Support | Ke Run To | Run Away | Pass 
| RT. END | 5 Tech | Rip Box Ball Squeeze | Flatten & | Green 
| | | Ригвие Dog | 
LT. END |9 Tech | Rip | Box | Ball Squeeze | Flatten & 

| | | Pursue Dog 

| RT. I i Flatten & i ! 

TACKLE | Pursue 
i LT. 3 Tech | Pinch Box Ball A Gap Flatten & Inside | 
TACKLE | | Strcng Pursue Rush 

B Gap Blitz B 

Strong Gap 
Weak 

Cover & | Cover & Cover & 
Hug | Hug Hug #3 

Strong or | 

| Sal Back | 
| Blitz B | Blitz B Gap 
Gap Wk 



77 THUNDER 

| > B | 
| ue 
| ë gotb Sola) S 
x E Т T E 

y i Si $ 

Support |Key  |RunTo | Run Away | Pass | 
| RT.END |5 Rio Box Ball 
IT.END |7 [вр | Box [Baill |C Gap | Pursue Contain | 

| RT. 3 s Box Ball B Gap |Pursue inside | 
TACKLE | КЕ Rush | 

| LT. 2 | Rip | Box Ball А Сар | Pursue | Inside | 
TACKLE | | Boek 

Stack | Man Fold | М-М TE 

| Blitz B | BlizB 1 
Gap Stg | Gap Stg | 

m _ lit lit | 
Box Back |AGap | Flow Cover | 

| #3 Sig or 
Single 

| Back 
i 

RUN WEAK 



WI 

77 THUNDER 

| Pursue | Inside 

i Rush 
| LT. 2 Rip 
| TACKLE 

| 

ЕЕПГЕЛІТ — 

| 492999 °] T 96290 O 



| 77 DOLPHIN | | 

EE RE RENEE SP ER I SR TE 
| 

| | | 
А | IB | BGap | | 

| TACKLE | | | | [Rush | 
| LT. 2 | Rip | Box | Bali А бар j|Pusue inside | 
TACKLE | | | | EE 

А | | N, | 1 { x x j | | | | | 
| | | | 
| I | | i 

AME MN | 
i i i 

S | 1 | | 
| | | F | | 

| | | | single | or single 

| | | | back | back 
| | | NENNEN EE КИЕ 

| ADJUSTMENTS: 

COVERAGE CALLS: 

RUN STRONG SU [RUN WEAK () 

5 V 

IPI T © 



BUFFALO 

| 
| 
i 

| £2 

| 
| 
| Position | Align | Tech. | Support | Key | Рип То | Run Away | Pass 
| RT. END | 5 Tech | Rip | Box | Ball | Squeeze | Flatten & | Contain 
| | | Pursue ! | 
| LT. END | 9 Tech | Rip | Вох | Ball Squeeze | Flatien & | Contain | 
| | | | | | | Pursue | | 

| RT. | 1 Tech | Rip | Box | Ball [А бар | панел & | inside | 
TACKLE | | | | | Strong | Pursue [Ruh | 

| | E | Панел & | Inside 
| | | | Pursue | Rush 

¡SAM 140 | Man Box ES |С бор | Flow | Соу. #3 | 
| | | | | | or single | 

| | | | | back | 
S | Е | | Blitz В 
| | | (Ee: | Gap Wk | Gop Wk | 
| | | | Ist Thru_| IstThrs | Ist Thru | 

WILL | 65 | Bitz | Вох | Sali Bitz A | Blitz A | Bliz A | 

| | | | Gap Wk | бар Wk | Gap Wk 
| | | | | | 2nd Thru | 2nd Thru | 2nd Thru 

i i | 

| ADJUSTMENTS: 

| COVERAGE CALLS: Bliz Coverage | 
RUN STRONG | PUN WEAK 

о, 2,0 3 
lo 45%) O | O ud o) 
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SECONDARY TECHNIQUES 
TO MASTER 

Corner 

Press Ya 
2 Off Ya 

Chico 
Deep 1/3 Clue 

Press 1/3 
Bail 1/3 Clue 

Kick 

Sink 
Funnel (Press) 

Blitz Man 

Trail 

Bracket 

Corner Force 

Cutback - Cutoff 
Secondary Contain 

Inside Gaps 

Contain Blitz 

Free Rush 

Pass Covera 

Run Support 

Pass Rush 

Safety 
1⁄4 Read 

. Miror TE 

Mirror Slot 

Deep Mid 1/3" 
Deep Mid 1/3" Man 
Hook off #3 

Deep 1/3" Clue 
Deep V2 
Curl/Flat off #2 

Robber 

Thief 
Buzz 

Blitz Man (Hug) 

Blitz Man Read 

Bluff 

Bracket 

Sky Force 
Secondary Contain 

Inside Gaps 
. Cutback - Cutoff 

Contain Blitz 

Free Rush 



DOUBLE SWITCH SPECIAL 

i STRONG I/S Sky | Outside 1/4. i 1. Same as Double Switch. 

| CORNER | +5/+7 | 2. No Chico call. | 

| STRONG | +2 On Sky | Doubie or | 1. Same as Double Switch. | 
| SAFETY |TE/+10 | inside 1/4 2. If #2 & #3 are а pair, play | 

| Coverage | only #2. ! 

FREE +2 On /+10 Sky | Double or 1. Same as Double Switch. 
FE | VS on Slot | inside 1/4 2. Vs Trips, key #3 Strong, If 

| Coverage , #3 vertical, cover him. If not 

| Outside 1/4. 

vertical by £3, heip on #1 
¦ Weak. 

| 1. Same as Doubie Switch. 
| 2. No Chico call. 
I 
H 
} 



DOUBLE SWITCH SPECIAL 

| Same as | Sky | Same as Double | 1. Same as Double Switch > Double Switch Switch | 

Same as Double . Same as Double Switch 
Switch 

| Same as 
Deubie Switch 

. Run up with #3 aligned if not | | 
in Trips. 
Same as Dcuble Switch 

Same as ame as Doubie 
witch 

S 
Doutie Switch S 

- Vs. Trips, play man on 42 
Ee he is up cr out. Any cther | 
| route, play Double Switch. | remm mm ieri EEN 

(> x 2 2: 



DOUBLE SWITCH BRACKET SPECIAL PRESS 

Position | Alignment 

STRONG | O/S Press 

| 
i 

| Outside jam pl 
| | 

CORNER | | and Key #2 him іс ‚sideline, in inside | | | | and Key £2. $2 Shoot, | 
| atiack £2. No Shoot, Sink | | | and Cover #1. | 

| | | | 2. Inside release — Key #2 | 
| | | same as above, | 

STRONG | Split #1 | /5 M/M | i. 1/S Man to Man Technique 
SAFETY | No wider Technique on | on £1. | 

than | #1, | i 
| numbers | | | | 
FREE | Split #1 & #2 | Sky | US м/м | 1. Same as strong safety i 
SAFETY | No wider ! | Technique on | 

than | £1 | 
| | numbers | | 
| WEAK | O/S Press | Sky Outside jam 1. Same as strong corner 
| CORNER 

n 
and key #2 | 



DOUBLE SWITCH BRACKET SPECIAL PRESS 

| Position Alignment End Run 

| Force 

Same cs Si Same as Double 

Double Switen 

| Switch 
Rules but Run Up if your man 

goes up. 

Double Switch Cover 

1. Use Double Switch Cover 

5 
Double Rules but Run Up if your man 
Switch 

Same as | > 

| 
| 

Doubie p 1. Use Couble Switch Cover 

Rules but Run Up if your man 

goes up. 

| Double 

Switch 

| 
| 

| : Same cs 

| 
| 





TWO MINUTES XVI . 



TWO MINUTES 

Probably the most important part of a ball game is 
(ейпе: >r half. Many a game is won during that vita! m : Ke 人 for 
fall to know when time is out and whether the clock starts 
ime official s whistle. Time-Outs must be saved for these periods. A izam | 

(сап handle itself through this period without confusion and frustration 
Lat соте pur ihe winner. 
== Ss al ) 2 

vil! 2. Wes use of standard defenses 

= are behind 

e 

w 

eiecti io use 

H 

siancara defenses. SC we are died uem must preventa touchdown or 
field goa; we may elect to play our Two Minute Package 

Important things to Know in the Lost Two Minutes 

| Clock is not started after a score until KO is legally touched. 

2 Referee must notify heac coach of time-outs left. 

3 Automatic official time-out upon anyone asking for measurement 

SC to last two minutes, a time-out in excess of three is a foul unless 
s for an injured 2. who must be removed from the game. 

tim me starts af referee's signal. 

= 

Y 
If a team in possession is behind or score is tied during last two 
minutes of either half, a fourth time-out for injured player may be 
requested with penalty, but ten seconds will be run off. Referee 
signals before ball is put in play. Fouls by both offense and defense 
shall stop clock in the last two minutes of the first half and last five 
minutes of the fourth quarter, and clock will start at snap in the last 
two minutes. 

Ñan 

ud x - 

6. Either half can end during ten second period оп offensive foul. 

We Must Gain Possession and Conserve Time: 

We would use strong basic defense versus run. 



Coaching Points: 

1 Do Not Foul | 

2: It is important to know the clock is stopped on all incomplete 

passes, ball out of bounds, when referee stops clock fo assess а 

penalty, for a measurement, or for other reasons. 

d. Don't waste time outs; use your time outs sirateciccily. Stop the 

clock and cail time out as soon as the whisile blows to complete | 

the play. | 

| 

14. Each team gets 3 time outs per half (2 in overtime}. No player | 

should call timeout unless told before the play or sianaled by the | 

| head coach. | 

$ If a penalty is refused, clock starts immediately; otherwise, not until | 
ti | 

| | 
8 | 

B | 
p^ | 
| 
| | 

| | 
| 
I | Must Prevent a Score - Two Minute defenses cr Micke! defenses, neecing | 

Z: Get up slowly from pile-up. 

[ev] — ry to keep ball carrier from going out bounds. 

If in doubt from a tactical standpoint, refuse penaities so as to 

the clock running. 

d 

een 
— — БУ 
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GOAL LINE - MAN 

| Position | Alian | Support | f Run Io | Run Awa 
RT. END | HDS  |Goaline | Sky | Contain 

| | Charge | Cloud | 
| | Goaline | Sky Tackle | |C Gap | Trail | Contain 

| 

| ADJUSTMENTS: 

ı Charge 

| Goaline 

We will sub to goalline (s.) specific personnel groups according to fieid 
position and game plan. Secondary handies: Rocket. | 
Lbers align in relation to backs for coverage. 
COVERAGE CALLS: Man Coverage 

Cloud | 
| 

| Sky 

Cioud 

| Ball-Back | 

; unless altered by game plan. NOTE: 
pass - "Go" call could be added for front - 4. 

RUN WEAK 

If possible 

Inside 

Power 

| inside 
| Power 

M/M - 

des | 

| M/M - 
Back | 

"NOTE: Lber depth is dependent on depth of 

| deepest back. | 



i on © Же = | a O. x | 

/ | N | aos. SS N E i &5 4 
x 

-— 
C nee | С per, L 27d | С 

| 
| Locked on Receiver PR | 
Position | Alignment | End Rur | Pass | Coaching Poinis 

| | Force Technique | 
| Strong | (Press) Inside | Sky-Cloud Inside Man to | 1. Any Motion by your 
| Corner | Man to Man Man | receiver run with him. 

on WR | | 
2. If Wing set and he crack 

| | | blocks cn SS, replace | 
| Strong | 8 Tech to | Sky-Cloud | None unless | 1. Contain ail pass, force | 
| Safety | run sirength | | sam tells you | ail run inside, squeeze. | 

| | to cover Flex | | | EB = 1 | | | TE |2. On Flood pass your side, | 
| | | | Pick up 2nd back out your | 
| | | | si 

| Free | Out of Play | | | 
Satety | | | | 

| Weck | 8 Tech ic | | None unless | i. Contcin ail pass, force  ! 
Comer | WeakSide | | Sam tells you | all run inside, squeeze. | 

| of Run | to cover Flex | 
| Strength | ¡TEorSlotSet 12. if Flood pass your side, | 

| | | | | cover 2nd back cut your | | | | TM | | | | | side | 
| | | | SE | | | | | | 3 If split end your side | 
| | | | | cover him | 
| | | | | 
| | | | | 4 ide SCH set, corners over | 

| | | | | ‚Dr | 
4 

| 

| 

| B i и 1 

| 3 



Position | End Run | Pass 
| Force Technique | 

| | Sky | inside Manto | 1. Don't let TE rel 
on TE | мап | clean inside. 

| | 2. If your TE flexes, tell SS or 
Corner your side to cover 
him. You become contain 

| | rusher. 
MIKE 30 | Sky | You have Back | 1. if Trips or Motion to Trips, 

| | your side Man | let Will take Trips Back; you 
| to Man. | Таке remaining back. 

| 

(Aggressive) x 

0 Sky | You have Back | 1. Any Back Motion or I i H 

your side Man | Divide, you cover Back in | | | to Man. | P | 

= | COEDS 
| *Any back motion Will LB 

M W | covers, Mike adjusts plays 
¡running back. 

сес CC 二 一 一 ——— 



GOAL ИМЕ 
GOAL LINE 45 - MAN GOAL LINE DIRECTIONS - MAN 

UM | 4 
Le ы, SON С 

С С 
ER: Points: Coaching Points: 

" Defensive ends use same clignment | * Defensive line envolved in a 

on snap of ball they use power step directional siant stunt. The end to the 

direction. 
* inside foot, attack inside V-DF neck 

of offensive tackle. Control the В-Сср. | * Must rip outside shouicer and upfield. | 

| Remaining D-Line 2 essive slant TE 1 -| 
| Loer's - Now have С Gap responsibility, | Call. 
j NOTE: Directions will Бе by game plan 

(i.e. certain TE, power back, H-Back, 
Motion, 

| GOAL LINE GUTS ALL FIRE | GOAL LINE CUT 

Coaching Points: 

j 

| Coaching Points: 
= * Defensive ends and tackles make an s, & Sam's move cown inside the 

Gaps. Explode Üpfield. outside rip charge. Tackles hit guaras 

in face and cross to B-Gap. Ends rip 
upfield C-Gap. * Tackles’ cover shoulders of center 
NOTE: Used if expecting off tackle or | explode driving center back - stop QB 
wide run-tcss, sweep. Sneck. 

Y Double Shoct, Comer or SS Green | ° Lber's - Tighten. Be ready to jump or 
Dog Ist back out ycur side. scrape. 

| 55 or Corner be ready to spill ail kick 
| out blocks. 

| | 
| —— Ae 



GOAL LINE МАМ 
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| ЕТ. END |9 Кір 
LT.END |9 Кір 
КТ. 3 | Goaline 
TACKLE | Charge 

LT. |3 | Goaline 

TACKLE | | Charge 
if 

NOSE 0 : Goaline 

TACKLE | Charge 
SAM | 50 (ST) |5 

MIKE 00 | 00 

| WILL 50 | 50 
| (WK) | 
| O/S 1 8 18 
|i BKERS | | 

CORNE | Inside | Press 

ІК | М/М | 

ADJUSTMENTS: 

E 

COVERAGE CALLS: Zone 
| RUN STRONG f 

T 

Т 

Support | 
Баскег 

Васкег 

Васкег 

Backer 

| Backer 

Backer 

Backer 

"N 

| Center/ 
Form 

Backs 

| Backs 

| Backs 

| Backs 

1. CB has Z, Man to Man and handles all motion by 2. 2. 
| Linebackers slide and adiust. 3. | 

E: B 

| Run Away 

| Pursue 
Pursue 

| Gap Re- 
| sponsibility 
| Pursue 

| 

| 

| Scrape А 
| Scrape 

| Scrape А | 

| 
| Foid 

| 

| 
| 

| Contain | 
Contain 

inside 

Pressure | 

Inside 

| Pressure i 

| Drop 



| 
Coaching Points: 

SLE and WLB ready to scrape on 

fiow. 

* 

Sak 

О 

Coaching Points: 
* MLB goes down into А Gap - 
opposite of NT. 

GOAL LINE 
| GIANT LIGHTENING 
| О 
i 

Coaching Points: 
га 

| Box all runs. 

| 
| ° NT- Gets Roger Call. 

| GIANT - ADJUST TO TRIPS 

О 
rf | GO 
ы. О? ee 5 KON О ©» 

人 DT 

Coaching Points: 
* Linebackers slide to the Trips. 

* Outside Backer away from Trips 
Stacks, ready to Fola or Scrape. 

В M B С 

Enas must кір Upfieid - contain and 

ч 
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Е 

Tech. 

Gcaline 

| Charge 

i Goaline 

| Charge 

Goaline 

| Charge 

| 50 

00 

сл e 

| Position | Alian 

RT. END | 9 Tech | 

| LT. END 55 | 

| RT. | 3 Tech | 

| TACKLE | | 

LT. |З Tech | 
TACKLE | | 
INOSE 0 
тк. | 
SAM 50 (5Т) 

MIKE | 00 | 

|WILL 150 
| L(WK) | 
ADJUSTMENTS: 

| COVERAGE CALLS: 

RUN STRONG 

OOOO 

Backer 

Backer 

Backer 

Backer 

Backer 

Backer 

Backer 

| Support 

UPFIELD GIANT 

e 
e 

Bao 
Т 

W 

Run To | Run Awa 

| Flatten & 
| Pursue 
| Flatten & 
| Pursue 
| Fiatten & 

| Pursue 

Pass 

Contain 

Contain 

| Inside 
| Rush 

Inside 

Rush 

| Drop 



| By Cover | 

| By Cover | 

| TS! | О Gap 
to Alley | 

Flatien & 

Pursue 

Flatten & 

Pursue 

Flatien & 

Pursue 

Flatten & 

| Pursue 

| Chase 

| Run Away | Pass 

` 70 RAZOR FULLBACK = 

— sr 

| Contain | 
i 

| | Neutral | 
| | | | Back | 

| WILL |30 | Read | By Cover | Neutral | Stack 
| | | Back | Scrape 

ADJUSTMENTS: 

COVERAGE CALLS: 

RUN STRONG | RUN WEAK 

a» 

W 

| Cover 
Called | 

i 

; Called I 

Cover i 

Called | 

О 
/bohbfo ojolo 
$ E T T E 

d 



XX . DEFENSIVE LINE TECHNIQUES 
AND RESPONSIBILITIES 



ear nc rene NA e A e cttm mi Ta ират 

STANDARDS AND ACCEPTED PERFORMANCE 

Your role within the Team Concept: 

A. Football is a team game...be a team player. к must 

бе willing to make sacrifices to help the “ез in doing 

SO, you are ultimately helping SEI 

1 

| 
i 

i 

B. | Approach each phase with a positive attitude. Attitudes | 
are contagious. А positive attitude will help the team win. x 

ES Every piay on the team һа a role to plav. As the season 

goes along, your role becomes clearer. It is 2. job to do 
everything mentally and physically to be successful within 

your role and the team concept. 

Г). Applaud the accomplishments of your teammates 

m Each drill and practice 

Practice with a purpos 

between the way you 

on Gamedays. 

s designed to help you improve 
There is a definite correlation 

ractice and the way you perform 

T Always look for ways to improve yourself. 

Q You must make a commitment to all areas: practice, 
weight room, film study, meetings, off-season 

conditioning, as well as games. 

Ask yourself: Am I Committed? 

Am I Sincere? 

Can I Be Trusted? 



PHILOSOPHY & TECHNIQUES 

—— 

MTT TUTUP _— d 



DEFENSIVE LINE 

1. Philosophy and Techniques of Playing Defensive Line 

Es While our goal is to be the best defensive team in the 

League, we must prevent the long run and long pass 
far a touchdown. This can be accomplished by 
complete understanding of what we are trying to 

achieve as a team. The effectiveness of our defense 
is measured by the number of points scored against 
us. 

2. Desire 

A. Your attitude as an individual player has a 

Gefinite bearing on the overall success of our 

defensive unit. Above all, you must sacrifice to 

be a winner. Desire is the most important 

ingredient of winning; however, the 

combination of desire and thorouch 

understanding of our system will ensure the 

cest results. 

B. We must be tough, mentaily and physically. 

We must think tougher! We obtain this 

toughness by practicing tough. Touchness and 

wanted to overcome a lot of physical abilities. 

E Know your individual assignment on each and 

everv defense called, so your execution 

becomes automatic. 

D. Learn the opponent's tendencies from film 

study end scouting reports, so you can make 
the correct adjustments when necessary. 

E. When playing the run, you must have the 

desire to whip the blocker, get rid cf him and 

make the tackle. If play is not directed at you, 

ycu must oe willing to sprint at a proper angle 

of pursuit and tackle the ball carrier (strip the 

A. Philosophy of Defensive Line Play 

| 

| 

| 

бай). | 



H 
{ 

| | 
| When rushing the passer, vou must put | 

pressure on the passer by using proper rushing | 

| techniques and by rushing in your prescribed x 

"nm 

lane. The name of the game is to get to the 

passer and punish him. 

3; The success of our defense will depend on your willingness 
to practice, execute and an understanding of our defenses. 
Your individual execution and effort determines the 

effectiveness of our defense. 

IË. Essentials of Good Defensive Line Play 

NOTE: Fundamentals of defensive line play will De learned in a 

progressive manner. Any failure in this learning progression will 

cause your entire performance to break down. 

Lateral and vertical alignment. 

Stance and Keys (focal point). 

Charge. 
Read and reaction. 
Neutralize and escape blocker. 

Pursue. 

| 
d 

| 
Ж . Tackle. 

x Lateral and Vertical Alignment. 

a. Vertical - align with down hand 12-18 inches off 
near point of ball. Distance will vary depending on: 

(1) Your quickness and quickness of opponent. 

(2) Your ability to read and react. The closer you 
can align to the line of scrimmage and still 
effectively execute your assignment, the better. 

Loosen on run situation. 
Tighten on pass, goal line and short yardage 

situations. 



O O CI лагы АА u een 

Stance and Keys 

Ends and Tackles will use a three-point stance and a four- 
point stance on short yardage and goal line. Two types of 
stances will be used. 

A. Sprint Stance (Pass Rush Stance)- Feet spread . 
width of armpits with hell-to-tce stagger. Right hand 
down, right foot back. Left hand down, left foot 
Баск. Legs well under body. Knees flexed no 
greater than 9096. Back parallel to ground (tail may 
be slightly higher than shoulders). Head and eyes 
up. Heels slightly off the around. Weight will be 

distributed between down hand and up foot. 

В. Normal Stance - Feet spread width of armpits with 
very little stagger. Right or left hand down. Slight 
weight on hand. Legs well up under the body. 

Knees flexed no greater than 90%, heels slightly off 

ground. Back parallel to ground (tail may be slightly 

higher than the shoulder). Head and eyes up. 
Weight must be equally distributed on balis cf both 
feet. This stance must permit lead step richt, left or 
straight ahead. 

x 

KEYS: - Team defensive calls will dictate your area of 
responsibility and type cf control. Type of control will 
dictate кеу. Key demands that you focus your eyes to a 
given point. This point is the "focal point." You must see 
these keys simultaneously. 

Charge 

а. Hard Charge - Explode on first movement of Бай or 
offensive linemen. 

(1) Explosion Step (ist step) - Roll off up foot, 
bringing up rear foot. 

Balance Step (2nd step) - Bring foot up to for 

near parallei base as you charge with eyes 
focused on keys you will "Read." This "Read" | 
must be completed as you make your balance | 

RJ) < 

step. Your next step will always be a reaction 
step: 



ss n Yr sas 

(3) Reaction Step (3rd step) - This step will be a 
reaction to your "Read." 

| | 
| | 

| Note: in many cases, you should make your "Rea | 
{ the Explosion Step (1st step), in which case your Ed | 

step wili be a Reaction Step rather than a Balance Step. | 
Make all steps as short and as quickly as possible. Never 
be so intent on "Reading" that your charge is delayed or 
soft. There shall never be any hesitation or pause from 
the beginning of your charge to the completion of your 
reaction. 

5. Control Charge - Will be used when playing head- 
up on offensive player. First step will always be to 
side of contro!. If outside control, step with outside | 
foot. This step should always be straight and strong. 

Don't step flat down 1.0.5. 2nd step will be either a 
lance or reaction step, depending on "Read of 

Nose Tackle control either side of Center with flow (a 
gap). Step with left foot if Center comes to your left 
or straight ahead. Step with right foot if he comes to 
your right. | 

C. Fundamental Techniaues That Will Ве Used 

Le Butt Technique 

а. Used to neutralize the offensive blocker and control 

him on Man blocking when head up or in a tight 
outside position of offensive linemen. 

As you take explosion step, drive helmet under 

shoulder pads of blocker (just above numbers). At 

the completion of the charge, get head and eyes up 
and get heels of hands under shoulder pads. At the 
completion of the charge, the elbows must be locked 
to get blocker away from body, and legs should be 
well up under the body. Continue to apply leg 

pressure. Ward off blocker, keeping leverage on ball 
carrier and make tackle. 

a TIRTIRE es 



Forearm Rip 

a. Used to neutralize the offensive linemen on a Reach 

Biock. 

Executed by delivering a hard ripping blow with 
forearm and shoulder, not allowing the head of 
blocker to get past the defender. 

a. Used by defensive linemen taking on a block from 
inside-out when he reads "X" or Trap Blocking. 

3. Trap Technique 

D. There are two basic techniques. | 

| (1) Spill Technique - Your initial takeoff of your 
| charge should put your feet in a Parallel 

| position at the time you read the blocking 

combination. Your next step will be a direction 

| step down the L.O. S. and pivoting on the 

| inside foot with body position as low as 
| possible. Now drive into inside shoulder cf 
| trapper ready to rip up with your outside arm 

| and snouider. ( Results from inside release of 

| кеу.) 

| 

| 

H 

i 

Outside Squeeze Technique - From the parallel 

positicn after takeoff, make a slide step ciosing 

as fast as possible from outside-in. Good low 

body position. Meet trapper with shoulder 

parallel to L.O.S. with leverage from outside-in. 
The кеу to this technique is to close the hoie 

between your original alienment and the down 
blocker as much as possible. (Results from 
influence or pull away from ball of key.) 

еч 
М < 

a. Used by Defensive End or Tackle to qo 
from one position to an inside position on 

D = nap of ball. i © 
1 



| 
d 

Explode with penetrating inside lead | 
step, then balance step up field with 

outside foot. Your key will be the 
linemen hat you are charging to. Your 
reaction to read will occur no iater than 
3rd step. 

Never be turned out by linemen that you are lined up on 
before snap of ball. Keep inside arm and shoulder free. 

| Be sure you charge up field so that the linemen that you | 
| are charging to cannot hook you by Reach Block or you 

cannot be collapsed by any man blocking to the inside. 
Read and react to key. If key blocks inside, close for trap. 
If key pulls, get on his tail and follow. If key blocks 
straight out, react common sense way to man blocking on 
you. Ends must contain all passes unless your slant is | 
dictated by Linebacker "dog" outside of you. If backs flow | 

| away, pursue. Linebacker has reverse. 

| 

Techniques used after reading blocking combinations, 
warding off blocker and getting to point of attack. 

a 

a. Leverage - Destroy blocking pattern at point of 

attack. Use blocker's body to "shrink" point of attack 
or push off in pursuit as situation dictates. 

Slide - Actions used after destroying blocking 
pattern. Stepping laterally with outside foot when 
moving outside. Keep feet parallel and use quick 

gliding steps while controlling blocker and then sprint 
to point of attack. 

Wipe - Normally used versus a down block. 

Squeeze area from inside-out. Pull the outside arm 

and rip or swim across the face of the blocker. We 
must not give ground while wiping off (never at 
P.O.A.). 



Throw - Grab blocker апа pull him away from point 
of attack, step and drive for point of attack. 

Arm Lift - Used versus a down block. Step into the 

down blocker. Use arm to that side in an upward 

driving motion under chin or shoulder pads to knock 
nim off balance or throw him off. 

f. Slip - Technique used when blocker has gained 

position and impossible to execute one of your basic 

escape techniques. Tne action of going underneath t 
he blocker by using either pushing, arm rip or 

crossover to get by blocker. Once executed, pursue 
at a proper angle of pursuit. 

E. Pursuit 

1. After neutralizing blocker and fulfilling your responsibility, 
locate ball, escape blocker, pursue; chase and make 
tackle. 

Each lineman is critical on each play. Get to the ball. 

Never assume the other guy will handle it. 

of pursuit is important. The cioser you ere to 

.О.А., the flatter your angle of pursuit. The 

urther you are from the P.O.A., the deeper your 
an ale of pursuit. 

о Always pursue at deeper angie than the next pursuit 

man between you and the ball. Never follow your 
own color. 

———————————————————————————— — Á—— 

d. Always keep leverage on the bail. On plays to 
your outside, keep bail carrier in front slightly to your 
outside. On plays to your inside, keep ball carrier in 
front and siight to your inside. 

so you can quickly change direction or break down 

for tackle. 
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е. As you pursue, keep shoulders parallel to tne L.O.S., | 

| 



2. Chase - Contain Man 

0% If fiow away, follow ball at a depth so you can make 
tackle; if ball come to you, think reverse. Sch 

quarterback for Bootleg (G-T Inside Pull), Waggle, Statue, 
etc. If one of these plays develops, you must turn it back 

to inside (contain). 

b. If no Reverse, etc., get into pursuit as soon as ball carrier 

crosses the L.O.S. Must always keep leverage on ball; be 
alert for the busted play. 

can't play. 

2. Tackling is 90% desire, 

x 1. Tackling is a must of defense. If you can't tackle, you 

| 3. Tackling is subordinated to getting the ball player on the 

ground. 

4. Good tackling techniques require 

а. Head up, eyes open, back arched, good base, good 

breakdown position. 

| 
| 

| 

| 
| 

x 
x 

Cr Get in close (arms length). 

Club arms, get as much of the ball carrier as you can 

(fingers in the cloth). 
о 

In open field, "Break Down" - get body under 
control. Must be a sure tackler. 

Use "juggler" tackle on passer. Tackie him from 
-head down. Do not leave your feet. Punish him. 





PASS RUSH 

de 

x 
x 
x 

Philosophy 

The key to a successful pass rush is your intense desire to get to 
the Quarterback. An effective pass rush is your most important 

responsibility. Techniques of pass rush will vary according to 
each individual's talents, and to the responsibility of the defens 

called. Few piayers have the physical ability to master all types 

of pass rush techniques. Analyze our own physical abilities, then 

practice and perfect those talents. 

t is always considered a great compliment for a defense to lead 

the League in quarterback traps, especially if the defense also 

leads in defense against the run. 

More important than the number of quarterback i 

putting constant, relentless pressure on the pass 
throws, forcing him to run, in general, making hi 

affecting his timing and effectiveness 
3 LE q 

n 
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Our доа! against the pass is to destroy the pas si ng attack. If, 
during the process, we set e for quarterb аск traps ог 

interceptions forced, then we have added "frosting to the cake." 

Basic Fundamentals x 

| 
| Regardless of the technique used, there are basic fundamentals 

which are vital in order to be effective. 

A. You must have a thorough knowledge of your opponent -- 

what are his strengths, weaknesses, preferred techniques, any 

pre-snap tips he may give. 

B. Anticipation of pass situations, and quick recognition of 
pass. (Always know down and distance, score, time, etc.) 

c. An explosive and decisive first move -- you must have an 
explosive jet charge. 

D. Have a pre-determined technique in mind. 

E. Coordination of hands, feet and head movement. 



Р. Body Lean -- Keep shoulders ahead of feet. Don't 
straighten up. Keep legs driving, head up, eyes on Quarterback. 

G. If you have not reached the passer, get your hands up as 
his elbow comes off the ball. Arms up will: 

1. Force elevation of the throw. 
2. Make him pull it down. 
3: Divert his attention. 

4. Тїр or bat the ball away. 
S Force a scrambie. 

H. When the pass is thrown, sprint in the direction of the 

pass, be ready to block for an interception or make an assist. 

| І. If you are blocked out of your lane, work back through 
| your lane. 

i 
| 1. If you cet to the same level as the Quarterback, retrace ог 

counter uncer. Do not over run the Quarterback. 

***Work on strengthening the hands and arms daily. This will make 

you more effective with your hand grabs, slaps, pulls and throws. Do 
not become stereotyped in your rush; however, one perfected move 

with a counter is all you need to go with the change-up уси Get from 

various blitzes and stunts. Whatever your physical traits may be, 

mental toughness, pride and desire to excel have no peer! 

111. Driving for the Passer 

Squeeze his area of operation; reduce his passing lanes. 
Force him closer to another гивһег. 

Do not cive him time for second choice receivers. 

Force him out of his throwing area. 
Force him to throw on the move. 
Force him to run...he is most likely a poor runner and 
susceptibie to injury. 

Throw him for a loss. 
Cause him to fumble. 

Make him jittery getting away from center and throwing 
quickly. 

Make him lose confidence in his protection. 

mono» 
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IV. 

PRE-SNAP 

What ғо Look for in Studying Your Opponent 

False step. 

Siow shoulder. 
Tackles and Guards with extreme stances. 

tance variations in run or pass situations. OO U > 

Weight distribution. 
Foot alignment. 
Split. 

Depth on L.O.S. P Q) pi 

Stiff arms. 

Poor body balance 

Slow feet. = G "rn 

NOTES ON PASS RUSH 

Have a plan (pre-determine your move). Picture what you are 

going to do when ball is snapped. This will greatly aid your 

quickness. You should be: 

Confident 
Coiled 
Combustible 

Concentrating 

x 

x 
| 

x 
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ON SNAP 

В. Explode on 5пар! Gain ground on each step. Keep good body 

angle until you make contact with biocker. 

Get hand control of blocker as soon as possible. Break down 

arm extension. 

1. Grad should be vise-like. 

2. Butt should be made bull-necked, with simultaneous grabs. 

Keep feet moving! Do not lunge. 



Stay in lane! May be tipoff for draw - keep pressure on 
Quarterback balance. 

1. Contain rushers, force Quarterback up; inside rushers force 

Quarterback back. 

2. Do not allow Quarterback to step ир or roll out. 

You have no more than 2.5 seconds! You do not have time for 3 

or 4 moves. 

Be Undaunted! By a missed grab or butt. Be ready with a 
counter-move, keep working, get penetration. 

Use His Technique Against Him! 

f blocker is giving ground, use power moves. 

f blocker is meeting you on line, use finesse moves. 

Take advantage of anything he Cives you. 

blocker's set takes away your original move, counter 

1 
I 

DAWNE 
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with anotner move. 

ly, Basic Pass Rush Moves 

A. Butt - technique whereby the defensive lineman drives his 

face mask to а point just above the numbers with both 

hands on the shoulders in a forward driving motion. 

B. Club = t г 
of the Біоскег in an attempt to knock blocker off balance. 

о Jerk - technique whereby the defensive lineman will grab 
and jerk the blocker. The direction of the jerk is usually 

determined by the type of pressure ог body position of the 

blocker. 

his backside arm back, over, and down in a swimming 

motion. The downward action is aggressive in order to 
break any hold the offensive blocker may have. 

D. Swim - technique whereby the defensive lineman will bring 

Rip - technique whereby the defensive lineman will use his 

backside arm, fist, and shoulder in a ripping movement 

upward underneath tne armpit and snoulder of the 
offensive blocker. ` ` m 

m 

clubbing motion to the shouicer 

| 

1 
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2. - technique whereby the ae fensive lineman simply 

tries to outrun the offensive biocker, and at the same 

time, Колу inward pressura. 

power Rush - technique used whereby the defensive 
lineman drives his face mask to a point just above the 
blocker's numbers, then explodes with his hand in a driving 
motion. The angie of the rusher's body is pointed so he is 
able to overpower the offensive blocker and drive him into 
the Quarterback's lap. As soon as the defensive lineman 
reaches a depth of approxima = 4 to 5 yards, he must 
work up and be ready to engulf the Quarterback. 

moving in one direction in order to execute a move in the 
opposite direction. If the offensive man takes vour initial 

move away, you must quickly counter with г companion 

move to deep driving to the Quarterback. 

VI. Combination Moves 

Club and Rip - rusher must get off quick al force blocker 

to move his feet and turn his shoulders. rus 

aiming point must be in imaginary shou fel r than the 
pressure point. Once rusher gets close enough, he will 

execute a Club and Rip technique in an atten ch to break 

down the angles of the blocker's shoulders, then explode | 
to the Quarterback. This is a basic move for all defensive 
linemen. 

H 
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Counter - any action used to get an offensive blocker | 

| 

shers' | 

| 

{ 

Club and Swim - same as the Club and Rip, except rusher 
will use Swim technique in place of Rip. 

Butt and Rip - technique used whereby the defensive 
lineman drives his face mask to a point just above the 

blocker's numbers with the hands grabbing both shoulder 
points. The rusher will drive forward working blocker up 
and back in an attempt to overpower him. Once the 

rusher has the blocker off balance, he will Rip and explode 
to Quarterback. 

Butt, Jerk and Rip - same as Butt and Rip, except after the 

Butt, the rusher will Jerk and Rip the blocker at the same 
instance, then explode to the Quarterback. 



Butt and Swim - same as the Butt and Rip, except the 
rusher will Swim after the Butt. 

Butt, Jerk and Swim - technique used whereby the 
defensive lineman drives his face mask to a point just 
above the blocker's numbers with the hands grabbing the 
shoulder points. 
The rusher will drive forward working the blocker up and 
Баск in an attempt to overpower him. Once the rusher has 
the blocker off balance, he will Jerk and Swim the blocker 
at the same instance, then explode to the Quarterback. 

Hand Slap, Rip or Swim - a fast outside charge to the 
outside shoulder offensive lineman, trying to beat him 
before he can get to his set point. Slap or Club down on 
blocker's hands or forearm. As soon as contact is made 
with the Slap, execute an underarm Rip or Swim. Lean in 
anc pressure the Quarterback. If offensive lineman turns 
end runs with your momentarily, Rip and drive for the 
Quarterback. 

H. Counter - Club and Swim - the rusher should attack an 
imaginary shoulder forcing the blocker to move in that 
direction. As soon as the blocker is moving that direction, 

the rusher should Club him with the backside arm, and 
upon contact, bring the opposite arm back and over in a 

| swimming motion, then explode to the Quarterback. 

VII, Rush Lanes 

A. Ends - your normal and most frequently used rush lanes 
will be outside the offensive tackle when the Quarterback 
passes from the pocket. In certain situations and against 
Quarterbacks who are not a running (scramble) threat, this 
rush 'ane will be ignored as an added advantage in rushing 
tne passer. If we are in a blitz, and you have contain, use 
only outside rush lane. When blitzing inside, STAY IM 
YOUR LANE! 

———————————————————— sua 



Б Tackles - Your rush ianes are less restricted | 

you may rush inside our outside tn | 

Quarterback passes from the poch ‚оу however, | 

that your desired rush iane is о» tne guarc as this | 
rush lane has the effect of minimizing any Diocking ehip | 
from the center and forces апу Quarterback to scramble | 
inside. An inside rush lane will expose you to the task de | 

beating the center es well as the guard. Strive to ge 

x 
| 
| 

Leaving your lane may interfere with rush of teammate 

and also leaves an unprotected run gap. Certain frontal 

spacing will isolate one of the tackles on the guard, and 

permit him to exercise either inside or outside rush lane. 

Be aware of these spacing. 

Versus sprint or roli t pep ne face of the 

blocker and Т. еһе ра іп iSside-out. fu m 

x 
least six (6) yards' penetration. BLITZES, stay in an 

| 

| 

| 

VIII.Quick Reminders for Rush Men 

get Blocker to Move 
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Get r 9 of Blocker Cle. Gier Hat piay with blocker). 

stay гіп рас lanes. 

If ome 15 Ge сол - do so - drive for up 
field shoulder of Quarterback. 
Pressure rushers - get hands up - do not jump, drive 
for Quarterback and strip him. 

Requirements of a Good Pass Rusher 

Quick feet. 
trong upper body (arms and shoulders) 

Concentrate on techniques. 

Be aggressive. 

Know and study opponent. 



6. Know down and distance at all times. 

Special Note: React to Screen pass; this is a hustle play. When 

you, as а rusher, feel the pass blocker letting you go, you should react 

to his release and sprint for the Screen pass. Normally on the Screen 
passes, the offensive linemen block you for two (2) counts and then let 
you до. 

Note: Ends - if an offensive tackle cuts you on his pass 
protection, it is a screen pass and you should react accordingly. On 

the Quick Screen, the offensive linemen will hit and go, and defensive 

linemen should react immediately and go for Screen. On Draws, it is 

very important that each rusher be in his lane, where you read Draw, 

plant, grab cloth and retrace your steps. 

IX. Defensive Line Pre-Snap Reads 

А. Check Center's free hand on run or pass. 

B. Check line splits for : (do they change for) 

1 Р, 
2 Pass 

3 Certain block schemes 

O Check alignment tip-offs 

Weight distribution/body lean 

Foot alignment/wigale 

Depth on the L.O.S. 

| 
| 
| 

| 
| 

Shoulders апа tail 

Angle of hand on ground 
Where is free hand 

Pre-set 

Eyes 

Listen to calls о бо 4 сл оге 

Listen and check backfield sets, tip for certain plays: "I", 
Split, Far, 1-Back, etc. 

Е: Know down and distance tendencies from Scouting Report. 

** Communicate along the 1.0.5. 



DEFENSIVE PASS RUSH LANES 

| (VS) DROP BACK: 
| 
| 
| 
| 

| 
| 

A NA AA MR ах тита почистен 

NOTE: 

change 

3 STEP, 5 STEP, 7 STEP 

IT d RT 

Left ие Аы Right 

Outside = Е Outside 

Lane O | Lane 

| (VS) SPRINT OUT 

N 

LT N REX 
Left nside А Inside 

Outside 16 Lane Right 
[апе с> Outside 

\ Lane 

| { 

Left т | RT | Right eft : 
Outside ! nside | a p 

Lane Lane ne Lane | > | 

(VS) WAGGLE/BOOTLEG 

Left Right 

Outside LT RT Outside 

Lane inside CD Insid кепе 

o Am © cuo» 

It is very important that each defensive lineman 

understands his rush lane responsibility and how it may 

with the (1) type of protections, (2) type of 

offensive play, (3) any possible rush game. 

| (VS) DROP ROLL (DASH) 

| 
| 
| 
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XXI . LINEBACKER TECHNIQUES 

AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
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Your role within the Team Concept: 

ot a Football is a team game ... be a team player. You must 5e willing to make 

sacrifices to help the team. In doing so, you are ultimately helping yourself. 

2. Approach each phase with a positive attitude. Attitudes are contagious. А 

positive attitude will help the team win. 

3. Every player on the team has a role to play. As the season goes along, your 

role becomes clearer. !t is your job to do everything mentally and physically 

to be successíul within your role and the team concept. 

4. Applaud the accomplishments of your teammates. 

an 5 Each drill and practice is designed to help you improve. Practice with a 

purpose. There is a definite correlation between the way you practice апа 

the way you perform on Sundays. Practice at top speed. 

5. Always look for ways to improve yourself. 

ri You must make a commitment to all areas: practice, weight room, film 

study, meetings, off-season conditioning, as well as games. 

8. Ask yourself: Am | committed? 

Am | sincere? 

Can | be trusted? 

———— 
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L The linebacker will be required to isarn and perfect Back Flow and Blocking 

Scheme "reads in order to successfully defend against tne Run. These techniques 
must be learned versus four Backfieid Actions: Fiow to; Flow Away; Split Flow and 
Counter Action. 

А. Fiow То: React tc бескігіс action and stap up through your 
proper gap control, depending on front. 

Ë. Fiow Away: React to backfield action and step up through your 
proper сар control depending on front - Linebacker 

away from the flow check your proper gap and then 
pursue. 

C. Split Flow: Shuffle and find the “football. Then pursue to prope: 

gap. 

Counter Action: — Start to proper gap on initial action. Then REDIRECT 
to counter side. "Mike play underneath ALL blocks 
counter action. 

"Sam and Will--You must be ready to scrape OUTSIDE with a FULLBACK 

STUNT in any front 

LINEBACKER PLAY 

Our defense is а gap control defense with the Linebackers READING THE BACKS and 
being gap flow players on action. !t is essential that the Linebackers are able to read and 

react to tne various back paths and then attack the proper gaps. This must be 

accomplisned in order for us to be the best defense we can be. 

The fundamentals of Linebacker play will be taught in a progressive manner that will be 
constant throughout the season: 

° Stance and alignment 

° Backfield keys 

e Proper read and reaction 

e Attack the proper gap 

° Pursue 

° Tackie 

A.ب سا نے ت ی ت ھن  



LINEBACKER PLAY 

. The success of any defense depends on the effectiveness of the linebackers in 
performing their respondibilities. A linebacker, by correct keying, must make a split 
second decision on every play to determine run or pass. On a running play, a 
зпебаскег must be tough, strong and immoveable as a defensive lineman, controiling 
his area and fast and reckless in his pursuit if the play is directed elsewhere. On a 
pass play, a linebacker must be agile and fast in getting depth to prevent medium 
pattems; quick in reacting up on short patterns. A linebacker must drill long and hard 

in perfecting techniques with the defensive line and the defensive backs, as he is the 
link that must mold the two into a successful unit. 

LINEBACKERS RUN RESPONSIBILITY 

А. Stance (4-1/2 yards deep) 

1. Feet comfortably spread, with a slight bend in knees. 

2. Shoulders in front cf feet. Flex at knees and hips 

4, Shoulders parallel to the L.O.S. 

5. Arms hang straight down. 

| 

x 3. Weight evenly distributed over balls of feet. 



PATH READS 
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INDIVIDUAL PASS COVERAGE'S 

i. General Techniques for both man for man and zone coverage 

A. Three techniques that are common for both М-М and Zone Coverage. 

1. Stance and Alignment 

a. 

2. Key 

Coaching Points 

May deepen or widen on sure pass downs to gain an 

advantage. (Do not tip coverage). 

If you are faking a blitz be sure we are in zone coverage. The 

QB could audible to something that would hurt М-М coverage. 

Coaching Points 

(1) 

(2) 

Keys differ іп М-М and zone coverage. And the initial key for 
the Linebacker is your run defense key. So, your ability to 
quickly shift from your run key to your pass «sy is very 
important and has much to do with determining your 

effectiveness as a pass defender. 

Recognizing formations is an aid in locating your pass key. 
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а. Coaching Points 

(1) Your drop in М-М may differ from zone coverage as far as 
depth anc angie of dron is concerned. 

(a) Asa general rule, in М-М coverage you will drop only as 
far as necessary to pick up your man, or attack your 
man from inside-Out to stop an Option Route. 

(5) in zone coverage you will drop to an area of the field 
(based on sideline and width of the wide receiver). 

(2) Тһе main point is that you must get off the L.O.S. when you 
recognize pass. 

(3) ` Keep your eyes on the quarterback for your key until you are 
sure it is not a Draw or quick pass. 

(4) It is permissible to turn and run initially when dropping .. 
chuck a Wide Receiver. 

И. General Techniques for man for man coverage 

A. Four techniques that must be mastered in M-M Coverage. 

Concentration - On the receiver's numbers 

(a) This is 75% of М-М Coverage. Most men are lost because the 
Linebacker sneaks a look at the Quarterback and the Receiver runs 
away from him. (In Trail technique, concentrate on the small of his 
back.) 

(b) Ignore everything but the Receiver. This is especially true if you are 
beat deep. 

Position - Strive to gain a position two yards deep and one yard inside (or 
outside) the Receiver when he is to make his final cut. (This cut usually 
comes from 4-6 yards across the L.O.S.) Get a Jam whenever possible 
within 5 yards of the L.O.S. 

— T Ñ. 
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a. Coaching points. 

(1) Never let the Receiver gain a head-up position with you. He 
can now go either way on you. Get a Jam whenever possible 
within § yards. | 

(2) By motoring, you can maintain position. If you get turned (опе 
foot deeper than the other) the Receiver can cut away from 
you. Forward body lean helps also (chin cver the toes). 

(3) A good position is to be four yards deep as a Back crosses the 

L.O.S. You should be motoring and have your inside or 

outside positicn at this point. This is to be used only if you are 

unable to get a Jam within 5 yards because of release path. 

(4) Yeu may also use a Pressure Rush Technique to cover your 

Back. Attack the Back from Inside-Out--do nct allow a dig 

separation to occur after initial collision. it is beneficial to jam a 

Back from Inside-Qut rather than give him a two-way cut 

(Option Route). 

2. Drive - Close on the Receiver when he makes his cut. 

a. Coaching Points. 

(1) Be in position sc that if the Receiver changes direction, he 

must run into you. ra aia d B a E La A аА ME iO S a A —n saa 

(2) Drive for the far shoulder cf the receiver. 

(3) Keep your back arm behind the receiver. This is the arm 

d nearest the recsiver's direction. Knock down the pass with the 

other hand. This helps prevent pass interference and also 
enables you to strip the receiver if he catches the bail. 

ml 4 = 

slow up to catch the ball. By concentrating and continuing to 

drive (nct looking for the ball, but watching the hands of the 
receiver) уси have а gccd chanca to break up the pass. If you 

icok be ^X to the Quarterback, the receiver will run away from 

if a receiver gets behind you, 90% ct the time he will have to | 

уси. 

j 
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Ш. General Techniques for Zone Coverage 

А. In Zone Coverage there are Four Techniques that must be mastered. 

1. Drop - To the area to Бе covered, crossing over but keying the Quarterback. 

a. Coaching Points 

(1) The angle of the drop depends on the width to be covered. 
The wider you have to cover, the flatter your angle will be to 
the LO.S. 

(2) Continue to drop until you reach your assigned area, or the 
. Areas may shift as Patterns 

develop and Pattern Pressure changes. 

(3) You must be aware of Patterns as they develop. By game-plan 
i and film study, you must learn to recognize coordinated routes 

by Receivers and their development. 

Example: #1 goes out then #2 is coming in or the Back 
swinging complimenting an occuring pattern 
downfield. 

3; Reaction - Move at the proper angle to break up the pass. 

a. Coaching Points 

(1) Do not "round" your reaction, but drive squarely to the 
interception point. React sharply and quickly. 

(2) Must be in a "good" football position to get maximum reaction. 
Stay off of your heels and bend the knees. 
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Should be able to react seven yards in any direction. (This will 

"clanket" the field with four men covering the short areas.) 
CORRECT x INCORRECT 

ME Ss W a 

| ND 
4. Ball - Always intercept at the highest point. Attack the ball. 

a. Coaching Points 

(1) If you wait for the bail, the receiver has a chance to drive in 
front of you and either catch the ball or bat it away from you. 

(2) As in М-М, keep your back arm behind the receiver when 
expicding through him. 

ІМ. Specific Techniques for Man to Man Coverage 

A. Outside Linebackers 

4; Man to Man when back is in backfield. 

(1) On flare route - Hug. 

(2) | On up move - concentrate more on receiver. Run with him апа 
` watch his nands. 

| 
| 

| 
| 

а. Coaching Points . 

| 
| 
| 

| 
| 



(3) Оп the flat pattern - drive toward receiver, do not stay too far 
off. 

(4) | Remember all of your pursuit is inside. 

а, Man to Man Blitz Coverage - When we are blitzing use tight М-М Coverage. 

а. Coaching Points. 

(1) Move flatter along L.O.S. on outside routes. Snug up on 
receiver. Jam Receiver from Inside-Out. 

(2) Do not hover on a route of any back. 

(3) You will not have quick pursuit as in standard defenses. 

V. Specific Techniques for Zone Coverage 

A. Outside Linebackers 

1. Curl to flat area 8-10 yards deep, halfway between hash mark and sideline. 
Listen for Chico or Cut Split call. Re-route at seven yards. 

a. May turn and run to get width to sideline. Key Quarterback first, then 
turn and run. Square when Quarterback sets. Look to Quarterback 
first for draw or quick pass. Be aware of complementary Routes as 
they develop and pattern pressure. 

b. Face the Quarterback when he sets. The quicker you get under 
control, the better reaction you'll get on the ball. 

6; Be in position to drive at а sharp angle оп the ball. 

d. On flare or flat routes be conscious of tum-in by Wide Receiver, or 
other complementary Routes. 

e. Attack screens from outside-in. Contain. Attack blockers do NOT | 
. wait. | 
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2. Curl - inside area 10-12 yards deep. 

а. Force tight ends outside on initial drop. Look to re-route at 10 yards. 

b. Be alert for crossing routes. Talik to each other as receivers pass 
through your areas. Be aware cf pattern pressure and complimentary 

routes. 

С: Attack screens from inside-out with reckless abandon. Do NOT wait. 

d. If #2 Receiver goes out, look for #1 coming in. 

e. When the ball is in the air intercept it at the highest point. 

8. Middle Linebackers. 

t. Hock - Inside Area 10-12 Yards Deep. 

а. Initial drop is for the turn-in position of inside receivers or circie сі 

back. Look to re-route at 10 yards. 

b. Drop and key the Quarterback when уси gain momentum. Squat 
when Quarterback sets up. Be aware of pattern pressure as it 
devsicps. 

С. Face the Quarterback and be in positicn tc drive lateraily on the ball. 
You should Бе able to cover seven yards either side of you. 

d. Be alert fcr crossing patterns. Talk to each other as receivers cross 

| 

| 
through your area. 

| 

e initial alignment of Y end affects your drop. The tighter Y is, the less 
width you need. 

{. Attack screens from insice-out with reckless abandon. Do NOT wait. 

g. intercect the бай at its highest point. 


